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Introduction 

Pea flours have relatively poor nutritional properties such as anti-oxidant properties and 

technological functionality such as water solubility, emulsifying capacity and gelling 

ability). This is a result of a number of factors including: 

• The structure of pea proteins and their amino acid composition  

• The presence of large quantities of complex starch and other polysaccharides  

• The presence of anti-nutritional compounds  

Dry peas are rich in proteins (20-30%) and complex carbohydrates (60-70%), and very low 

in lipids (Chung H-J, et al, 2012). Compared to other pulses, differences in the 

physicochemical and functional properties of pea flours, protein isolates and starch isolates 

have shown to affect their applications in food systems (J. Boye, Zare, & Pletch, 2010). 

Structural modification of pulses in the form of physical, chemical or biological 

modification has shown changes in functional and nutritional properties (Singh et al, 2007). 

Structural modification of peas can be used to change functionality of pea flours, protein 

isolates and starch isolates. These modified forms may provide a suitable way to diversify 

its use in food industry.  

Current pea protein processing and modification concepts have limitations in terms of 

quality of resulting products (protein content, functionality, taste), thus restricting their 

applications in food. In order to enhance pea proteins functional properties such solubility, 

emulsification, foaming, gelation and water hydration properties it is essential to 

understand the underlying changes in protein and starch structure that evolve through 

modification and how these changes impact on functionality of modified pea fractions.  

One of the main aims of this research is to modify the structure of peas by using natural 

biological modification such as germination to create a new food ingredient with improved 

functional and health benefits.  Research has indicated that during germination a number 

of physicochemical and biological activities occur leading to enhancement of nutritional 

profile, better functional properties and also the production of bioactive peptides 

(Ghumman, et al., 2016). The use of natural biological modification such as germination 

is a novel approach utilising natural enzymatic processes which could result in modified 

functional pea fractions as ‘clean label’ ingredients for food application. This study will 

use Australian yellow peas as they are one of the main pulse crops grown in Australia and 

is currently a low value crop mostly used as animal feed. Also, yellow peas have a rich 

protein content and a well-balanced amino acid composition.  

The outcome of this work could benefit food industries as germinated pulse ingredients 

could be used to develop ‘clean label’ products. Germinated pea ingredients could also be 
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used as an alternative source of vegetable protein in gluten free food formulations. Food 

products could be designed with desired texture and functional properties as well as 

enhanced nutritional value. 
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Chapter 1 – Literature Review 

1.1 Overview of Pulses 

1.1.1 Australian pulse production and its current usages 

Pulses are the dry edible seeds of plants from the family leguminosea (Tiwari, Gowen, & 

McKenna, 2011; Long, Lawrence, Miller, & Marshall, 2014). The term ‘pulse’ has arrived 

in modern English from various parts of the world such as the Greek ‘poltos’ means 

‘porridge of meal’. In Latin  pulses are called ‘puls’ or ‘pultis’, in French ‘pols’ and in 

Middle English ‘puls’ (Sathe, 2016). The United Nations Food and Agricultural 

Organisation (FAO) has identified 11 major types of pulses: dry beans, dry broad beans, 

dry peas, chickpeas, cow peas, pigeon peas, lentils, bambara beans, vetches, lupins and 

pulses nes (not elsewhere specified). The specific types of pulses included under the pulses 

nes are minor pulses such as lablab bean, jack bean, winged bean, guar bean, velvet bean 

and yam bean)  (Bohra, Jha, Kishor, Pandey, & Singh, 2014; Sathe, 2016). Pulses are 

widely cultivated throughout the world and are a staple food in some countries as they are 

a rich source of dietary proteins compared to other grains (Ofuya & Akhidue, 2005) 

(Maninder Kaur & Singh, 2007). 

Annual production of total pulses and peas production in Australia and around the world is 

as shown in Table 1.1. Annual global pulse production for 2012 was 75 metric ton (MT), 

out of which Australia produces approximately 3.9 MT (FAOSTATS, 2015). In Australia, 

several cool and warm season pulses are grown throughout the year. The six major pulses 

grown in Australia are chickpeas, faba beans, field peas, lentils and lupins which are cool 

season and mung beans which are grown in warm season (Salam et al., 2011; Siddique, 

Siddique, & Sykes, 1997). In 1995, pulses were mostly produced in Western Australia, 

Victoria and South Australia. In recent years pulse agronomists and farmers have been 

using the most advanced technology and equipment along with better fungicide resistance 

using fungicides such as Veritas ® which gives resistance to foliar disease in legumes such 

as chickpeas, fava beans and crop rotation which has expanded pulse production in 

Queensland and New South Wales (Australian Bureau Of Statistics, 2012; "Australian crop 

report," 1996; Cox, Kelly, & Strong, 2010). Financial and crop rotational benefits have 

shown to increase the adoption of pulses in Australia (Cox et al., 2010). 
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Table 1.1 : Annual production of pulses and peas globally and in Australia. 

Source: (FAOSTATS, 2015) 

Annual global production of peas in 2012 was 10.6 M tonnes and accounts for 14% of 

total pulses produced around the world (FAOSTATS, 2015).  Annual production of peas 

in Australia depends mainly on climatic conditions and disease resistance, but is typically 

in the range of 2-3 MT per year since 2008, which is the second largest production volume 

after Canada which was  more than 3.5 MT in 2008 and 3.3 MT in 2012 (French, 2016; 

McDonald, 1995; Siddique, Walton, & Seymour, 1993). Field peas are a major crop 

across the southern Australian cropping zone with substantial production in South 

Australia accounting for 130 thousand metric tonnes which is 40.63% of total field pea 

production in Australia (Pulseaus.com.au, 2016). Due to its versatility in crop 

management and its applications in human consumption, stock feed and forage field pea 

is the most popular pulse in Australia (Field Pea Focus Eastern, 2003); (Jezierny, 

Mosenthin, & Bauer, 2010).  

Currently, Australian pulses are mostly used for stockfeed or exported as levels of domestic 

consumption of pulses has remained relatively stagnant. Human consumption of pulses in 

Australia is primarily in the form of canned or frozen products such as canned peas, 

chickpeas, lentils and frozen peas and beans.  In  countries where pulses are exported such 

as in South East Asia, Central Asia and the Middle East (Australian Pulse Industry,  Export 

Statistics, 2016) pulses are mostly used in the form of split dahls, pre-prepared soups, 

fermented foods, noodles, snack foods and for production of protein concentrates or 

fermented sauces.   

1.1.2 Pea production and its current applications  

Peas, Pisum sativum L., are one of the oldest cultivated crops. Originating in the Middle 

East,  they then spread east to China and west to the Mediterranean and Europe (Smýkal, 

Year Dry Pea Production (x1000 MT)  Total Pulse Production (x 1000 MT) 

Australia World Australia World 

2000 

2002 

2004 

2006 

2008 

2010 

2012 

5, 0 

2, 0 

3, 0 

1, 4 

2, 4 

2, 8 

3, 4 

10, 71 

9, 63 

11, 72 

9, 82 

10, 10 

10, 40 

10, 60 

22,0 

13, 1 

17, 0 

10, 3 

17, 2 

19, 5 

39, 1 

55,60 

58, 30 

59.91 

61.03 

62.80 

70.63 

75.10 
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Coyne, Redden, & Maxted, 2013). Around the world, five main types of peas are grown: 

Austrian winter peas, green peas, maple peas, marrowfat peas and yellow peas (Figure 1.1). 

Australia produces a significant amount of yellow pea and green pea (Department of 

Agriculture and Food, 2017; Roy, Boye, & Simpson, 2010). Due to their high protein 

content (>20%) peas have a long history of human consumption in many countries. Peas 

were traditionally consumed as a whole grain by boiling or cooking, in the form of soups 

or as processed pea flour (Owusu-Ansah & McCurdy, 1991). More recently pea flour and 

pea protein concentrates have been used in breads to fortify wheat flour and improve the 

nutritional quality of wheat flour (Linnemann & Dijkstra, 2002; Owusu-Ansah & 

McCurdy, 1991). Pea flours have also been used in food applications such as extruded 

products and comminuted meat products (Henshaw, McWatters, Akingbala, & Hung, 

2002).  

 
Figure 1.1: Main types of peas grown around the world  

Source: http://www.transasiatc.com/about_yellow_peas.html 

1.2 Pulse milling process – Flour Processing 

The mature legume seeds at harvest hold about 20% moisture and are subject to spoilage 

unless dried. These mature legume seeds come in long pods which are removed manually 

or mechanically. If the seeds are to be consumed as fresh green peas, they are processed 

for canning or freezing and if they are to be used for milling, the seeds are sun dried (S. 
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Fasuyiro, 2012). The dried legume seeds are cleaned and graded prior to processing into 

end products such as grits, meal or flour (Oghbaei & Prakash, 2016).  

The mature legume seed has three major components: the seed coat (also called testa or 

hull), the cotyledons and the embryo axis (Figure 1.2). The cotyledons are known to store 

most of the food reserves such as protein and starch and constitute 80 to 90% of the seed.  

 A typical structure of a cotyledon parenchyma cell of pisum sativum is shown in Figure 

1.3. Within the cotyledons, proteins are stored in protein bodies about 5 µ in diameter and 

the starch is stored as starch granules (Aykroyd & Doughty, 1982). 

 
Figure 1.2: Cross-section of a mature pea seed with one cotyledon removed  

Source : http://www.seedbiology.de/structure.asp 
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Figure 1.3: Cross section of cotyledon storage parenchyma cells of mature pea seed 

Proteins in protein bodies (PB), starch in amyloplasts (S), cell wall (CW), intercellular 

spaces (IS). Magnification 1, 800X. Source: (Aykroyd W.R. and Doughty J., 1982) 
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For peas, the three major pre-processing treatments after removal of pods include 

dehulling, splitting and milling. Dehulling involves removal of the seed coat or hull that 

contains a large proportion of fibre (Siddiq, 2013), and is an important step in the 

production of flour and various protein and starch fractions. The second step is splitting 

which involves separating each grain into two cotyledons. Depending on the grade of the 

grain, peas can either be suitable as retail grade dehulled and split peas or milled. The 

next  step is milling which is defined as the process of grinding grain into a flour or meal 

(Bender, 2006).  

Milling can be used to convert whole grain into flour which can then be used as a 

convenient ingredient in industrial or household food applications or to separate different 

grain fractions such as refined flour or groats (Oghbaei & Prakash, 2016). Various milling 

methods are used, such as dry milling, wet milling, wet fractionation, and ball milling. 

The milling method selected can vary depending on the desired product. Dry milling is 

the most common and effective method used to process grains into flour as it provides 

mixtures of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, phenolics and cellulose (Zhuge et al., 1991). 

In this milling method, peas are ground to form pea flour and bran is removed during the 

process (Figure 1.4). Dry milling when used as a pre-treatment method to wet 

fractionation of field pea groats resulted in a significantly higher starch yield than simply 

wet fractionation (Naguleswaran & Vasanthan, 2010).  

 

Figure 1.4: Process flow for dry milling of pea flour Source: (Zhuge et al., 1991) 

1.4 Chemical composition  

The major constituents of pulses are starch, protein, lipids and fibre. Compared to other 

pulses, peas and chickpeas contain maximum amounts of starch, followed by lentils and 

cowpea. Lupins and soybean have practically no starch (Table 1.2) (Chung & Liu, 
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2012).The composition of field pea depends on the cultivar, nitrogen fertilisers, soil and 

temperature (Gueguen & Barbot, 1988).  

Table 1.2: Composition of peas and other pulses (g/100g). 

Pulse Starch Protein Lipids Non-starch 

polysaccharides 

Chickpeaa,b 

Cowpeaa,b 

Field peaa,b 

Lentilc 

Lupine 

Soybeand 

60 

50 

60-65 

57 

0 

0 

20-25 

23 

20-30 

31 

35-40 

35-40 

0 

2 

0 

1 

10 

20 

10 

5 

5 

7 

40 

30 

Source: a  (Boye, Zare, & Pletch, 2010), b (Day, 2013), c (El-Adawy, Rahma, El-Bedawy, 

& Sobihah, 2000), d (Nishinari, Fang, Guo, & Phillips, 2014), e (Sujak, Kotlarz, & Strobel, 

2006) 

Besides being known as a rich and inexpensive source of protein, pulses are also a good 

source of B-complex vitamins and minerals (Table 1.3). In comparison to soy, field peas 

are rich in many minerals such as copper, iron, potassium, magnesium and zinc and 

vitamins such as thiamine, vitamin B6 and folate. Soaking, germination and dehulling 

improves the bioavailability of nutrients such as proteins, vitamins and minerals 

(Adebowale & Lawal, 2004; Ghavidel & Prakash, 2006).  
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Table 1.3: Composition of minerals and vitamins in peas and other pulses (mg or µg) 

Pulse 
Ca 

(mg) 

Cu 

(mg) 
Fe (mg) K (mg) 

Mg 

(mg) 

Na 

(mg) 

Zn 

(mg) 

Vit B1 

(mg) 

Vit B6 

(mg) 

 

Folate 

(mcg) 

 

Chickpeaa 

Cowpeaa 

Field Peaa 

Lentila 

Lupina 

Soybeanb 

97 

133 

47 

39 

327 

197 

0.83 

0.49 

0.27 

0.82 

0.74 

0.13 

6.3 

7.2 

5.1 

8.0 

7 

3.55 

1420 

900 

1070 

1050 

1140 

620 

181 

144 

126 

99 

235 

65 

24 

13 

13 

6 

11 

15 

3.26 

3.42 

3.74 

3.31 

5.77 

0.99 

0.48 

0.50 

0.89 

0.45 

0.44 

0.44 

0.31 

0.61 

0.25 

0.61 

0.43 

0.07 

720 

440 

200 

99 

400 

165 

Source:ahttp://www.fao.org/infoods/infoods/tables-and-databases/faoinfoods 

databases/en/ 
bhttps://www.researchgate.net/publication/305766532_USDA_National_Nutrient_Data

base_for_Standard_Reference_Release_28
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1.3 Starch and protein isolate processing 

1.3.1 Pulse Starch isolation 

The pulse starch isolation process can be carried out in two ways, either by using whole 

pulse seeds or by using pulse flour as the starting material. Whole pulse seeds are soaked 

in water, followed by acid-base extraction. This process is called wet milling or wet 

fractionation of starch. When products of singular composition such as starch, protein and 

oil are desired wet milling is often used by food processors (Zhuge et al., 1991).  

Wet milling has been used to isolate various pulses such as moth bean, faba bean and pea 

starches as it gives high yields in comparison to dry milling. For example, starch fraction 

resulting from wet processing of field peas and faba beans showed higher starch content 

of 94% for both legumes than dry processing 83% and 77% respectively for field peas 

and faba beans (Emami - et al., 2005). Figure 1.5 illustrates the process flow for isolation 

of moth bean starch by wet milling.   

Acid-base extraction of starch can also be carried out by using pulse flour as the starting 

material. This method is often used by industries over wet fractionation due to ease of 

operation and also because this method can be used for separation of pea protein, starch 

and fibre components (Hoover, Hughes, Chung, & Liu, 2010). In this method, the pulse 

flour is suspended in water followed by acid-base extraction of individual components. 

The starch from pulse flour is then separated from protein and fibre and further purified. 

Figure 1.6 represents a laboratory process flow for isolation of pea starch and protein.   
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Figure 1.5: Process flow for wet extraction of moth bean starch 

                    Source: (Kevate et al., 2010) 

 

Moth bean seeds 

Filtered through 2 layered muslin cloth 

Second blending (3 minutes) 

Soaking (24 hours) 

Blending (3 minutes) 

Holding (2 minutes) 

Suspend pellet in distilled water 

Suspend pellet in 0.02% NaOH solution 
and stand until clear solution  

Centrifuge at 5000 RPM (20 minutes) 

Neutralise to pH 7.0, dry and store 

Filtered through 0.045 mm screen 
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Figure 1.6:  An industrial process to manufacture pea starch and protein.  

Source: http://www.roquette-food.com/nutralys-pea-protein-vegetable-protein-

emulsifying-agent-high-protein-foods/  

 

1.3.2 Pulse protein isolation 

Several strategies have been developed to improve the nutritional value and functionality 

of plant proteins and one of them is protein isolation. Preparing protein isolates has proven 

to reduce the level of antinutritional factors. Overall, protein isolate processes improve 

protein availability and contribute to improving functional properties. This in turn may 

allow development of new functional food products. Table 1.4 represents various isolation 

methods used for peas and other pulse proteins and their advantages. Plant protein isolates 

have gained importance as a food industry product after it was discovered that isolates can 

be used as a high protein ingredient and hence various methods of isolation have been 

developed based on chemical and enzymatic preparations. Commercial preparation of 

protein isolates is often done using chemical process (Figure 1.5), however, industries are 

Water 

Separation 

Pea flour 

Decantation 

Pea starch 

Pea fibre 

Flocculation Pea protein 

Centrifugal settling 

Spray Drying 

Sieving 

Metal detection 

Packing 

Common steps used 
for each extracted 
component 
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moving towards the use of very mild conditions and with no use of chemical solvents to 

maintain excellent functional properties such as solubility and nutritional properties such 

as proteins, amino acid composition, starch, lipids, vitamins and minerals. 

Protein isolation is influenced by a number of factors such as composition of proteins, 

environmental factors, methods of isolation and conditions during isolation (Fernandez 

Quintela, et al., 1997). Variations in soil moisture, nutrient availability and ambient 

temperature has shown to affect starch and protein compositions and functionality, 

(Starke, 2014). In a study by Fernandez, Quintela, et al. (1997), preparation of pea isolate 

by isoelectric precipitation also resulted in a reduction in hemagglutinating activity, 

tannin, phytate and trypsin inhibitor activity. Alkaline extraction followed by iso-electric 

precipitation is the most commonly used method to isolate pulse proteins. Figure 1. 

provides a detailed process flow for this conventional method of protein isolation. In this 

process, defattening of pulse flour aids in achieving maximum purity of proteins and 

improves the texture and gel forming ability of the extracted proteins (Shand, Ya, 

Pietrasik & Wanasundara, 2007). 
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 Table 1.4: Techniques for processing pulse protein concentrates and isolates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: a (J. Boye et al., 2010), b (Rubio et al., 2014), c (Krishna Kumar N.S., Yea M.K., Cheryan M., 2003), d  Paredes-Lopez, O., et al, 1991,  
e (Nadal, Canela, Katakis, & O’Sullivan, 2011), f (Berghout, Boom, & van der Goot, 2014a)

Pulse type Starting material Isolation Technique Conditions of isolation Advantages 

Peaa 

Peab 

Soyc 

Chickpead 

Lupinse 

Soy, lupinf 

Defatted flour 

Defatted meal 

Defatted flour 

Protein isolate 

Full fat flour 

Flour 

Alkaline extraction 

Acid extraction 

Ultrafiltration 

Salt extraction 

SE chromatography 

Water extraction 

Flour: water (1:5), pH 9.0 

0.2mol/L borate buffer, pH 8.0 

50°C, pH 8.0, 69 kPa 

Sodium chloride 0.5M, pH 7.0 

Different molecular size 

Flour to water ratio (1:3) 

Antinutritional factors removed, 90% protein yield 

Characterisation of individual vicilins and globulins 

High protein yield (90%), soluble sugars removed 

High protein yield (88%) 

Extraction of globulins from Lupinus albus 

Composition and structure of protein undamaged 
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Figure 1.7: Process flow for alkaline extraction isoelectric precipitation method for 

protein isolation Source: (Boye  et al., 2010) 

 

Individual proteins are often separated from protein isolates to allow the role of proteins in 

determining functional properties. For example, Rubio, et al. (2013) isolated vicilins and 

albumins from peas using a chemical treatment and showed that the vicilin fraction was 

higher than legumin fraction in arginine, iso leucine, leucine, phenylalanine and lysine. The 

albumin fraction had double the amounts of amino acids such as aspartic acid, glutamic 

acid, lysine, arginine and methionine than those in legumins and vicilins. Due to 

fractionation it was possible to characterise each protein fraction and link their nutritional 

effects to the chemical structure.   

Protein isolates 

Alkaline extraction 
pH 8-11, 30-180 min., 25-26°C 

Whole pulse seeds 

Grinding/Milling 

Defatting of flour 

Flour suspension, Flour: water – 1:5; 1:20 

Centrifugation 4000 x g, 4-25°C 

Alkaline extract 

Isoelectric precipitation pH 4.5 

Centrifugation 4000 x g, 4-25°C 

Spray drying 
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Aqueous extraction on the other hand has been reported to be more efficient than alkaline 

extraction as extracting proteins and fats together directly have shown to contribute 

towards functional properties for its use in the final product (Dervas, et al., 1999). The 

procedure avoids the use of organic solvents and conducts protein extraction at lower 

temperature of 4ºC to improve protein recovery, yielding protein isolates that contain only 

0.02 – 0.07g oil per g protein isolate. The results suggest that protein content was similar 

to that obtained by the conventional method of alkaline extraction. Moreover, solubility 

and water holding capacity were in the same range and could be adjusted by including an 

additional heat treatment step. The water holding capacity (WHC) of pea protein isolate 

was found to be in the desired range for solidification or gel formation with samples of 

isolates produced at 90°C (Berghout et al., 2014a).   
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1.5 Structure and functionality of pea starch 

1.5.1 Starch composition  

The starch content of peas range from 60 to 65% and the dietary fibre content is within 

the range of <10 % on a dry weight basis (Guillon & Champ, 2002) (Table 1.2). Similar 

to most other pulses, starch and protein are the major constituents of the pea seed. The 

polysaccharides in peas include carbohydrates and the indigestible oligosaccharides of 

the raffinose, stachyose and verbascose family. These indigestible oligosaccharides in 

peas cause discomfort and flatulence through their fermentation by gut bacteria which 

limits the use of pea flour and its constituents (Sandberg, 2011). Information on structure-

function relationships of pea starch is essential to understand their functional properties 

and subsequent end-use applications.  

1.5.2 Starch structure 

Most starches consist of two polysaccharide molecules: amylose and amylopectin. 

Amylose is a predominantly linear molecule formed by anhydroglucose units linked by 

α-1, 4 bonds, and amylopectin is a highly branched polymer formed by anhydroglucose 

units with branch points linked by α-1, 4 bonds and additional α-1, 6 bonds. The ratio of 

amylose and amylopectin depends on the source of starch and effects the physicochemical 

properties of starch (Sasaki, et al, 2000). Normal native starches typically contain 20-30% 

amylose. Pea starch contains relatively high levels of amylose ranging from 24 to 49% in 

smooth pea and 60.5 – 88% in wrinkled pea (Chung et al., 2008a; Huang et al., 2007a; 

Zhou et al., 2004; and Ratnayake et al., 2001). 

A comparison of the composition of pea and other grain starches is presented in Table 

1.5. The structure of pea amylose is not well characterised. A few locations where 

amylose occurs in the pea starch granule are amorphous growth ring and amorphous 

lamellae or they occur interspersed or co-crystallised with amylopectin molecules (Atkin, 

Cheng, Abeysekera, & Robards, 1999; Jane, Xu, Radosavljevic, & Seib, 1992; Jenkins P. 

J. & Donald, 1995). A recent study of acid hydrolysis of pea starch showed that amylose 

is located predominantly in the inner core of the starch granules, with a small number of 

low branching amylose chains interspersed randomly among the amylopectin clusters 

oriented towards the outer surface of the granules (Wang et al, 2012). This location and 

arrangement of amylose in pea starch has shown to restrict digestibility and limits 

interactions with enzyme amylase (Sandberg, 2011, Englyst, H.N. et al, 1990). The other 
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factors that could lower digestibility of pea starch are high content of viscous dietary 

fibres and the presence of antinutritional factors (Chung et al., 2012). 

Amylopectin is a major component of all starches with a average molecular weight (kDa) 

of the order 107 – 109 (Aberle, Burchard, Vorwerg, & Radosta, 1994). Amylopectin is 

composed of linear chains of glucose residues linked α (1-4), with branch points where 

the glucose residues connected through α (1-6) linkages (5-6%). According to Hizukuri 

(1986) the amylopectin unit chains can be classified as A, B and C. The A and B type 

polymorphs refer to the arrangement of AP double helical cluters in the semi-crystalline 

lamellae of granules and the C type crystals have been reported as a mixture of A and B 

type (Hoover et al., 2010) (Shujun Wang, Sharp, & Copeland, 2011). The A chains are 

the shortest (DP 6-12) and are linked by a single α (1-6) linkage to the amylopectin 

molecule. The B and C chains are longer with DP (13-24) and DP (25-36). (Hizukuri, 

1986). Many physical and chemical properties of starch granules are based on the 

crystallinity of starch granules. The amylopectin molecules inside the starch granule have 

been shown to crystallise into either A type as in cereal starches, B type as in tubers, roots, 

high amylose cereal starches and retrograded starches or C type as in pulse starches 

(Hizukuri, Kaneko, & Takeda, 1983). 
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      Table 1.5: Chemical composition of isolated starch in peas and other cereals and 

legumes 

       Source:  a(Huang et al, 2007); b(Hager, Wolter, Jacob, Zannini, & Arendt, 2012) 

Cereal/Pulse Lipid (% w/w) Protein (g/100g) Amylose content (%) Total starch (g/100g) 

Chickpeaa 

Cowpeaa 

Maizeb 

Riceb 

Wheatb 

Yellow peaa 

0.10 ± 0.01 

0.15 ± 0.05 

2.48 ± 0.46 

0.90 ± 0.06 

0.1 ± 0.05 

0.07 ± 0.01 

0.57 ± 0.01 

0.49 ± 0.03 

5.50 ± 0.19 

7.33 ± 0.03 

11.54 ± 1.07 

0.52 ± 0.02 

27.2 

25.8  

22.91 ± 0.82 

21.38 ± 0.90 

21.10 ± 1.29 

31.2 ± 0.52 

94.0 ± 0.39 

93.1 ± 0.48 

71.52 ± 0.42 

77.52 ± 0.42 

68.10 ± 2.34 

92.3 ± 0.56 
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These C type crystallites are a mixture of A and B type-crystallites (Hoover et al., 2010). 

In legume starches, the core of the starch has been reported to exhibit B type and the 

outermost region the A type (Buleon et al., 1998). 

1.5.3 Starch functionality  

Legume starches exhibit typical starch functional properties, such as swelling, water 

absorption capacity, thermal properties and pasting properties (Huang J., et al, 2007; 

Hoover R., et al, 2010).  

1.5.3.1 Swelling power and water absorption capacity 

Swelling power is an indication of the ability of starch to hydrate under specific cooking 

conditions. When starch is heated in excess water, granules absorb water and swell. 

Hydrogen bonds stabilising the granule structure are weakened due to the thermal energy 

created by heating; water molecules associate by hydrogen bonding to hydroxyl groups 

exposed on amylose and amylopectin molecules. These changes result in amylose 

leaching, swelling of starch, increase in the granule size, increase in enthalpy and paste 

viscosity (Tester and Karkalas, 1996, Huang J., et al, 2007; Alcazar-Alay S.C. and 

Meireles M.A.A., 2015; Idrees Ahmed Wani et al., 2016).  

Swelling of starch is affected by amylose content and the structure of amylopectin (Sasaki 

& Matsuki, 1998). Legume starches have been reported to exhibit two types of swelling 

patterns. A single stage restricted swelling has low extent of amylose leaching in 

comparison to cereal starches in spite of having a higher proportion of free amylose. This 

restricted swelling has been attributed to a higher degree of inter-chain interactions 

between amylose and amylopectin chains. (Wajira S. Ratnayake, Ratnajothi Hoover, & 

Tom Warkentin, 2002; Idrees Ahmed Wani et al., 2016). This in turn prevents the release 

of amylose from starch molecules and/or to a higher content of amylose-lipid complexes. 

A two-stage swelling pattern has been reported for chick pea and yellow pea starches.  

The swelling volume of these starches increases slightly with increase in temperature 

from 50 to 70°C. At 80°C the value was 10 times higher than that at 70°C with the starch 

granules rapidly swelling only after the onset of gelatinisation temperature (Huang J. et 

al, 2007).  

Various studies suggest the swelling power of legume starches varies with species such 

that the swelling power of kidney bean, chickpea, lentil and mung bean starch were 

reported in the range of 10.4 to 11.6g water/g starch, 20.9 to 25.9g water/g starch, 7.23-

10.04g water/g starch and 11.9 to 13.7g water/g starch respectively (Hughes et al., 2009; 
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M. Kaur & Sandhu, 2010; Li, Ward, & Gao, 2011; Idrees A. Wani, Sogi, Wani, Gill, & 

Shivhare, 2010). Interestingly, the swelling power of smooth pea starch was in the range 

of 4–27 in a temperature range of 50°C–95°C which was higher than wrinkled pea. This 

was attributed to interactions between amylose chains and amylose-lipid complexes 

(Ratnayake, Hoover, Shahidi, Perera, & Jane, 2001).  

Water absorption capacity (WAC) is one of the most important properties of starches in 

food applications (Idrees Ahmed Wani et al., 2016). WAC is defined as the amount of 

water retained by the starch granule without subjecting it to any stress and it is the 

property of starch related to the hydrophilic sites of starch granule (de La Hera, Gomez, 

& Rosell, 2013). WAC is a function of several parameters including the presence of 

hydrogen bonds, degree of availability of water binding sites among the starches, 

conformational characteristics, stearic factors, and hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance.  

WAC of legume starches is inversely related to its aqueous solubility and directly related 

to swelling (Reddy, Pierson, Sathe, & Salunkhe, 1984). The water absorption of legume 

starches is generally less than 10 g/g which is similar to rice and corn starches. For 

example, water absorption capacity of black gram, kidney bean and sword bean starches 

is around 3.04 g/g, 2.1 g/g and 2.2 g/g, respectively (Adebowale, Afolabi, & Olu-

Owolabi, 2006; Deshpande, Sathe, Rangnekar, & Salunkhe, 1982; Idrees A. Wani et al., 

2010). Starch with higher WAC is desired in food applications such as in cooked sauces, 

gravies, bakery products and hence various modification techniques such as heat moisture 

treatment, annealing and extrusion have been employed to increase the WAC of legume 

starches (Adebowalea, a, Olayinkaa, & Lawalb, 2005; Martínez, Rosell, & Gómez, 2014; 

Olu-Owolabi, Afolabi, & Adebowale, 2011). 

1.5.3.2 Gelatinisation 

Gelatinisation refers to the order-disorder phase transition of starch when it is heated over 

a defined temperature range (Idrees Ahmed Wani et al., 2016). This phase transition is 

associated with diffusion of water in the granule followed by a series of changes such as 

water uptake by the amorphous background region, hydration and radial swelling of 

starch granule, loss of birefringence and crystallinity, uptake of heat, dissociation of 

double helix and amylose leaching (Jenkins & Donald, 1998). Two methods have been 

used to study gelatinisation properties of legume starches: the Kofler hot stage 

microscope and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The Kofler hot stage 

microscope was found to have limited application as only temperature measurements 

were obtained (Wajira S. Ratnayake et al., 2002). DSC is the most commonly used 
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method and it gives the gelatinisation transition temperatures To (onset), Tp (peak), Tc 

(end set) and ΔHgel (the enthalpy of gelatinisation). These parameters have been known 

to be influenced by the molecular architecture of the crystalline region (Idrees Ahmed 

Wani et al., 2016). Gelatinisation of legume starches as reported by other studies is 

presented in Table 1.6. 

 

 

Table 1.6: Gelatinisation characteristics of legume starches 

Type of starch To (°C) Tp (°C) Tc (°C) ΔHgel (J/g) 

Cowpeaa 

Chickpeaa 

Yellow peaa 

Field peab 

Lentilc 

Kidney beand 

Mung beane 

70.5 

57.9 

58.2 

58.0 - 59.0 

62.9 - 63.3 

61.5 

67 

75.4 

63.5 

65.1 

67.2 - 67.8 

69 - 70.8 

66.8 

71.9 

81.0 

70.4 

70.4 

74.1 - 75.1 

81.9 - 84.9 

90.8 

76.2 

15.2 

17.6 

16.1 

7.7 - 9.3 

13.2 - 13.8 

15.4 

5.1 

Source: a (Huang, Schols, van Soest, et al., 2007), b(S. Wang, Jin, & Yu, 2012) c (Chung 

et al., 2008),    d (Li et al., 2011), e (Yoshida et al., 2003). 

To, Tp and Tc varies from 57.9°C to 70.5°C, 63.5°C to 75.4°C, 70.4°C to 90.8°C and 

ΔHgel from 7.7 to 17.6 J/g respectively, demonstrating different temperatures are 

required to initiate starch gelatinisation from these legume species. This difference in the 

gelatinisation temperature has been attributed to factors such as amylopectin content and 

distribution, degree of crystallisation, proportion of amylose-lipid complex and 

proportion of outer ‘A’ branching of amylopectin (Shujun Wang et al., 2011). The starch 

gelatinisation parameters of other non-legume sources such as wheat, brown rice, and 

maize range from 51.5°C to 64.5°C, 57.9°C – 69.7°C, 67.2°C – 77.98°C and 7.99 – 12.1 

J/g respectively for To, Tp, Tc and ΔHgel (Luo et al., 2008; Tan, Torley, & Halley, 2008; 

Xu, Zhang, Guo, & Qian, 2012). This suggests that the gelatinisation characteristics of 

legume starches are comparable with cereal starches. There are reports on gelatinisation, 

gelling and rheological behaviours of native pea starch, but more research on modified 

pea starch and its use in specific food applications is essential.  
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1.5.3.3 Pasting properties 

Paste viscosity is an essential parameter to understand the application of starch in food 

industry (Gryszkin et al, 2014, Sarkar et al, 2013). A starch paste is a viscous mass of a 

continuous phase of solubilised amylose and/or amylopectin and a discontinuous phase 

of granule ghosts and fragments (Hoover et al., 2010; Idrees Ahmed Wani et al., 2016). 

Pasting has been referred to as changes in starch upon further heating post gelatinisation, 

leading to further swelling and leaching of polysaccharides from starch granules and 

increased viscosity due to application of shear forces (R. Tester & Morrison, 1990). 

Another author has defined pasting as the phenomenon following granule swelling, 

extrudation of the molecular components and eventually a total disruption of the starch 

granules (Meadows, 2002).  

The Rapid Visco Analyser (RVA) has been widely used to determine the pasting 

properties of pulse starches. The RVA measures viscosity during heating and cooling, 

which simulates conditions during food processing to relate functional properties with 

structural properties of starch. Figure 1.8 represents a typical pasting profile by RVA used 

to describe pasting properties. Initially the viscosity increases and reaches the highest 

level, that which is called the ‘peak’ viscosity where the granule swells and then reduces 

to the lowest value when the granule disintegrates with the application of shear force. 

These are called the ‘trough and breakdown’ viscosities. During the cooling stage the 

viscosity again rises which is known as the ‘setback’ which indicates starch retro 

gradation tendency after gelatinisation and cooling.  
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Figure 1.8: Pasting properties of starch-based powders by RVA – A typical pasting 

profile Source: (Rahmawati et al., 2014)  

 

The viscosity changes during heating are attributed to the swelling power of starch and 

the rate of degradation while the viscosity changes during cooling are attributed to 

amylose molecular reassociation (Shafie, Cheng, Lee, & Yiu, 2016; Idrees Ahmed Wani 

et al., 2016). Most pulse starches exhibit a high pasting temperature and tend to form a 

more viscous paste in comparison to cereal starches, indicating resistance to swelling and 

rupture.  

As tabulated in Table 1.7, peak viscosity, breakdown viscosity, final viscosity and pasting 

temperature of most legume starches are in the range of 1185 to 2253cP, 140 to 1885cP, 

3062 to 6167.5 and 69.5°C to 82.28°C respectively, with the peak viscosity of most 

legume starches being lower than rice and wheat. The addition of sweeteners was 

observed to influence the viscosity of pea and chickpea starches in comparison to wheat 

starches which was attributed to the higher amylose content of legume starch (Xing et al., 

2017; D. N. Zhou, Zhang, Chen, & Chen, 2017). The final viscosity which is an important 

quality parameter during the processing of ready to eat breakfast cereals or extruded 

snacks was observed to be very similar in pea and wheat starches.  

Extensive research has been undertaken on the functional properties and modification of 

cereal, potato, sweet potato and cassava starches and hence these starches are currently 

available for industrial applications (Adebowale & Lawal, 2004; Ghavidel & Prakash, 

2006). However, little information is available on the variation in functional properties of 

pulse starches. Due to this, more research is being conducted in pulse starches to 

understand the composition, molecular structure, physico-chemical properties, nutritional 

properties, digestibility and modification to improve their utilisation in food and non-food 

applications (Hoover et al., 2010).  
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                        Table 1.7: Pasting properties of cereals and pulse starches. 
Origin of 

starch 

Pasting 

temperature (°C) 

Peak 

Viscosity (cP) 

Breakdown 

Viscosity (cP) 

Final 

Viscosity (cP) 

Peaa 

Chickpeab 

Kidney beanb, 

c 

Lentilc 

Riced 

Corne 

Wheatf 

70.0+/-0.1 

70.7 - 73.4 

75.2 - 82.3 

69.5 - 75.1 

65.3 

75.9 

83.5+/-1.0 

2253+/-8 

1989 - 2823 

1980 - 2556 

1185 - 5244 

3293 

1250 

3011+/-88 

481+/-46 

857 - 1164 

145 - 896 

140 – 1885 

Not detected 

579 

882+/-68 

4574+/-25 

1075 - 1957 

3062 – 3762 

3385 - 6168 

3000 

1321 

3582+/-69 

Source:   a(Chung & Liu, 2012), b(R. Hoover 2010), c(Idrees Ahmed Wani, et  

al., 2016), d(Xu et al., 2012), e(Sandhu K.S. and Singh 2007),   
f(Jagannadham & Parimalavalli, 2015) 
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1.6 Structure and functionality of pea proteins 

1.6.1 Protein Structure 

Traditionally, the classification of proteins according to the Osborne classification system 

is based on solubility properties: albumins as water soluble, globulins as salt soluble and 

prolamins as ethanol soluble and glutelins as acid or alkali soluble (S. Mandal, et al, 2010) 

(A. Luis, et al, 2013). The predominant proteins in peas and other legumes are albumins 

and globulins and to a lesser extent prolamins and glutelins. Albumins comprise of 

enzymatic proteins, protease inhibitors, amylase inhibitors and lectins with molecular 

masses (MM) ranging between 5 and 80kDa (C. Martinex, 2008) (J. Boye, et al., 2010). 

Globulins are salt soluble fractions. As storage proteins, globulins serve as a primary 

source of organic nitrogen and carbon skeleton for the biosynthetic reactions of the 

growing plant and have shown to exhibit functional properties of potential interest to the 

food processing industry (Freitas, Teixeira, & Ferreira, 2007; Rangel, Domont, Pedrosa, 

& Ferreira, 2003). Based on their sedimentation coefficient globulins are characterised as 

7S vicilins and 11S legumins. Table 1.8 represents the protein fractions in peas and other 

pulses.  

Table 1.8: Composition of protein fractions in pulses based on their solubility. 

Pulse name Albumin (%) Globulin (%) Prolamin (%) Glutelin (%) 

Peaa 

Chickpeaa 

Soyb 

Lupina 

Beanc 

15-25 

8-12 

20 

25 

12-30 

50-60 

53-60 

80 

75 

54-79 

0 

3-7 

0 

0 

0 

14-21 

19-25 

0 

0 

0 

Source: a(Day, 2013),  b(Singh, Jambunathan, & Saxena, 1981) , c(Martino et al., 2012)  

The albumin content of pea protein is 15-40% while the storage protein globulins can 

vary between 60-85% of total proteins (Boye et al, 2010) (Bora et al, 1994). The two 

major storage globulin proteins of pea are 11S legumin and 7S vicilin proteins comprising 

of 20-30% legumin and 20-40% vicilin (Doxastakis, et al, 2000). These fractions are 

similar to the 7S and 11S protein fractions of soybeans which have been studied greatly 

(Kimura et al., 2008). The pea vicilins 7S are glycosylated oligomers of 150-170 kDa 

formed by three similar subunits of about 40-70 kDa and do not have disulphide linkages. 

Pea legumins 11S are hexameric polypeptides with a molecular weight of 320 to 380 kDa 
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and the mature proteins have six subunit pairs that interact noncovalently (Regina , et al, 

2007) (Barac M. et al, 2010). Each of these subunit pairs consists of one acidic and one 

basic subunit of molecular weight between 35 and 43 kDa that are held together by 

disulphide bonds (Martinex, 2008) (John A.G., Ronald R.D.C and Donald B., 1984). A 

third pea storage protein, convicilin, has a molecular weight of 290 kDa in its native form 

(Croy, Gatehouse, Tyler, & Boulter, 1980). A low of vicilin/legumin and vicilin + 

convicilin/legumin ratio is associated with emulsion stability (Barac M. Et al, 2010). 

Native albumin (accounting for 15-40% of total pea proteins) has the highest amount of 

sulphur containing amino acids and lysine, while globulins (accounting for 65-80% of 

total pea protein) has the lowest proportion of sulphur containing amino acids and lysine 

as the polar amino acids methionine and cysteine are buried deep inside the core of the 

pea proteins which renders them with low water solubility and weak surface activity at 

neutral pH (Owusu-Ansah & McCurdy, 1991; Satterlee, Bembers, & Kendrick, 1975). It 

has been suggested peas containing a globulin composition with a high proportion of 

charged amino acids would be desirable as a raw material for the food industry (Nunes, 

Raymundo, & Sousa, 2006; Shewry, 1999). 
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Studies on pulses have indicated that their protein structure differ based on their amino 

acid composition. It is useful to compare pea proteins to soy proteins, as soy proteins are 

currently the most important pulse source of functional proteins in the food industry. 

Compared to pea proteins, soy proteins have higher globulin content (80% of total 

proteins) as shown in Table 1.8. In addition, soy proteins have a higher content of polar, 

sulphur containing amino acids such as methionine, cysteine and tyrosine resulting in 

better emulsifying properties of soy proteins compared to pea proteins (K. Shevkani, 

Singh, Kaur, & Rana, 2014). Pea proteins contain a higher amount of charged amino acids 

such as arginine and lysine than chickpeas and soy (Table 1.9).  

Table 1.9: Amino acid composition of proteins extracted from peas, chickpeas and soy 

(mg/ g protein). 
Amino acids Field Pea Chickpea Soy 

Charged 

Arginine 

Lysine 

Aspartic acida 

Glutamic acida 

Polar 

Histidine 

Serine 

Threonine 

Tyrosine 

Cysteine 

Methionine 

Tryptophan 

Hydrophobic 

Alanine 

Isoleucine 

Leucine 

Phenylalanine 

Valine 

Proline 

Glycine 

 

102 

81 

118 

174 

 

25 

53 

44 

29 

12 

10 

10 

 

44 

46 

73 

49 

51 

42 

44 

 

98 

71 

121 

165 

 

28 

52 

39 

31 

12 

11 

9 

 

45 

46 

78 

60 

47 

44 

42 

 

73 

65 

119 

190 

 

26 

52 

39 

32 

13 

13 

13 

 

43 

46 

79 

50 

49 

42 

42 

Source: (Day, 2013; Food chemistry, 1996) 
a – including Asparagine and Glutamine respectively 

Soy globulin proteins, particularly glycinin, have better gelation properties than the 

equivalent pea proteins legumin as the number of amino acids such as methionine, 

cysteine and tyrosine able to form disulphide bonds and non-covalent bonds such as 
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hydrophobic and ionic interactions and hydrogen bonding are higher in soy than in pea 

proteins (Table 1.10) (O'Kane, Happe, Vereijken, Gruppen, & Van Boekel, 2004).  

Table 1.10: Amino acid composition of albumin and globulin fractions of raw peas (mg/g 

protein). 
Amino acids Albumin Globulin 

Asp 

Glu 

Ser 

Gly 

Arg 

Ala 

Pro 

His 

Val 

Met 

Cys 

Ile 

Leu 

Phe 

Tyr 

Lys 

Thr 

Trp 

10.39 

17.09 

4.89 

8.16 

5.76 

5.17 

3.62 

1.07 

3.85 

0.65 

0.30 

3.51 

5.72 

5.07 

3.98 

18.34 

3.04 

0.02 

9.62 

19.54 

4.76 

7.38 

8.55 

6.45 

2.48 

1.06 

3.80 

1.52 

0.08 

3.85 

6.89 

5.13 

2.76 

6.07 

5.21 

0.09 

Source: (Gulewicz et al., 2008) 

1.6.2 Protein functionality  

Protein processing and functionality are governed by primary structure (sequence of 

amino acids), secondary structure (alpha helixes and beta sheets stabilised by hydrogen 

bonds), tertiary structure (3D organisation of secondary structures by disulphide bonds) 

and quaternary structure (assembly of multiple folded or coiled protein subunits) (Sun-

Waterhouse, Zhao, & Waterhouse, 2014). In addition to being an important source of 

vegetable proteins in the human diet, legume proteins are crucial due to their 

technological functionality. Protein flours, concentrates and isolates may be added to 

foods to increase their nutritional value and to provide a specific functional property (J. 

Boye et al., 2010). Functional properties that effect food processing the most are: 

solubility, water binding, fat binding, emulsification, foaming, gelation, thickening and 

flavour binding. These technologically functional properties are determined by the 
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protein structure, their amino acid composition as well as processing conditions such as 

pH, temperature and interaction between proteins and other food components (J. Boye et 

al., 2010) . 

1.6.2.1 Solubility 

Solubility is one of the most important properties of protein as many functional properties 

such as emulsification, gelation, foaming and thickening are affected by solubility. 

Solubility is mainly related to the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity balance (Fox, 1997). 

Solubility is affected by the method of protein recovery. Concentrates or isolates obtained 

by ultra-filtration usually exhibit higher solubility compared to those recovered by 

isoelectric precipitation, although the type of pulse may also have an effect (Fox, 1997). 

For example, protein isolates of faba bean or pea prepared by ultra-filtration exhibited 

respectively 22 and 15% higher solubility compared to those obtained by isoelectric 

precipitation (Vose, 1980). However, Papalamprou, Doxastakis, and Kiosseoglou (2010) 

found protein solubility of chickpea protein isolates, obtained by either isoelectric 

precipitation or ultra-filtration, was practically the same at pH 3 or above 6.5 but differed 

near their isoelectric pH between 4 and 5 suggesting in addition to method of protein 

recovery, solubility is also dependant on pH. Another study by also reported that the 

isolate prepared using ultra-filtration exhibited higher solubility by about 20% at pH 4 or 

5, compared to that recovered by isoelectric precipitation (Doxastakis, 2000). Although 

such a difference could be partly attributed to more extensive molecular structure changes 

resulting from protein precipitation, the isolate prepared by ultra-filtration as reported by 

Papalamprou, Doxastakis, and Kiosseoglou (2010)  was richer in water-soluble albumins 

which are much more soluble than the globulins at the isoelectric point. Boye et al. (2010) 

reported that the solubility of a lentil protein concentrate was much higher at pH 4, or at 

a more acidic pH, compared to the respective isolate obtained by isoelectric precipitation 

and suggested that this property could be useful in the preparation of beverages with an 

acidic character.  

It is generally recognised that the higher the solubility of proteins, the higher the 

versatility of proteins in food systems (Doxastakis, 2000). Protein solubility in an aqueous 

solution is dependent on pH. The other factors that affect solubility are ionic strength, 

type of solvent and temperature. Isolated storage proteins have good water protein 

solubility at neutral pH (Pulse foods processing, quality and nutraceutical applications, 

2011).  
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Several studies have been performed to understand the factors affecting pulse protein 

solubility. In one such comparative study of kidney bean and field pea protein isolate by 

Khetan Shevkani and Singh (2014), minimum solubility was between pH 4.0 and 5.0 

which is the isoelectric pH of most pulse proteins where the protein molecules carry no 

net charge. Maximum solubility was at acidic pH (pH 2 to 4) and alkaline pH (pH 8 to 

10); confirming protein solubility was closely dependant on the surface charge on the 

protein.  Karaca, Low, and Nickerson (2011) also showed solubility is positively 

correlated to the surface charge on the proteins. The higher the surface charge the higher 

the solubility and relatively low surface hydrophobicity.  

1.6.2.2 Water Holding Capacity 

Water holding capacity (WHC), also referred to as water absorption capacity (WAC) or 

water binding capacity (WBC), is the ability of a protein to absorb or hold water against 

gravity. WHC, WAC and WBC are determined by different methods. This water includes 

bound water, hydrodynamic water, capillary water and physically entrapped water. 

Physically entrapped water represents the largest proportion of bound water, and exhibits 

important textural properties like juiciness and tenderness, particularly to meat products 

(Fox, 1997). 

WHC is dependent on differences in protein structures and presence of carbohydrates in 

legumes. In a comparative study of functional characteristics of field pea flour and pigeon 

pea flour, the WAC of FPF and PPF ranged from 1.24 to 1.25 and 1.37 to 1.39 g/g, 

respectively. Differences in protein structure and presence of hydrophilic carbohydrates 

may be responsible for the differences in WAC (Maninder, Sandhu, & Singh, 2007).  

In a study by K. Shevkani et al. (2014), the WAC of field pea isolate was found to be in 

the range of 3.9 - 4.8 g/g in comparison to kidney bean isolate which was in the range of 

1.6-3.6 g/g. The higher WAC of field pea may be attributed to the presence of the higher 

degree of hydrophilic groups. WAC of modified lupin proteins was found to increase 

WAC in enzyme-modified lupins in comparison to control (Lampart-Szczapa et al., 

2006). This WAC was related to more protein release from protein complexes during 

fermentation, however, extrusion lowered the WAC due to formation of new 

intermolecular bonds and insoluble protein complexes (Lampart-Szczapa et al., 2006). 

1.6.2.3 Gelation 

Gelation has been studied in detail, as it is an important characteristic in development of 

functional food ingredients. A study on the molecular forces involved in heat-induced pea 
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protein gelation and the effect of various reagents on the rheological properties suggest 

that hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding are involved in pea protein gelation. 

(Sun & Arntfield, 2012).  

Another study of soy, lupin and pea protein subjected to a thermal gelling process, showed 

that only soy and pea protein could form gel networks, however, only weak gels were 

formed with lupin protein. This was because the  temperature used for gelling was 

sufficient for molecular unfolding and gel network formation of soy and pea proteins 

(Batista, Portugal, Sousa, Crespo, & Raymundo, 2005). This may be attributed to the 

compact molecular structure of lupin protein and requirement of higher temperatures for 

denaturation. Reheating pea protein isolate gel increases the formation of disulphide 

bridges enabling more extensive short chain cross links upon cooling. (O'Kane et al., 

2004; Rector, Kella, & Kinsella, 1989) The ability of proteins to form a gel network and 

retain their distinct structural shape upon deformation is referred to as gelation which 

offers increasing opportunities for manufacture of high protein foods. Food gels are 

formed when there is a continuous network of protein components dispersed in a liquid 

phase (Berghout, Boom, & van der Goot, 2014b). To achieve this continuous network, 

proteins need to be heated which leads to molecular unfolding, dissociation-association 

and aggregation. Functional groups of the unfolded protein are exposed on the surface 

such as hydrophobic, hydrogen, electrostatic and sulfhydryl groups. Once protein 

unfolding occurs, the protein aggregates through these interactions and strengthens due 

to the formation of disulphide bonds (C.-H. Wang & Damodaran, 1991). Disulphide 

bridges increase the molecular weight of proteins and hence the chain length is increased 

leading to a stronger network (C.-H. Wang & Damodaran, 1991).  

Differences in the behaviour of pea and lupin protein isolates can be attributed to their 

amino acid composition and the presence of reactive sulfhydryl groups. 

1.6.2.4 Emulsification and Foaming 

Emulsifying activity (EA) and emulsifying stability (ES) of proteins are related to the 

confirmation of and interactions among adsorbed molecules at the oil/water interface (Fox, 

1997). Foaming properties, foam capacities or foam stability are the functional properties 

of protein isolates that determine their utilisation in food systems, where aeration and 

overrun is required (e.g. whipped toppings, baked foods and ice cream mixes).  

The emulsifying properties of legume proteins are related to both the processing parameters 

and the protein composition. Emulsion and foaming properties of kidney bean and pea 

protein isolate were improved in acidic and alkaline pH, while they were poor at isoelectric 
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pH confirming that these properties are influenced by pH (K. Shevkani et al., 2014). The 

effect of heating on soy protein isolate (SPI) stabilised soybean oil-in-water emulsion was 

studied. The study proved that by increasing the concentration of SPI to 2%,  larger droplet 

size in the emulsion prepared by 1% SPI shifted to smaller sizes suggesting that a higher 

amount of protein was needed to stabilise the emulsion due to the presence of aggregated 

proteins in adsorbed droplets (Keerati-U-Rai & Corredig, 2009).  Tsumura et al. (2005) 

modified structure of soy protein by enzymatic hydrolysis of B-conglycinin and glycinin 

which resulted in a high EA at acidic pH suggesting that modification of protein structure 

can improve ES. This attribute could be used in the processing of shelf stable sauces where 

the pH needs to be in the acidic range to achieve maximum shelf life. Pea vicilin generally 

have better emulsifying properties than pea globulins (Dagorn-scaviner, Gueguen, & 

Lefebvre, 1987). In a study on pea albumin fractions it was found that the pea albumin 

fraction PA2 (methanol insoluble fraction) exhibited excellent foaming and emulsifying 

properties (Lu, Quillien, & Popineau, 2000). This was attributed to the presence of one free 

sulfhydryl group and formation of disulphide bridges in the molecule (Pozani, Doxastakis, 

& Kiosseoglou, 2002) The effect of heat treatment on lupin protein structure resulted in 

intermolecular associations of the unfolded molecules and an improvement of foaming and 

emulsifying properties suggesting modification by heating as a method for improving 

functional properties of pulse proteins.  

1.7 Modification to improve functional properties 

Structural modification of pulses in the form of physical modification such as high 

pressure processing, chemical or biological modification has shown to have a beneficial 

effect on functional and nutritional properties and can be used to modify pea flours, 

protein isolates, protein concentrates and starch isolates (Maninder et al., 2007). 

Industries today are looking for more functional and healthier food ingredient alternatives 

and these modified forms may provide a way suitable to diversify its use in the food 

industry.  

1.7.1 What is structural modification? 

For the successful performance of pea flour as a food ingredient, the functionality of the 

flour and its components such as proteins, starch, polysaccharides and fat must be 

improved (M. Kaur & Singh, 2006). The modification of physico chemical and biological 

properties to change the technological and nutritional functionality of components is 

called structural modification. Structural modification is often used to improve functional 
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properties of proteins and starch, as modified proteins or starches can have enhanced 

functional properties compared with their unmodified forms. It may be possible to use 

structural modifications to transform pea flour from an ingredient with relatively low 

functional properties to a more functional ingredient (Adebowale & Lawal, 2004; 

Ghavidel & Prakash, 2006).  

1.7.2 Types of Modifications 

Various modification methods are available and are widely used to improve or enhance 

functional properties such as solubility, emulsifying and gelling properties. Modification 

methods can be broadly classified into a number of broad categories. 

1.7.2.1 Physical modification 

Physical modification methods include different combinations of temperature, pressure, 

moisture, shear and irradiation. Methods such as grinding,  air classification and high 

pressure processing are some common examples of methods used as physical 

modification (Alcazar-Alay & Meireles, 2015; Luo et al., 2008; Martínez et al., 2014). 

(Gómez & Martínez, 2016) reported that application of physical treatments such as 

grinding and air classification on gluten free flours have resulted in differences in their 

functional properties such as water absorption capacity, thickening power, emulsifying 

properties, pasting properties and chemical reactivity towards enzymes and other 

chemicals. 

Starch - Heat moisture treatment of pea and lentil starches has been shown to alter their 

structure and physicochemical properties. These changes were attributed by the authors 

to the interplay of factors such as amylose content, interactions between starch chains and 

lipid-amylose complexes (Hoover et al., 2010). Annealing, another form of physical 

modification of starch has been aimed to approach glass transition temperature to enhance 

mobility of molecules without triggering gelatinisation (Hoover R. et al, 2010). Annealing 

treatment on three varieties of field pea starches resulted in a slight change in granular 

and crystalline structure but great changes in functionality such as increased thermal 

transition temperatures, enthalpy changes, pasting viscosities and in vitro digestibility. 

These changes were attributed by the above author to polymorphic transition of 

crystallites from A to B and amylose leaching to change the starch functionality. This 

type of physical treatment has been recommended by authors as highly promising to 

generate starch materials tailored for specific industrial applications (Toews & Wang, 

2013).   
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Protein - High moisture extrusion of pea protein isolate has been used to produce fibrous 

meat analogues. Both, the properties of protein ingredients and extrusion conditions were 

reported as important parameters in determining the palatability of meat analogues (Osen, 

Toelstede, Wild, Eisner, & Schweiggert-Weisz, 2014). Proteins are sensitive to changing 

temperature (Belitz et al, 2009); thus, it is feasible to use heating to modify proteins (Sun-

Waterhouse et al., 2014). The formation and strength of a translucent gel has been shown 

to be dependent on extent of denaturation, exposure of an increased number of functional 

groups, protein-protein interactions with a critical number of β- sheets and intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding (C.-H. Wang & Damodaran, 1991). High pressure processing is a safe 

and preservative-free non-thermal food preservation technology that offers opportunities 

to restructure food proteins through tailoring the process parameters such as pressure, 

time, temperature, protein concentration, pH and food matrix composition (Sun-

Waterhouse et al., 2014). Studies have indicated that high pressure processing can induce 

structural changes to increase the surface reactivity of proteins. When soy milk was 

subjected to high pressure processing at 500MPa between 10-30 min., gelling and 

emulsifying properties were improved (Kajiyama, Isobe, Uemura, & Noguchi, 1995). If 

the extent of denaturation, unfolding of proteins and the quantity of β –sheets can be 

increased by using heat treatment with acid or enzyme and high-pressure treatments, gel 

strength could be improved. 

1.7.2.2 Chemical modification 

Chemical modification involves introduction of functional groups without affecting the 

morphology or size distribution of molecules. Examples of chemical modification are 

cationisation, acetylation, acid hydrolysis and oxidation (Alcazar-Alay & Meireles, 2015; 

Sweedman, Tizzotti, Schäfer, & Gilbert, 2013; Zhang, 2001).  

Starch - Huang, Schols, Jin, Sulmann, and Voragen (2007), used acetylation on yellow 

pea, cowpea and chickpea starches and found that acetylation showed higher swelling 

volume and peak viscosity than non-acetylated controls. The study also indicates that 

reagent type and granule size are important factors for pasting and swelling behaviours 

of acetylated granular starches. Cross-linking is also another type of chemical 

modification where the granules are treated with various reagents such as acetic 

anhydride; phosphate salts to increase thermal stability required under high temperature 

pressure-cooking and sterilisation conditions (Hoover R., 2010).  

Protein – Acid hydrolysis is often used to modify food proteins. In a study acid hydrolysis 

with performic acid was used to evaluate the protein and amino acid content of various 
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Phaseolus species. The study found that variations exist due to taxa, genotypes, 

environmental factors, seed types and major food groups such as carbohydrates, lipids 

and proteins (Baudoin, J-P. et al, 1999). Variations in soil moisture, nutrient availability 

and ambient temperature has shown to affect starch and protein compositions and 

functionality, (Starke, 2014). Chemical modification however has been reported to be less 

acceptable by commercial manufacturers due to use of chemicals, need to control the 

reaction and unacceptance by consumers and regulatory agencies (Panyam D., et al, 

1996).  

1.7.2.3  Enzymatic modification 

Starch – Enzymatic modification of starch has gained acceptance in food industries 

especially in starch processing methods that yield slower digestible starches (van Der 

Maarel & Leemhuis, 2013). The alpha glucanotransferases has received considerable 

attention leading to a number of new products for starch processing (Biwer, Antranikian, 

& Heinzle, 2002; Deremaux, Petitjean, & Wills). The common feature of these enzymes 

is the degradation of the α 1, 4 or α 1, 6 glycosidic linkages leading to the degradation of 

starch into amylose and amylopectins (van Der Maarel & Leemhuis, 2013). In a study by 

(Jiang, Miao, Ye, Jiang, & Zhang, 2014) native corn starch modified for 4 h using 4-α- 

glucano transferase (10U/g), an enzyme that catalyses a chemical reaction that transfers 

a segment of a 1, 4 – α – D - glucan to a new position in an acceptor glucose molecule  

showed an increase of slowly digestible starch from 9.40% to 20.92%, and resistant starch 

from 10.52% to 17.63%, respectively which was due to the increase in short chain 

fractions (DP<13) and long chain fraction (DP<30).  In another study, legume flours 

(lentil, chickpea, faba bean, kidney bean and red kidney bean) were subjected to 

enzymatic hydrolysis using pullulanase for 24 hours at 50°C and pH 5.0 to produce 

resistant starch. Results indicate that resistant starch produced was in the range of 4.7% 

to 7.5% for all legumes used. As suggested by the author enzyme pullulanase acts by 

debranching amylopectin thereby producing free branches which can act as amylose to 

produce highly crystalline structures increasing the  resistant starch (Morales-Medina, 

Del Mar Muñío, Guadix, & Guadix, 2014).  

Protein - Enzymatic hydrolysis has been used widely to improve protein functionalities 

because of highly specific enzymes (Govindaraju & Srinivas, 2006; Tsumura, 2009). 

There is a lot of literature available on the use of enzymes to modify the structure and 

functionality of pulse proteins such as peas, soy, chickpeas, and lentils. Barac et al., 

(2011) studied the effect of limited hydrolysis on functional properties and protein 
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composition of pea protein isolates and found better solubility, emulsifying activity and 

foam stability especially at lower pH values (3.0-5.0). Selection of appropriate 

proteolytic enzyme, the enzyme: substrate ratio, environmental conditions for 

hydrolysis and degree of hydrolysis has been reported as the crucial factors for effective 

enzymatic modification (Panyam D., et al, 1996). Based on the type of end product 

required the extent of hydrolysis can be controlled (Mahmood, M.J., 1994). However, 

the drawback reported of using extensive enzymatic hydrolysis as a means of 

modification is development of bitterness due to the accumulation of low molecular 

weight peptides containing hydrophobic amino acids (Panyam D., et al, 1996). Another 

factor that effects the use of enzymatic hydrolysis is the resistance or less accessibility 

of proteins or starches to hydrolysis. To improve this, Chen et al., (2011) used a 

combined technology of extrusion pre-treatment and controlled enzymatic hydrolysis to 

improve emulsifying properties of soy protein isolate and found that the combination 

effect was positively correlated.  

1.7.2.4  Biological modification 

This type of modification involves the use of a natural biological process to create 

changes in structure. Examples of biological modification are fermentation and 

germination (Charoenthaikij et al., 2009; Nicolau, Georgescu, & Bolocan, 2011). Many 

studies now use fermentation to improve functional properties of food ingredients as 

fermentation not only has shown to improve nutritive value but also has shown improved 

appearance and taste of some foods (Abdelrahaman et al., 2007). The effectiveness of 

fermentation has been reported to be based on the type of microorganism used (Cabuk, et 

al., 2016). For example, Lactobacillus has been used industrially for the development of 

functional foods. (Coda et al., 2015) showed that fermentation with L. plantarum VTT E-

133328 was able to reduce the anti nutritional factors (ANF)s  and improve the nutritional 

properties of faba bean flour. This study demonstrated that trypsin inhibitor activity and 

condensed tannins (by more than 40%) could be significantly reduced by fermentation 

technology. However, the productivity and viability of microbial strain may provide 

limitations for this method of modification.  

Germination is another type of biological modification which results in change of 

nutritional and chemical profile of cereals and pulses (Price, 1988). Germination is a 

natural enzymatic process during which a number of physicochemical and biological 

activities occur during the conversion of a seed into a plant. The physicochemical 

activities such as breakdown of starch, protein and lipids result in changes in 
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technological functionality. In the same way,  the biological activities lead to 

enhancement of nutritional profile and also  production of bioactive peptides (Ghumman, 

Kaur, & Singh, 2016). Research has indicated that germination can be used as a 

modification technique to alter the starch and protein structure and reduce anti-nutritional 

compounds resulting in modified product. A summary of modification processes typically 

used is indicated in Table 1.11. 

1.8  Modification by Germination 

Sprouts or sprouted or germinated pulses are more often used in human diets throughout 

the world. Sprouts may become a potential source of nutritious food or technological food 

ingredients (Shah, et al, 2011); germinated grains are known to exhibit a better nutritive 

and physiological value than processed grains and their products (Prodanov, Sierra, & 

Vidal-Valverde, 1997) as germination can modify macronutrient structure (Jan et al., 

2018), improve digestibility (Tharanathan & Mahadevamma, 2003), generate new 

compounds with higher bioactivities (Xu et al., 2018), mitigate beany flavours (Xu, Jin, 

Lan, Rao & Chen, 2019), and increase nutritional values (Guajardo-Flores et al., 2017).   

Germination has also proven to be a source of bioactive compounds (Donkor O.N., et al, 

2012). Germination could be used to tailor products based on desired functional 

properties such as emulsifying, thickening, gelling ability, and improved starch 

digestibility, resulting in an enriched digestible starch fraction and reduction in resistant 

starch content. 

1.8.1 Parameters for germination 

To promote the production of bioactive compounds critical time and temperature 

parameters are set for germination. Controlling parameters such as soaking time, soak 

water temperature, germination temperature, germination time, presence or absence of 

light and humidity conditions have resulted in increased antioxidant activity in brown rice 

(Lin, Pao, Wu, & Chang, 2015). In another study, germination of lentil seeds for five days 

resulted in 84.3% of ACE inhibitory activity in comparison to in vitro gastrointestinal 

digestion which was 75.5% suggesting that germination can be used to increase 

bioactivity (Bamdad, Dokhani, & Keramat, 2008). 
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Table 1.11: Summary of protein modification techniques and their mechanism of action. 

 

Source:  a,f(Charoenthaikij et al., 2009; Nicolau et al., 2011); a,f(Adebowale & Lawal, 2004; Ghavidel & Prakash, 2006),bRibotta, P.D., Colombo, A., & 

Rosell, eLiu & Hsieh, 2007.  

Type of modification Mechanism Beneficial effect Issue 

Chemical hydrolysis (acid treatment)a 

Enzymatic hydrolysis (commercial 

enzymes)b 

Enzymatic cross-linking 

(transglutaminase treatment) c 

 

High pressure processing (HPP)d 

 

 

Extrusione 

 

 

Germinationf 

Modifies surface charge 

Hydrolyse peptide bonds to produce 

smaller peptides 

Forms longer peptides 

 

Cleavage, disulphide bond rearrangement 

High temperature and pressure 

 

Breakdown of large proteins to small 

proteins 

Increased solubility 

Improved emulsification and foaming 

 

Network formation 

 

Protein network 

Produce a meat-like texture 

 

Natural process to improve functionality 

Use of strong chemicals 

Bitter taste 

 

Unpleasant flavour 

 

Limited studies in pulse proteins 

 

Expensive 

 

Limited studies in pulse proteins 
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1.8.2 Changes in starch during germination 

Modification techniques such as soaking and sprouting have been used to improve the 

digestibility of legume starches (Bravo, Siddhuraju, & Saura-Calixto, 1998). Germinated 

brown rice showed an increase in reducing sugar and ash content and a reduction in 

amylose content (Xu et al., 2012). (Ghumman et al., 2016) studied impact of germination 

on starch characteristics of lentil and horse gram and showed higher average particle size 

of starch granules after cooking at 90°C and higher peak viscosity in horse gram 

indicating that there was an improvement in the ability of horse gram granules’ capacity 

to absorb water and swell after germination.  

Pea germination may result in degradation of starch and changes in ratio of 

amylose/amylopectin. Germination could result in breaking of intact cell walls and 

increasing interaction of starch granules with amylolytic enzymes resulting in reduction 

of amylose content, release of sugars and oligosaccharides which may have beneficial 

health promoting properties and changes in rheological properties such as water 

absorption capacity and viscosity. Controlled germination of rice resulted in production 

of oligosaccharides with prebiotic properties which can be used as functional food 

ingredients and have physiological functions such as improve the gut micro flora, 

accelerate mineral absorption, have anticarcinogenic properties and reduce blood glucose 

levels (Crittenden & Playne, 1996) (Saman, Vázquez, & Pandiella, 2008). 

 

1.8.3 Changes in protein during germination 

Pulses contain large amounts of storage proteins and proteolytic enzymes, as well as other 

hydrolases (Gupta, Tiwari, & Singh Bawa, 2011), both located in specialised organelles 

called protein bodies (Graham & Gunning, 1970). During germination, the protein bodies 

enlarge, accompanied by an increase in the proteolytic activity resulting in the breakdown 

of large molecular weight proteins into small molecular weight peptides (Ghumman et 

al., 2016). As peas contain around 50-60% globulins, modification by germination may 

result in pea proteins with improved quality of protein and better technological 

functionality. The reactive groups buried in the core of the globulin proteins can become 

exposed to the surface during protein hydrolysis resulting in more polar amino acid side 

chains, increasing surface reactivity and improving solubility.  
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1.8.4 Changes in anti-nutritional compounds during germination 

During the process of germination, seeds undergo many biochemical changes that 

transform undesirable ANCs to desirable bioactive peptides (Donkor, Stojanovska, Ginn, 

Ashton, & Vasiljevic, 2012). The degree of changes taking place during germination 

depend on various germination conditions such as temperature, humidity, soaking and 

length of germination hence favourable germination temperature, humidity, soaking and 

length of germination need to be determined to assess the biological activity of ANCs 

(Koehler, Hartmann, Wieser, & Rychlik, 2007). 

1.9 Current limitations in functional properties of pea flour, starch, protein for food 

industry applications 

1.9.1 Pea flour 

A drawback to the use of peas in both developed and developing countries is its long 

cooking and preparation time (J. Boye et al., 2010). This is due to native pea constituents 

such as tightly bound proteins and complex carbohydrates. Peas such as green peas are 

consumed as whole foods, however the yellow peas are milled into pea flours which are 

being processed further into protein isolates and concentrates to improve their 

utilisation. However, research indicates that due to the beany or bitter flavour associated 

with unmodified pea proteins its use in food applications has not been completely 

acceptable (Owusu-Ansah & McCurdy, 1991). Another important limitation for the use 

of pea flours is their relatively poor nutritional properties and technological functionality 

(e.g. solubility, emulsifying capacity and gelling ability). This is a result of a number of 

factors including a) the structure of pea proteins and their amino acid composition, b) 

the presence of large quantities of starch and other polysaccharides and c) the presence 

of anti-nutritional compounds. If the nutritional value and technological functionality of 

pea flours can be improved, they may become potential functional ingredients. 

1.9.2  Pea Starch 

Starch has been known to be a functional ingredient in the food industry as a bulking 

agent, binder, carrier, fat replacer and thickener. Consumer acceptability of several liquid 

and semi-solid type foods depends on the viscosity or consistency of the product (C.-H. 

Wang & Damodaran, 1991). High viscosity is a desirable characteristic for extruded 

products such as noodles. Starches high in amylopectin and low in amylose are used in 

these products (Hui, 2005). A high level of amylopectin has been shown to reduce the 
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rate of retrogradation of starch, improve shelf life and provide freeze-thaw stability 

(Fergason V., 1994). High viscosity also enhances the property of starches as a thickener 

and for use as gelling agents in foods such as jellies. Currently native pea starch is found 

to have lower viscosity than cereals such as rice and wheat. Pea starch with a high 

viscosity may find different applications in the food industry. Structural modification of 

pea starch has been studied and the results indicated better functional properties, but these 

modifications are limited to physical or chemical methods. More work on modification 

of pea starch using biological methods is needed. Resistant and minimally digestible 

starches are used in value added food industry applications in the treatment of various 

diseases (Hui, 2005). In particular an attractive feature of peas and other legumes is the 

slow release nature due to a large amount of starch and fibres that are resistant to digestion 

in the small intestine. It has been indicated that this property of slow digestibility of starch 

could be used to reduce glycaemic responses after a meal (Tharanathan & Mahadevamma, 

2003).  

1.9.3 Pea Proteins 

 The first major drawback of using pea protein as a functional ingredient is its content of 

anti-nutritional compounds. These anti-nutritional compounds reduce the nutritional 

value of pea proteins, cause digestive issues in humans and also bring a bitter taste to the 

product. Processes such as cooking, fermentation, germination or dehulling are being 

used to inactivate the harmful effects of these compounds (Champ, 2000). Higher 

solubility at the appropriate pH of the food or beverage is a desired characteristic for 

protein isolates in some food applications. The second drawback of pea proteins is their 

limited solubility at iso electric pH which limits its applications in food systems due to 

the charged amino acids present near the core of the protein molecules. Pea proteins due 

to their limited sulphur containing amino acids affect the protein quality in a negative way 

(Sandberg, 2011). This also results in lower emulsifying ability and gel formation 

capacity. Additionally, modifications of food proteins caused by food processing may 

also lead to undesirable changes in or deterioration of its nutritional and functional 

qualities. For example, extreme non-enzymatic browning caused due to excessive heating 

of proteins (Srinivasan D., et al, 1974).  

1.10 Future directions  

There is rising evidence to suggest that there is a potential to transform pea proteins into 

functional ingredients. Pea proteins are an inexpensive and environmentally friendly 
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source of protein and other nutrients. Most of the research available on creating a 

functional ingredient refers to a chemically or enzymatically modified pea isolate or 

hydrolysate. Because several factors such as processing treatments affect the functional 

properties of pea proteins it is difficult to determine if the resulted functional properties 

are from the parent protein constituents or as a result of processing treatments. Currently, 

the majority of peas produced in Australia are used as animal feed or are exported, but if 

pea proteins are developed as functional ingredients they could have the potential to 

become an important protein source that can supplement or replace existing protein 

sources in Australia, such as dairy, meat or soy, as a protein source. Gluten free foods are 

gaining increasing importance as a growing number of people are avoiding wheat due to 

a diagnosis of coeliac disease. In Australia, the most recent prevalence of coeliac disease 

is between 1 to 2% (Walker, Ludvigsson, & Sanders, 2017). Currently, the only safe and 

effective approach for CD sufferers is the avoidance of foods containing gluten such as 

wheat, barley and rye (Emily Frederick, Hanna, Fadi, & Thomas, 2014). 

There have been numerous examples of research conducted to enhance the functional 

properties of pea proteins but the use of pea protein as a functional ingredient is still 

limited due to its poor functionality. There is still a gap in our understanding of the 

molecular changes that occur during modification and processing. Germination of peas 

may have potential as a modification method to improve the techno-functional properties 

of pea proteins and the fact that this study uses the natural biological process of 

germination to modify peas may result in modified proteins with a ‘clean label’.   

1.11 Research aims and objectives 

The main aim of this research is to investigate the impact of germination the functional 

properties of yellow pea flour and its components.  

The specific objectives of this study are: 

1. To develop a reproducible method for germinating yellow pea seeds under 

controlled conditions to generate samples to study the impact of germination on 

functionality.  

2. To study the impact of germination time on the functional properties of yellow 

pea flour. 

3. To investigate the impact of germination on the rheological properties of starch. 

4. To investigate the impact of germination on the rheological properties of yellow 

pea protein. 
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5. To study the underlying molecular structural changes that underpin the changes 

in starch and protein functionality that result from germination. 
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Chapter 2 - Materials and Methods  

 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide information about the materials used in this study 

including the details about the samples, chemicals, reagents, equipment and the methods 

used for each analysis performed. The methods include germination of yellow pea seeds, 

isolation techniques for starch and protein fractions, chemical composition, 

characterisations, functional studies and quality tests for food applications. The approach 

used in multiple tests using the same method and data handling are also reported.   

2.1 Materials  

 

The yellow pea seed sample of ‘Celine’ variant from 2015 harvest available commercially 

and the milled commercial yellow pea flour (Vegebind P) were kindly supplied by 

Gateway Products (http://gatewayproducts.com.au/), Queensland, Australia. The yellow 

pea seeds and the Vegebind P were stored at 4°C – 6°C until required for experiments. 

All chemicals and reagents used for extraction, characterisation and functionality 

experiments were of analytical grade or of the highest purity available unless otherwise 

stated.  

2.2 Material Preparation 

2.2.1 Process of germination and preparation of germinated yellow pea flour 

 

The process of yellow pea germination is described in Figure 2.1. Seed germination was 

performed using the method described by (James, Jayasena, & Rumiyati, 2012) with 

some modifications. Yellow pea seeds were sieved to remove grits, split seeds and husk. 

Only pea seeds with a diameter between 1 and 2mm were chosen for a germination 

experiment. Dry seeds (100g) were washed with deionised water, followed with 1% 

sodium hypochlorite solution and then rinsed twice with deionised water. Excess water 

was removed from seeds which were then soaked in deionised water (5 times the weight 

of seeds) for a period of 12 hours at room temperature. After 12 hours, the soaked water 

was drained off and seeds were placed in germinator trays (Easy green, USA). The seeds 

were maintained in a germinator box at 20°C (+/-3°C) and 99 % ( +/-3%) relative 

humidity. Samples were collected at day 0 (after soaking), day 3, day 6, day 9 and day 

11. Seeds were oven dried at 50°C for 18  hours, dehulled and milled to flour using a pin 
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miller (Fritsch Roller mill, Germany). Milled samples were passed through a 200 micron 

sieve to obtain pea flour. These flour samples were stored at -18°C until further analysis.  

The experimental design was based on collection of samples from two batches. The 

germination experiment was conducted in duplicates. Samples of germinated seeds were 

selected based on a few significant differences noticed in chemical composition of seeds 

and the yield in the initial study until D11. D9 and D11 gave a very low yield of pea flour 

as the roots and shoots emerged which is discussed further in Chapter 3. These were not 

considered as samples. Samples from D0, D3 and D6 were collected from both batches.  

In total six samples were analysed for each experiment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Process of germination and production of germinated yellow pea flour from 

D0 to D11 
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2.2.2 Isolation of germinated yellow pea proteins  

 

a) Extraction of proteins at pH 9.0 

Protein extraction was conducted using alkaline extraction at pH 9.0 followed by iso-

electric precipitation at pH 4.5 using the method of Boye et al., (2010) with modifications 

(Figure 2.2). Yellow pea flour from D0 to D6 (100g each) was suspended in deionised 

water at a solid to liquid ratio of 1:10 w/v. The pH was adjusted to pH 9.0 with NaOH 1N 

and the dispersion was stirred at room temperature (20°C) for a period of 1.5 hours at 250 

rpm with an overhead stirrer (IKA(R) RW 20 digital, Germany). The resultant slurry (pH 

9.0) was centrifuged at 4500 × g for 20 min. (Sorvall, RC 5C Plus, Superspeed centrifuge, 

USA). The soluble part after the first centrifugation was called ‘Supernatant 1’ and was 

collected separately. The insoluble part was mixed again with deionised water (1:1.5 v/v), 

and the slurry was stirred for 30 min. by adjusting the pH to pH 9.0 with NaOH 1N in 

order to extract any remaining protein. The slurry was centrifuged at 4500 × g for 20 min. 

(Sorvall, RC 5C Plus, Superspeed centrifuge, USA). The soluble part after the second 

centrifugation was called ‘Supernatant 2’.  

 

b) Iso-electric precipitation of proteins at pH 4.5 

Supernatant 1 and 2 were combined and pH was adjusted to pH 4.5 with HCL 1N. The 

beige coloured precipitate was mixed with deionised water  (1:1 v/v) and centrifuged 

again at 8000 x g for 20 min. (Sorvall, RC 5C Plus, Superspeed centrifuge, USA) thrice 

repeatedly. The precipitate called the ‘pellet’ was then neutralised to pH 7.0 and freeze 

dried. The resultant dried powder was ground using a pestle and mortar and passed 

through a 200 micron sieve (Endecotts Sieves , United Kingdom). The protein isolates 

were stored at -18°C until further analysis.   

 

2.2.3 Isolation of germinated yellow pea starch fractions 

 

a) Formation of starch pellet 

Starch fractions were isolated from germinated flour (D0, D3 and D6) using the method 

of (Chung et al., 2008; Guillon & Champ, 2002) with modifications (Figure 2.2). The first 

step was to remove the protein fraction. This was achieved by extraction of proteins at 

pH 9.0 with NaOH 1N (section 2.2.2a above). After the removal of ‘Supernatant 1 and 
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2’, the pellet (a crude starch fraction) was collected for starch purification. The starch 

purification was conducted through a number of steps: The crude starch fraction was 

mixed with deionised water with a solid to liquid ratio of 1:2 and centrifuged at 4500 x g 

for 20 min. (Sorvall, RC 5C Plus, Superspeed centrifuge, USA) to remove any remaining 

cell wall material and residual protein to get a starch pellet. The starch pellet consisting 

of a mixture of starch and other cell wall material was neutralised to pH 7.0 using HCl 1 

N.  

b) Isolation of two starch fractions 

The neutralised starch pellet was centrifuged again at 4500 x g for 20 min. (Sorvall, RC 

5C Plus, Superspeed centrifuge, USA) to obtain two starch fractions. The lower fraction 

which was white in colour was called ‘pure starch’ fraction and the upper fraction which 

was yellowish white in colour was called ‘tail’ fraction. The two fractions were separated 

carefully using a scraper. The starch fraction was washed repeatedly (x 3) with deionised 

water (1:2) and centrifuged at 4500 x g for 20 min. The starch and tail fractions thus 

obtained were freeze-dried and milled using a pin miller (Fritsch Roller mill, Germany). 

Milled samples were passed through a 200 micron sieve to obtain pure starch and tail 

fraction. The milled pure starch was white in colour and smooth in appearance. The milled 

tail fraction was off-white with a slightly rough appearance. These samples were stored 

at -18°C until further analysis.   

 

2.3 Proximate analysis 

 

All analysis was performed at least in duplicates and the mean results are presented. 

Analyses for the chemical composition were performed according to the American 

Association of Cereal Chemists (AACC) method for moisture (air-oven method AACC 

44-20), protein (crude protein by combustion method AACC 46-30.01), fat (AACC 46-

30-10 using Mojonnier flasks extraction) and ash (AACC 46-08-16) respectively. In order 

to understand the impact of post-harvest germination on structure and functional 

differences in each individual pea fractions such as pea flour, pea starch,  pea protein and 

the insoluble tail fraction, all four fractions were analysed for differences in the chemical 

composition, molecular distribution and rheological properties. 

2.3.1 Determination of moisture by air oven method  
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A sample of yellow pea flour, pure starch, tail fraction, protein isolate from (D0, D3 and 

D6) or cupcakes from ‘Standard’ and ‘T1 to T6’ was accurately weighed (1-2g) in a 

preweighed aluminium moisture dish with lid and the weight was recorded. The 

aluminium dish with the sample was placed uncovered in the oven for 2 hours at 105°C. 

The dishes were removed from the oven, covered with their respective lids and placed in 

a desiccator to cool to room temperature. When the dishes reached room temperature the 

weight was recorded and loss in weight of dish before and after drying was used to 

calculate moisture by the below formula. Drying was repeated until a constant weight was 

achieved.   

 

% Moisture    = (A(g) –B(g)) x 100 

                         Weight of sample (g) 

 

A – Weight of sample and dish before heating in oven 

B – Weight of sample and dish after heating in oven 

 

2.3.2 Determination of protein by combustion method  

 

Estimation of crude protein (N × 5.7) was done using an automated LECO Nitrogen 

Analyser CNS-2000 System (Leco Corp., St Joseph, MI, USA). Samples of yellow pea 

flour, pure starch, tail fraction, protein isolate from D0, D3 and D6 (0.5g – 1.0g) were 

accurately weighed in a ceramic boat and kept in a desiccator until the instrument was 

available. Sample boats were arranged onto the rack and loaded into the sample chamber. 

The temperature set for combustion process was set at 1,100°C followed by cooling to 

200°C. The protein content in yellow pea flour, pure starch, tail fraction and protein 

isolate from D0, D3 and D6 was determined using the below formula. 

 

Protein % or g/100g of sample = Amount of Nitrogen (g) x 5.70   x 100 

                                                           Amount of sample (g) x 1000 

 

2.3.3 Determination of fat by acid hydrolysis  
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Accurately weighed samples (1.0g) of yellow pea flour, pure starch, tail fraction and 

protein isolate from D0, D3 and D6 were placed in Mojonnier tubes, mixed with 2 mL of 

ethanol and 10 mL of hydrochloric acid (36%) and then heated at 70°C in a water bath. 

 

When the sample was completely hydrolysed (approximately 30 min), 10 mL of ethanol 

was added and the tube was removed from the water bath and left to cool. Diethyl ether 

(25 mL) was added, followed by vigorous shaking for 1 minute. Petroleum ether (25 mL) 

was added to the tube, again shaking vigorously for 1 minute and standing until the liquid 

phase was well separated. The clear upper liquid (fat extract) was transferred to the 

weighed round bottom flask. The fat from the remaining liquid in the tube was re-

extracted twice with 15 mL of petroleum ether. The fat extracted from two re-extractions 

was combined with the first extract and the solvent from the fat extract removed by rotary 

evaporator at 40°C. The resultant fat extract was further dried in an oven at 105°C for 12 

hours prior to cooling in a desiccator. The weight of the round bottom flask containing 

the dried fat extract was recorded. A blank determination on reagents was also performed 

and the total fat calculated using the following formula: 

                                          

Total lipid                    =                       Weight of fat (g) – weight of blank (g)   x 100 

(% or g/100g of sample)                                      Weight of sample (g) 

 

2.3.4 Determination of ash by incineration method 

 

Ash was determined by AACC Method 08-16. The samples of yellow pea flour, pure 

starch, tail fraction and protein isolate from D0, D3 and D6 were accurately weighed 

(1.0g) in a preweighed crucible with a lid and placed in a desiccator until the muffle 

furnace was available. The crucibles containing samples with lids on were heated in the 

preheated muffle furnace at 600°C for 2 hours. Crucibles were carefully removed and 

placed in a desiccator. They were cooled to room temperature and weighed immediately.  

The ash content was determined using the below formula. 

 

Ash % = Weight of crucible and ash (g) – Weight of crucible (g)  x 100 

                                           Weight of sample (g) 
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2.3.5 Estimation of total dietary fibre by enzyme assay 

 

Total dietary fibre analysis was performed using Total Dietary Fibre Assay Kit TDF – 

100A from Sigma. The samples of yellow pea flour, pure starch, tail fraction and protein 

isolate from D0, D3 and D6 were accurately weighed (1 ± 0.2g each), mixed with 50 mL 

of phosphate buffer (0.08M, pH 6.0). Heat stable α - amylase was added (0.1mL, Product 

Code A 3306) and samples incubated at 95°C for 15 min. For enzymatic digestion with 

protease and amyloglucosidase, samples were cooled to room temperature (20°C ± 2°C), 

10mL of 0.275M NaOH was added and pH adjusted to pH 7.5 with 1M NaOH or 1M 

HCL. Protease (0.1mL, 50mg.mL) was added to each tube and placed in a 60°C shaking 

water bath for 30 min. Samples were cooled to room temperature (20°C ± 2°C), 10mL of 

0.325M HCl was added and pH adjusted between 4 and 4.6 with 1M NaOH or 1M HCl. 

Amyloglucosidase (0.1mL, Product Code A 9913) was added to each tube, contents 

transferred to 1 litre Schott bottles and ethanol (95%, 281 mL) was added to the bottles 

and mixed. Solutions were set at room temperature (20°C ± 2°C) overnight for complete 

precipitation of soluble fibre. The residue was then filtered through wet Celite (Acid 

Washed; Product Code C 8656) and washed twice with ethanol (75%, 95%) and acetone. 

After drying residue at 105°C overnight, residue was weighed. Half of the samples were 

analysed for protein by LECO Nitrogen Analyser CNS-2000 System (Leco Corp., St 

Joseph, MI, USA) and the other half for ash by AACC Method 08-16. Total dietary fibre 

was calculated as the weight of residue less the weight of protein and ash.  
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Figure 2.2: Extraction of yellow pea protein and starch fractions  
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Total Dietary Fibre (%) =  

Residue weight (g) – Protein weight (g) – Ash weight (g)  x 100 

Sample weight (g) 

 

2.4 Chemical characterisation of starch in flour and starch samples  

2.4.1  Total starch content 

Total starch content of yellow pea flour, starch and tail fraction samples from D0 to D6 

were determined using a Megazyme total starch assay kit (K- TSTA – 100A), which was 

followed by AACC method 76-13.01 with improvements. Accurately weighed samples 

of flour and isolated starch (0.1± 0.001 g) were mixed with thermostable α-amylase (3000 

U/mL, 3mL at pH 5.0) and incubated in a boiling water bath for 6 min. stirring the tube 

at 2, 4 and 6 min. The tubes were placed in a 50°C bath and acetate buffer (0.1mL, 

100mM, pH 5.0) was added. Tubes were stirred on a vortex mixer (Ratek instruments, 

Australia) for 20 seconds and incubated at 50°C for 30 min. followed by the addition of 

amyloglucosidase (0.1mL, 330U of starch) and incubated at 50°C for 30 min. The entire 

contents of the test tube were then transferred to a volumetric flask (100mL), tubes were 

rinsed, and volume adjusted with deionised water. The solution was mixed thoroughly. 

An aliquot (10mL) was transferred to a 15mL centrifuge tube and the solution was 

centrifuged (Eppendorf centrifuge @ 3000 x g for 10 min). The clear filtrate was used for 

the assay. In the next step, the sample, the D-glucose control and the blank were prepared 

as follows. An aliquot (1mL) of sample was diluted to 10mL with deionised water. D – 

glucose control containing (0.1mL, D-glucose standard solution 1mg/mL) was transferred 

in a test tube and the blank containing (0.1mL deionised water) was transferred to a test 

tube and GOPOD reagent (3mL, buffer at pH 7.4, p-hydroxybenzoic acid and sodium 

azide – 0.095% w/v) was added. The absorbance for each sample and the D – glucose 

control was read at 510 nm against the reagent blank. In addition, a maize starch reference 

sample of known composition, supplied by Megazyme, was analysed along with the pea 

starch samples and under the same conditions. Total starch content was calculated 

according to the formula provided.  
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Starch, % (w/w)  =   ΔA x F x FV x 1 x 100 x 162 

                                                  0.1 1000  W    180  

                         =   ΔA x F x FV x 0.9 

                                                                  W 

 

ΔA = absorbance (reaction) read against the reagent blank. 

   F = 100 (µg of D-glucose)                       (conversion from absorbance to µg) 

          Absorbance for 100µg of glucose 

 

FV – final volume (i.e. equals 100ml or 10ml in example (a) 

0.1 = volume of sample analysed 

1          = conversion from µg to mg 

1000 

 

100   = factor to express ‘starch’ as a percentage of flour weight. 

W 

 

W = the weight in milligrams (‘as is’ basis) of the flour 

 

162 =   adjustment from free D-glucose to anhydro D-glucose (as occurs in starch).  

180 

 

2.4.2 Determination of amylose and amylopectin content 

Amylose and amylopectin content was determined using the Megazyme 

amylose/amylopectin assay kit (K – AMYL) following the procedure of (Yun & Matheson, 

1990). The yellow pea flour, starch and tail fraction samples (20 to 25mg each ± 0.01mg) 

were weighed in a preweighed 15mL polypropylene tube and DMSO (1mL dimethyl 

sulphoxide, analytical reagent grade BDH Analar cat. no. 10323, Megazyme) was added 

and gently stirred on a vortex mixer at low speed. The tube was capped and heated in 

boiling water (100°C) for 1 minute until the sample was completely dispersed. The contents 

in the tube were mixed on high speed vortex, placed in a boiling water bath (100°C) and 
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heated for 15 min. with intermittent high speed stirring on a vortex. The tubes were stored 

at room temperature of 20°C for 5 min. and ethanol was added (2mL, 95% v/v) with 

continuous stirring on vortex mixer. Another (4mL, 95% v/v) of ethanol was added and the 

tubes inverted to mix and allowed to stand overnight for starch precipitate to form. The 

tubes were centrifuged at 3000g for 5 min., using Eppendorf centrifuge 5702, Germany 

and supernatant was discarded. The pellet was used for determination of subsequent 

amylose and starch. DMSO (2mL dimethyl sulphoxide, analytical reagent grade BDH 

Analar cat. no. 10323, Megazyme) was added and gently stirred on a vortex mixer at low 

speed. The tubes were heated in boiling water (100°C) for 15 min. making sure no lumps 

were formed. On removing the tubes from the boiling water, Con A (Concanavalin) solvent 

was added (30mL of Con A solvent in 100mL distilled water), mixed thoroughly and 

quantitatively transferred to 25mL volumetric flask. The volume was diluted with con A 

solvent (called solution A). Solution A (1mL) was transferred to a 2mL Eppendorf tube 

and con A solution (0.5mL) was added and gently mixed by repeated inversions. The tubes 

were allowed to stand for 1hour at room temperature (20°C) and centrifuged at 14,000 x g 

for 10 min. The supernatant (1mL) was transferred to a centrifuge tube and pH was reduced 

to 5 by addition of sodium acetate buffer (3mL, 100mM, and pH 4.5). The contents were 

heated in a boiling water for 5 min. to denature con A. The tubes were placed in a 40°C 

water bath and allowed to equilibrate for 5 min. and 0.1mL of amyloglucosidase/α – 

amylase was added and incubated at 40°C for 30 min. The tubes were centrifuged at 2000 

x g for 5 min. The supernatant was used for the assay. In the next step, the sample, the D-

glucose control and the blank were prepared as follows. An aliquot (1.0 mL) of sample, 

(1.0 mL) of D – glucose control containing (0.1mL, D-glucose standard solution 1mg/mL 

and 0.9mL sodium acetate buffer) and (1.0 mL) sodium acetate buffer for blank was 

transferred in separate test tubes and GOPOD reagent (4mL, buffer at pH 7.4, p-

hydroxybenzoic acid and sodium azide – 0.095% w/v) was added. The absorbance for each 

sample and the D – glucose control was read at 510 nm against the reagent blank. To 

calculate the amylose content total starch was determined by mixing solution A (0.5 mL) 

with 4 mL of sodium acetate buffer (100mM, pH 4.5). Amyloglucosidase/ α – amylase (0.1 

mL) was added and mixture incubated at 40°C for 10 min. An aliquot (1 mL) of this 

solution was transferred to a test tube, GOPOD reagent (4mL, buffer at pH 7.4, p-

hydroxybenzoic acid and sodium azide – 0.095% w/v) was added and tubes incubated at 

40°C for 20 min. The absorbance with the samples and the D – glucose control was read at 

510 nm against the reagent blank. Amylose content was determined by the formula below 

and amylopectin content was calculated by subtracting amylose content from 100. 
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Calculation of amylose content (%) 

Amylose content (%) (w/w) 

 = Absorbance (Con A Supernatant) x 6.15 x 100  

     Absorbance (Total Starch Aliquot) x 9.2 x 1 

= Absorbance (Con A Supernatant) x 66.8  

    Absorbance (Total Starch Aliquot) 

Where 6.15 and 9.2 are dilution factors for the Con A and Total Starch aliquot 

respectively. 

  

2.5  Protein characterisation for flour and protein isolates 

2.5.1 Protein composition analysis using Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Polyacrylamide Gel 

Electrophoresis (SDS – PAGE) 

 

Protein composition analysis was performed using the method of (McCann, Small, Batey, 

Wrigley, & Day, 2009) with modifications. SDS–PAGE was performed using a NuPAGE 

gradient precast gel (4–12% gradient) bis–tris (10 x 10cm2) in a Novex Xcell Mini cell 

(Invitrogen, Victoria, Australia). A MES (2 – N- MorpholinoEthane sulfonic acid) buffer 

containing 50 mM MES, 50 mM tris base, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA,  pH 7.3, was used 

as the electrophoresis running buffer. The flour sample (0.2g) and protein isolate sample 

(10mg) was dissolved in the sample buffer (1 ml) containing 11.25 mM tris–HCl, pH 8.5, 

3.6% SDS, 50 mM dithiothreitol, 18% glycerol, and 0.0025% bromophenol blue and 

heated at 85°C for 10 min. For the analysis of proteins in non-reducing conditions, 

dithiothreitol was omitted from the sample buffer. The protein samples (10 µl of protein 

per well) and the protein standard markers (Novex Mark 12, Invitrogen, Victoria, 

Australia) were loaded onto the gel. Electrophoresis was performed at 100 V for 60 min, 

followed by 120 V for 50 min, for the proteins under reduced conditions, and at 80 V for 

75 min, followed by 90–95 V for 75 min, for proteins under non-reduced conditions. 

Proteins were visualised by staining with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 solution (0.1% 

in 40% methanol and 10% acetic acid) for 25 min then de-stained overnight with a 

solution of 10% methanol and 7.5% acetic acid. 
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2.5.2 Size exclusion High Performance Liquid Chromatography (SE – HPLC) 

 

The percentage of storage globulins in germinated yellow pea proteins (SG – GYPP) were 

determined using a modified SE-HPLC method (McCann & Day, 2013). Briefly, flour 

(50mg) and protein isolate (15mg) each from D0 to D6 was firstly mixed with 1 ml of 

0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.9) containing 0.5% SDS for 60 min at 20°C on a test tube 

shaker (Multi Reax, Heidolph, Schwabach, Germany). Following centrifugation at 

15,000g for 5 min, the pellet (unextractable protein) was then further extracted with the 

above buffer by sonication for 30 s at 6 amplitude microns using an Ultrasonic 

disintegrator (Soniprep 150, MSE Scientific Instruments, Sussex, UK) equipped with a 

3mm tip probe. The supernatants from both extractions were filtered through a 0.45 µm 

filter (Bonnet, NSW, Australia) and analysed using the Biosep-SEC S4000 column 

(Phenomenex, NSW, Australia) with the HPLC set-up previously described by McCann, 

Small, Batey, Wrigley, & Day (2009). The percentage of  SG–GYPP was calculated as 

the percentage of the peak area of each peak of globulin protein over the total area of BSA 

(Bovine Serum Albumin) before and after germination . 

2.5.3 Protein Surface hydrophobicity by Zeta potential 

 

The surface charge properties of germinated pea proteins were determined using zeta 

potential. The protein solutions (0.1% w/v) were added to the disposable folded capillary 

cell (Malvern Instrument Ltd., Worcestershire, UK) and the isoelectric point (IEP) was 

determined by the documented method by Malvern Instruments using Zetasizer Nano-ZS 

ZEN 3600 (Malvern Instrument Ltd., Worcestershire, UK). The zeta potential of the 

protein solutions was measured from acidic pH 2.0 to alkaline pH 9.0, with NaOH 1 M 

or HCL 1M. The point which showed 0 zeta potential was identified as the IEP.  

2.5.4 Degree of Hydrolysis  

 

The degree of hydrolysis (DH) was performed by the OPA (o – phthaldialdehyde) method 

by (Nielsen, Petersen, & Dambmann, 2001). Proteins when mixed with o – 

phthaldialdehyde in the presence of dithiothreitol (DTT) form a coloured compound 

which can be detected by a spectrophotometer at 340 nm and the amount of amino acids 

in protein solution can be determined using L – Serine as a standard.  
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The OPA reagent was prepared as follows: 7.620g di-Na-tetraborate decahydrate and 

200mg Na – dodecyl-sulphate (SDS) were dissolved in 150mL deionised water. The 

reagents were completely dissolved before continuing; 160 mg o – phthaldialdehyde 97% 

(OPA) was dissolved in 4 mL ethanol. The OPA solution was then transferred 

quantitatively to the above-mentioned solution by rinsing with deionised water. 176 mg 

dithiothreitol (DTT) was added to the solution by rinsing with deionised water. The 

solution was made up to 200 mL with deionised water. The serine standard was prepared 

as follows: 50 mg serine (Art. 7769 Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) was diluted in 500mL 

deionised water (0.9516 meqv/L). The sample solution was prepared by dissolving 0.1g 

of protein powder in 100mL deionised water. The DH (%) was calculated as the amount 

of amino acids detected in 100g of protein isolate.  

All spectrophotometric readings were performed at 340 nm using deionised water as the 

control. Three mL OPA reagents were added to all test tubes. Before measurement the 

samples stood for exactly 2 min. Triplicate analysis of each sample along with one blank 

for each replicate was used. Duplicate analysis of standard was performed. The assay was 

carried out at room temperature. For standard measurement 400 µL serine standard was 

added to a test tube (time 0) containing 3 mL OPA reagent and mixed for 5 seconds. The 

mixture stood for exactly 2 min. before reading at 340nm in the spectrophotometer. 

Blanks were prepared from 400 µL deionised water and treated as described above. 

Samples were prepared from 400 µL samples and treated as described above.  

 

Calculation of DH 

(A) Determination of h 

 

Serine – NH2 = ODsample – Odblank/ODstandard – Odblank 

0.9516mequv/L * 0.1*100/X*P 

Where serine – NH2 = mequv serine NH2/g protein; X = g sample; P – protein % in 

sample; 0.1 is the sample volume in litre (L). 

h = (serine – NH2 – β ) /α – mequv/g protein, where α and β are 1.00 and 0.40 respectively 

(as shown in the method reference)  

(B) Determination of DH 

DH = h/htot * 100% 

Htot = 8.3 (as shown in) (Nielsen et al., 2001) 
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2.6 Analysis of physical properties for flour, starch and protein isolate samples  

2.6.1 Colour 

 

Colour of samples was measured by the inbuilt method from Konica Minolta using a 

Minolta Colorimeter CR410 (Konica Minolta, USA). Colour is expressed as L* = 

whiteness or brightness,  - a* = greenness and b* = yellowness. The instrument was 

calibrated using a standard white tile with the values of L* = 98.03, a* = 0.01, b* = 1.65. 

A small amount (approximately 1 to 2 g) of flour, starch and tail starch samples were kept 

on the white tile and colour values was measured. For cupcake samples the probe was 

placed on the surface of the crust and crumb and colour values were measured. The result 

reported for colour is the mean of triplicates for each sample. 

2.6.2 Particle size analysis 

 

Particle size distribution of the powder samples of flour, starch, tail fraction and protein 

isolate was measured using a particle size analyser and its associated method from Malvern 

Inc. using a (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern Inc., Worcestershire, United Kingdom) with wet 

feed attachment. Samples of flour, starch fractions and protein isolate (0.1g +/- 0.01g) were 

dispersed in deionised water (20mL) and sonicated for 1 minute before measuring particle 

size. The obscuration for all samples was maintained below12%. The refractive index of 

protein was set between the standards 1.45 to 1.7 and that of solution was set at 1. The size 

distribution was expressed in terms of volume (mL) of equivalent size (µm).  

2.6.3 Determination of secondary structure by Fourier Transform Infra-Red 

Spectroscopy 

 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was performed using the method by Shimadzu 

Corp., Japan with a FTIR-8400S spectrometer from Shimadzu (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, 

Japan), equipped with an attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory (MIRacle Single 

Reflection, Pike Technologies, Madison, WI, USA). The powder samples of flour, starch, 

tail fraction and protein isolates were loaded onto the measuring cell. A tight pressure 

clamp with a flat tip ensured good contact between the sample and the equipment. The 

spectra were recorded against an air background between 4000-400 cm-1 with an average 

of 120 scans and a resolution of 4 cm-1. The spectra were analysed using Originpro 
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software (Origin 2017, Hearne. Software, Australia). First data was smoothed, then 

corrected to the baseline and then normalised. After a Gaussian peak fit, the peaks were 

assigned to the corresponding structure. The percentage of each structure was calculated 

as the area under the specific peak divided by the overall area of the response. 

2.6.4 Determination of starch gelatinisation and protein denaturation characteristics 

flour, starch, tail fraction and protein isolates by Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

(DSC)  

 

Thermal properties of powder samples of flour, starch, tail fraction and protein isolate 

were analysed by using the inbuilt method by Mettler Toledo with a differential scanning 

calorimeter (DSC 1, Star system, Mettler Toledo, Australia) under an ultrahigh purity 

nitrogen atmosphere. Above samples (3 mg) were weighed into an aluminium pan and 

deionised water (6 µl) was added. Samples were hermetically sealed and allowed to stand 

for 12 h at room temperature before testing. An empty pan was used as a reference, and 

the system was calibrated with indium. Scans were performed in triplicates from 25 to 

120 °C at a controlled constant rate of 5°C/min. The gelatinisation enthalpy (ΔH) and 

transition temperatures, namely the onset temperature (To), peak temperature (Tp or Td), 

and end set temperature (Te), were determined, based on the DSC heating curves. 

Temperature of denaturation (Td) often referred to as peak temperature which reflects the 

thermal stability of proteins and enthalpy (ΔH) which is the energy required for transition 

of protein molecules to a higher energy state were calculated using STARe software 

associated with the hardware.  

 

2.6.5 Determination of morphological characteristics by Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM)  

 

Morphological properties of the samples were studied by an inbuilt method using a Zeiss 

Merlin FESEM (Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope) operated in the 

secondary electron (SE) mode to highlight topographical features. The seed samples and 

the powder samples of starch and tail fraction were mounted on an aluminium stub with 

double-sided conductive carbon tabs (Cressington 208HRD sputter coater). The thickness 

of the iridium coating was approximately 4 nm (60 mA for 30 seconds). An accelerating 
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voltage of 3 kV was used for imaging. The magnifications used are indicative of the scale 

bars shown in the images.  

2.6.7 CLSM 

 

Microscopic characterisation of the formation of gel network structure during heating was 

carried out according to a method described by Bi et al. (2013) using Confocal Laser 

Scanning Microscopy (CLSM). 16% protein solutions were stained with Rhodamine B 

(0.01%) for 1 minute and covered with a cover slip ensuring the ends of the cover slip 

were sealed to keep the sample intact on the slide. Samples were observed for their 

structure before heating (at room temperature) and during heating at 55°C and 95°C under 

an HCX PL APO 63× 1.3 glyc objective on a Leica TCS SP5 Confocal Microscopy (Leica 

Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The fluorescent dye was excited at 543mm with a He-

Ne 488 nm laser and the emission fluorescence was recorded between 560-700 nm.  

2.7 Impact of germination on the functional properties of germinated flour, protein, 

starch and tail fractions  

2.7.1 Determination of aqueous Protein Solubility 

 

The soluble nitrogen content of powder samples of flour and protein isolate was 

determined using the solubility method by Khalid et al., (2013) with modifications. 

Soluble protein was extracted from insoluble protein at neutral pH and nitrogen in the 

extracts was determined. To 1.0g of powder samples 10 mL of deionised water was added. 

The pH of the solution was adjusted to pH 7.0 if needed by using 1M NaOH or 1M HCl. 

A pre-calibrated digital pH meter (Mettler Toledo, Australia) was used for pH adjustment 

and measurement. The suspension was shaken in a tube tumbler (Select BioProducts, 

Edison NJ) for 30 min. The slurry was centrifuged at 4000 x g in an Eppendorf centrifuge 

5702 (Merck, Australia) for 10 min. at 20°C. Nitrogen in the supernatant and pellet was 

estimated using an automated LECO Nitrogen Analyser CNS-2000 System (Leco Corp., 

St Joseph, MI, USA) and protein was calculated by the AACC method 46-30.01 and 

expressed as a percentage of soluble and insoluble protein per gram of flour. 

2.7.2 Determination of pasting properties by Rapid Visco Analyser (RVA)  
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The pasting properties of powder samples of flour, starch and tail fraction were 

determined using an inbuilt method by Newport Scientific with a Rapid Visco-Analyser 

(RVA-4, Newport Scientific Pvt. Ltd, Warriewood, Australia). Each powder sample 

(12% w/w, dry basis) was dispersed in 25 ml deionised water in an RVA canister. The 

slurry was mixed at 960 rpm for 10 seconds to allow thorough dispersion; the speed was 

then reduced to 160 rpm for the remainder of the run. The heating and cooling cycles 

were programmed in the following manner. The slurry was held at 50°C for 1 min, heated 

to 95°C within 3.5 min and then held at 95°C for 3 min. It was subsequently cooled to 

50°C within 3.5 min and then held at 50°C for 2 min, while maintaining a rotation speed 

of 160 rpm. The parameters recorded were peak viscosity, trough viscosity, final 

viscosity, breakdown, and setback. All measurements were done in triplicate. 

2.7.3 Hydration properties 

2.7.3.1 Water Holding Capacity 

The water holding capacity (WHC) is the ability of a matrix of molecules to entrap large 

amount of water to prevent exudation was determined using the method of (de La Hera 

et al., 2013). Accurately weighed powder samples of flour, starch and tail fraction (1.0g 

± 0.01g) was mixed with deionised water (10ml) for a period of 10 min. and kept at room 

temperature for 24 hours. The supernatant was decanted. The water retained was 

determined by weighing the samples at the beginning and end of 24 hours. WHC was 

measured as difference between final and initial weight of flour and water and expressed 

as grams of water retained per gram of solid. 

2.7.3.2 Water Binding Capacity 

The water binding capacity (WBC) which is the tendency of water to associate with 

hydrophilic substances was determined as described in the standard method (AACC, 

56-30.01, 2010). Accurately weighed powder samples of flour, starch and tail fraction 

(1.0g ± 0.01g) were mixed with deionised water (10ml) and centrifuged at 2000g for 10 

min. WBC was expressed as grams of water retained per gram of solid.  

2.7.3.3 Swelling volume 

The swelling volume was determined following the method reported by (Prinyawiwatkul, 

McWatters, Beuchat, & Phillips, 1997). Accurately weighed powder samples of flour, 

starch and tail fraction (1.0g ± 0.01g) were weighed in 10mL screw capped test tubes and 

mixed thoroughly with excess water (approximately 15mL) to hydrate the starch. The 
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tubes were heated at 92°C for 30 min. with intermittent shaking and then cooled 

immediately under the tap for 30 seconds and in ice water for 5 min. to accelerate gel 

formation. The tubes were centrifuged at 1800 x g for 5 min. at 25°C. The tubes were 

placed in ice water for 10 min. The supernatant was removed gently. Water was added to 

the sediment to bring the volume to 20mL. Swelling volume was calculated as (20mL – 

mL of water required to make up the volume to 20mL).  

2.8  Thermal gelation of pea protein isolates   

 

The thermal gelation of yellow pea proteins for commercial pea protein isolate 

(Nutralyse™) and for laboratory made protein isolates from D0 to D6 was performed by 

dynamic oscillatory rheology using an Anton Paar-Physica controlled-stress rheometer 

MCR 301 (Anton Paar Physica, Physica Meßtechnik GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany) with a 

cup and bob geometry (CC27). The inner diameter of the cup and bob were 18.1mm and 

26.7mm, respectively. To prevent samples drying out during the experiment, crude oil 

was used during the process. Protein solution at 16% (w/w) concentration was prepared 

with deionised water, ultra turraxed and kept at 4°C overnight for homogenising the 

protein solution. On the next day, protein samples were rested for 3 hours when they 

reached room temperature (20°C). Temperature sweep was first conducted: the sample 

was heated and then cooled over a temperature range of 25–95°C at 1°C/min with a 10 

min hold time at the final temperature for both the heating and cooling phases. A constant 

frequency of 0.1 Hz and strain of 0.1% were applied to collect data during the thermal 

scans. Rheological data were collected at 1 minute intervals with a thermal equilibrium 

time of 10 seconds. The complex modulus (|G*| = [(G’)2 + (G”)2]½) was reported. 

 

After the gel was cooled and held at 25°C for 10 min., dynamic oscillatory measurements 

were performed on the protein gel, using a frequency sweep of 0.1-10 Hz at a constant 

strain of 0.1%, followed by a strain sweep (0.1-10%) at a constant frequency of 0.1 Hz, 

with a rest time of 5 min. between the frequency and strain sweeps. 

 

All the measurements were performed at a constant temperature of 25°C. The storage 

modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”) for representative of frequency sweep, and strain sweep 

curves were reported. Loss tangent (tan δ = G”/G’) at 1 Hz (frequency sweep) was also 

reported. All measurements were performed in at least triplicate. 
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2.9 Acid cold set gelation 

 

 2.9.1 Effect of pre-treatment (heating)  

 

Protein solution at 6% (w/w) concentration was prepared with deionised water, ultra 

turraxed and kept at 4°C overnight for homogenising the protein solution. On the next 

day, protein samples were rested for 2 hours until they reached room temperature (20°C). 

Protein solutions’ (6%) w/w protein suspension in deionised water was then placed in a 

water bath pre-heated at 85°C. The samples were incubated at 85°C for 30 min. Samples 

were cooled to 20°C and kept at room temperature for 2 hours. In the same manner, 

protein solutions at 4% and 12% (w/w) concentration were also prepared with deionised 

water, ultra turraxed and kept at 4°C overnight for homogenising the protein solution. On 

the next day, protein samples were rested for 2 hours until they reached room temperature 

(20°C). 

2.9.2 Effect of no pre-treatment (no heating) 

 

In this experiment, the initial heating step was avoided. Protein solutions (6%) w/w 

protein suspension in deionised water were prepared from D0 to D6, ultra turraxed and 

kept at 4°C overnight for homogenising the protein solution. On the next day, protein 

samples were rested for 2 hours until they reached room temperature (20°C). Protein 

samples were then subjected to acid cold-set gelation.  

 

Method of gelation  

Acid-induced cold-set gelation of protein aggregates formed (85°C for 30 min.) was 

performed at 20°C using 2% GDL. The concentration of GDL was adjusted to 2% based 

on the time taken for the pH to drop from pH 7.0 to 4.5 where it reached its steady-state 

value. At 2% GDL concentration the pH was dropped to pH 4.5 in three and a half hours 

and hence this concentration was used throughout the experiment. The pH was measured 

at regular intervals with a pH meter WP 81 (TPS, Queensland, Australia) until the pH 

reached its steady state value of 4.5.  

Dynamic oscillatory rheology using an Anton Paar-Physica controlled-stress rheometer 

MCR 301 (Anton Paar Physica, Physica Meßtechnik GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany) with a 

cup and bob geometry (CC27). The inner diameter of the cup and bob were 18.1mm and 
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26.7mm, respectively. The entire gelation experiment was performed at 20°C. The 

storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”) for representative of frequency sweep, and strain 

sweep curves were reported. Loss tangent (tan δ = G”/G’) at 1 Hz (frequency sweep) was 

also reported. A time sweep was conducted until gelation was considered to be achieved 

when both G’ and G” were plateaued which was in approximately 3.5 hours. The 

frequency and strain were constant at 1Hz and 0.1%, then a frequency sweep was 

conducted from 0.1 to 10Hz at a strain of 0.1%. At the end a strain sweep was conducted 

from 0.1 to 10% at a constant frequency of 0.1Hz.   

 

Statistical analysis 

The germination treatments were arranged in germinator boxes with two replicates. All 

measurements were performed with duplicate samples for proximate analysis and for 

functionality tests measurements were performed in triplicates. Values were expressed as 

means ± SD of duplicates and triplicates.  The data were subjected to One-way analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) and a significant difference was defined at p < 0.05 by using SPSS 

statistical software, version 17, (SPSS Inc. Chicago, USA). The one-way ANOVA could 

give sufficient results to meet the objectives of this study. A multi variate analysis or 

statistical techniques such as two-way ANOVA were not used as one-way ANOVA gave 

sufficient results to meet the objectives of the study.  
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Chapter 3 - Impact of germination on chemical composition, structure and 

functional properties of yellow pea flour. 

3.1 Introduction 

Yellow pea (Pisum sativum L.) is a potential source of novel ingredients. Successful 

utilisation of yellow pea in food processing applications for human food is currently not 

common which could be due to the poor functional properties of yellow pea flour (YPF) 

in comparison to wheat flour. This could be a result of many factors such as the compact 

native structure of yellow pea proteins and their amino acid composition, the presence of 

large quantities of indigestible starch and other polysaccharides and the presence of anti-

nutritional compounds. If the structure of yellow pea proteins and starch is modified and 

made flexible it may result in a pea flour with improved functional properties such as 

protein solubility, starch viscosity and improved water hydration. Modification of the 

native structure of peas may also result in formation of new bioactive compounds. 

Therefore, changes in the native structure of peas is necessary to improve the performance 

of YPF in food applications. 

Previous research has indicated that seed germination is a modification process in which 

due to activity of natural enzymes structural changes in the seed occur. A number of 

studies have reported significant improvements in functional properties such as protein 

solubility, water absorption capacity, emulsification capacity, pasting and gelation 

properties in germinated bengal gram, chickpea, cowpea, green gram, horse gram, lentils 

and lupins (Ghavidel & Prakash, 2006; Ghumman et al., 2016; James et al., 2012; Ouazib, 

Garzon, Zaidi, & Rosell, 2016). However, in the case of yellow peas very little research 

has been reported on the effect of germinating yellow peas on the yield, protein structure 

and functional properties of pea flour. The published studies on the structural 

modification of yellow peas by seed germination have mainly focused on improving the 

nutritional values of peas. One such study has resulted in an improvement in 

concentration and availability of nutrients and reduction in the level of anti-nutritional 

compounds in peas (Martínez-Villaluenga, Gulewicz, Frias, Gulewicz, & Vidal-

Valverde, 2008). 

In order to expand the applications of YPF in human food, it is imperative to study the 

changes in structure of its individual components and the resulting functional properties 

of YPF during germination of pea seeds. Therefore, the main objective of this chapter is 
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to study the impact of pea seed germination on differences in chemical composition, 

molecular structure and functional properties of YPF. In this chapter seed germination 

was conducted and flour was prepared from these germinated seeds. The chemical 

composition analysis, the structural characterisation of proteins and starch in pea flour 

and the functional properties of the flour were determined. The results of this study are 

expected to provide valuable information regarding the changes in the structure of protein 

and starch during germination which may change the functional properties of pea flour 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Yield of yellow pea seeds during germination 

Laboratory scale yellow pea seed germination was carried out for a period of 11 days as 

detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1. The yield of dried non-germinated (D0) and 

germinated (D3 to D11) yellow pea seeds showed significant differences (Table 3.1).  

Table 3.1: Yield of dried non-germinated and germinated yellow pea seeds (g/100 g, dry 

basis of flour). 

Germination 

Time (days) 

Dehulled seeds 

or sprouts 

(g/100 g, d.b.) 

Hulls 

(g/100 g, d.b.) 

Rotten or non-

germinated seeds 

(g/100 g, d.b.) 

Loss of dry 

matter 

(g/100g, 

d.b.) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

D9 

D11 

77.4 ± 0.6a 

66.1 ± 1.4b 

47.5 ± 0.4c 

35.3 ± 0.3d 

34.1 ± 0.4e 

15.4 ± 0.7a 

10.5 ± 0.2b 

9.8 ± 1.0b 

9.3 ± 0.4b 

8.8 ± 1.5b 

2.4 ± 0.4a 

16.8 ± 0.5b 

21.0 ± 0.7c 

24.4 ± 0.8d 

25.0 ± 0.4d 

4.8 ± 0.9a 

6.6 ± 1.9a 

21.7 ± 2.4b 

30.8 ± 1.7c 

32.1 ± 1.6c 

The yield of germinated and non-germinated pea flour is expressed on dry basis (d.b.) in g/100g of pea 

seeds. Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are 

significantly different (p<0.05). 

 

On D0, 100g of dried seeds yielded 77% of dehulled seeds with 15.4% of hulls and 2.4% 

of rotten/un-imbibed seeds. As germination was initiated and germination time increased 

after D0 until D11, the yield of dried, dehulled seeds decreased. In comparison to D0, the 

yield decreased by 15% on D3, 38% on D6, 54% on D9 and 56% on D11. This gradual 

decrease in yield of dried, dehulled seeds could be due to a few reasons. During 
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germination catabolism of starch and protein may have occurred which were used as a 

source of nutrients for the growing shoot. Secondly, the increase in the level of rotten or 

non-germinated seeds with increase in germination time may also have resulted in lower 

yield. A similar reduction in yield to about 31% after 9 days of lupin seed germination 

was observed where the loss was reported to be due to the breakdown of seed components 

to be used as an energy source (James et al., 2012). Figure 3.1 illustrates the seed samples 

collected on different days of germination showing sprouts on D3 to D6 and growing 

shoots on D9 and D11. 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Yellow pea seed samples collected on different days of germination. 
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3.2.2 Chemical composition  

In the current study preliminary chemical composition and functionality analyses were 

performed until day 11 (D11) which are referenced in Appendix 2. However, due to lower 

yield of dried seeds on D9 and D11, the major chemical composition and functionality 

analysis results reported were conducted until D6 of germination. 

Germination resulted in some significant changes in the chemical composition of YPF. 

The chemical composition of non-germinated and germinated YPF was determined using 

the standard AACC methods as reported in Chapter 2, section 2.2. The impact of 

germination on chemical composition of YPF from D0 to D6 is reported in Table 3.2. 

The relative protein content of YPF from D0 to D6 did not change but a small variation 

in the protein value was observed. On D0, the protein content of YPF was 24.0% on dry 

weight basis. With progress in germination time the protein content increased slightly to 

24.7 % but was not significant. This slight increase may be due to the breakdown of other 

seed components such as starch, lipids and fibre during germination or improved 

availability of proteins which needs to be confirmed further. Previous reports on analysis 

of germinated pea and lupin seeds found significant differences in the protein content and 

suggested that an increase in protein content is due to biosynthesis of new proteins and 

breakdown of non-protein dry matter during germination (James et al., 2012; Urbano et 

al., 2005). 

The starch content in germinated YPF decreased significantly from D0 to D6 from 49.6% 

to 47.7% although the difference was only minor. This minor difference could be due to 

the mixed composition of YPF consisting of protein, lipid and fibre which was not 

completely removed during analysis of starch. This decrease could be due to increase in 

the activity of enzyme amylase which breaks down starch into smaller units called 

amylose and amylopectin. Previous studies on germination of lentils have also resulted 

in a decrease in starch content of flour which was reported to be due to increase in the 

activity of enzyme α – amylase (Ghumman et al., 2016). 

The lipid content was observed to decrease significantly from 6% to 4.2% as germination 

progressed from D0 to D6. A decrease in lipid content during germination may be due to 

the use of lipids as a source of energy for the growing seedling. This decrease in lipid 

content was similar to that observed in germinated lupin flour (James et al., 2012). 
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Ash content of YPF was observed to decrease significantly from 3.0% on D0 to 2.1% on 

D6 of germination. Ash which is the inorganic mineral residue may have decreased during 

germination due to leaching out of solid matter during the soaking process or could be 

due to the use of minerals for emergence of rootlets. Similar reduction in ash content was 

reported in germinated green gram, cowpea, lentil and chickpea, which was due to the 

leaching out of minerals during soaking and removal of hulls from the seed (Ghavidel & 

Prakash, 2007). 

The total dietary fibre was also found to decrease from D0 to D6 of germination, however, 

no significant differences were observed.   

 

Table 3.2: Chemical composition of YPF during germination 

Germination 

(days)  

Protein 

(%, d.b.) 

Moisture 

(%) 

Lipid  

(%, d.b.) 

Total dietary 

fibre  

(%, d.b.) 

Ash 

(%, d.b.) 

Starch 

(%, d.b.) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

24.0 ± 0.2a 

24.0 ± 0.8a 

24.7 ± 0.0a 

7.4 ± 0.36a 

5.1 ± 0.57b 

6.6 ± 0.81a 

6.0 ± 0.6a 

4.7 ± 0.1b 

4.2 ± 0.1b 

9.92 ± 1.0a 

8.41 ± 1.4a 

8.7 ± 0.6a 

3.0 ± 0.0a 

2.3 ± 0.0b 

2.1 ± 0.0c 

49.6 ± 1.3a 

48.7 ± 1.1a 

47.7 ± 1.3b 

The moisture, protein and ash of germinated and non-germinated YPF are expressed as % of pea flour on 

dry basis (d.b.). Results expressed as means ± standard deviations of measurements. Different letter in the 

same column are significantly different (p<0.05). 

 

 

3.2.3 Structural characterisation  

3.2.3.1 Protein molecular weight distribution (SDS – PAGE) 

To understand if yellow pea germination altered the protein molecular weight Mw 

distribution, total proteins were extracted from pea flour (D0 to D6) and studied using 

SDS-PAGE as detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.5.1. Both the non-reducing and reducing 

conditions of electrophoresis were used for analysis. Non-reducing conditions were used 

to study the impact of germination on the intermolecular interactions within the proteins 

and reducing conditions were used to study the effect of disulphide bond reduction on 

protein distribution. 

The storage proteins, pea globulins are made up of 11S legumins and 7S vicilins. 11S 

legumins are hexameric proteins consisting of six subunits of ~ 30 kDa each held together 
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by disulphide bonds. The 7S pea vicilins are a major trimeric proteins of pea globulins 

with three subunits of ~ 50 kDa each (Casey, 1982; Sun & Arntfield, 2012). In a study, 

proteolysis of these vicilin subunits was reported to fragment into 19 to 30 kDa or 16 to 

33 kDa polypeptides (Gatehouse, Lycett, Croy, & Boulter, 1982). 

Non–reducing conditions – Figure 3.2 illustrates the impact of germination on changes in 

the Mw distribution of soluble and insoluble yellow pea protein fractions from germinated 

YPF as observed under non–reducing conditions of SDS-PAGE. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Impact of germination on protein molecular weight distribution of soluble 

and insoluble protein under non-reducing conditions of SDS PAGE. 

 

In the figure, lanes 1 and 8 represent the standard Mw markers expressed as kDa using 

bovine serum albumin (BSA). Lanes 2 to 4 represent the soluble protein fraction from D0 

to D6 and lanes 5 to 7 represent the insoluble protein fraction. The six-day germination 

significantly affected the Mw distribution of yellow pea proteins. 

Soluble protein fraction – On D0 (lane 2), numerous polypeptide bands were observed 

between the Mws of 6 to 97.4 kDa. With increase in germination time to D3 (lane 3), the 

protein profile was observed to be similar to D0. As germination progressed to D6 (lane 

4), the bands of high Mws between 66.3 and 97.4 kDa were observed to become lighter 

kDa kDa 

 1                  2       3         4                              5       6        7                8 8 
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and the intensity of these bands reduced. The band between 55.4 and 66.3 and 36.5 and 

55.4 kDa almost disappeared and at the same time bands between 21.5 and 31.0 kDa 

increased in intensity. This may be due to an increased activity of enzyme proteases 

during germination, which may have broken down some high Mw proteins between 36.5 

and 66.3 kDa to low Mw proteins between 10 to 30 kDa, which were soluble at pH 7.0. 

These bands of ~ 21.5 to 31 kDa could be the subunits of 11S legumins or 7S vicilin 

proteins. A similar pattern of breakdown of high Mw proteins to low Mw proteins was 

reported in germinated mung bean, horse gram and lentil proteins, which was attributed 

to the hydrolysis of high Mw proteins to low Mw proteins by proteases during 

germination (Ghumman et al., 2016). In previous reports bands with Mws of 21.5 kDa 

were identified as the basic subunits of legumin and the bands with Mw near 31.0 kDa 

were identified as the minor subunits of vicilin (Barac et al., 2010). Morrison, Savage, 

Morton, and Russell (2007) reported that the subunits between 15 and 27 kDa 

polypeptides corresponded to trypsin inhibitors. 

Insoluble protein fraction – The insoluble protein fraction may largely consist of the 

hydrophobic uncharged amino acids. Under non-reducing conditions some changes in the 

Mw distribution were observed. Polypeptide bands were formed from 14.4 to 97.4 kDa. 

The intensity of some bands which was observed on D0 (lane 5) was decreased on D3 

(lane 6) and D6 (lane 7). For example, the band near 66.3 kDa and the bands between 

36.5 and 55.4 kDa were observed to fade away on D3 and D6 suggesting a possible 

unfolding of proteins resulting in exposure of charged amino acids on D3 and D6. It may 

be possible that some high Mw insoluble proteins on D0 could have broken down to low 

Mw proteins, which were more positively charged and hence soluble on D3 and D6. 

Reducing conditions – Figure 3.3 illustrates the impact of germination on changes in the 

Mw distribution of soluble and insoluble protein fractions as observed under reducing 

conditions of SDS-PAGE. Dithiothreitol (DTT) was used to reduce disulphide bonds of 

proteins.  
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Figure 3.3: Impact of germination on protein molecular weight distribution of soluble 

and insoluble protein under reducing conditions of SDS PAGE. 

In the figure, lanes 1 and 8 represent the standard Mw markers expressed as kDa using 

bovine serum albumin (BSA). Lanes 2 to 4 represent the soluble protein fraction from D0 

to D6 and lanes 5 to 7 represent the insoluble protein fraction.  

Soluble protein fraction – Germination time showed significant changes in the Mw 

distribution of proteins under reducing conditions. Numerous polypeptide bands were 

formed from 6 to 97.4 kDa. Bands of higher Mws observed from 36.5 to 97.4 kDa on D0, 

(lane 2) and on D3 (lane 3) faded away on D6 (lane 4). It was also observed that on D0 

(lane 2) the band formed at 31.0 kDa under non-reducing conditions was observed to 

disappear under reducing conditions. A new band was formed again on D3 (lane 3) which 

was observed to disappear again on D6 (lane 4) which may be due to the reduction of 

disulphide bonds on D0. As reported earlier, the subunits of 11S legumin of pea proteins 

are held together by disulphide bonds. It may be possible that these disulphide bonds were 

hidden in the compact structure of native pea proteins. During germination, breakdown 

of 11S legumins may have occurred resulting in individual subunits containing disulphide 

bonds and exposing them for further reduction in the presence of DTT. 

Insoluble protein fraction – On D0 (lane 5) bands that appeared between 66 and 97.4 kDa, 

were reduced to bands of a smaller Mw on D3 (lane 6) and D6 (lane7). It may be possible 

  1                       2       3         4                   5      6         7             8      8 

kDa kDa 
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that some bands were reduced in the insoluble protein fraction and reformed as new bands 

in the soluble protein fraction. For example, on D0 (lane 5), band near 36.5 kDa was 

reduced and a new band near 31.0 kDa was being formed in the soluble protein D0 (lane 

2). During germination, some proteins containing amino acid such as cysteine with 

disulphide bonds were released which interacted with the thiol groups of DTT and were 

reduced. These observations may suggest that due to proteolysis occurring from D0 to 

D6, increase in intermolecular interactions such as protein-solvent interactions or 

hydrogen bonding may have occurred resulting in unfolding of proteins and increasing 

surface reactivity of proteins. These broken-down proteins were further quantified based 

on their size as differences in functional properties of proteins are based on their 

individual sizes (Kosseva & Kennedy, 2003). 

 

3.2.3.2 Protein molecular weight (SE – HPLC) 

The proteins extracted from grains germinated from D0 to D6 were further analysed by 

size exclusion high performance liquid chromatography (section 2.5.2) to characterise the 

size distribution of these proteins.  

Figure 3.4 illustrates the SE – HPLC chromatogram of proteins extracted in phosphate 

buffer at pH 6.5 and eluted based on their retention time. The relative protein contents 

were determined using an absorbance of 280nm. In Figure 3.4, the y-axis indicates the 

absorbance of individual proteins at 280nm and the x-axis represents the retention time 

(RT) at which proteins were eluted. The relative sizes of different proteins were estimated 

based on a comparison with bovine serum albumin (BSA) which was used as a standard 

molecular weight marker with a  MW of 66 kDa and a retention time of 19 min. and is 

represented as the tall black peak. The peaks that eluted from 10 to 19 min. of RT were 

graded as ‘large proteins’ with Mw (>/= 66 kDa) and the peaks that eluted from 19.1 to 

40 min. were graded as ‘small proteins’ with Mw (< 66 kDa). The % area of each peak 

was calculated based on the retention time (RT) of each peak. The results of % area of 

each peak in comparison to the standard BSA peak are given in Table 3.3. 

On D0, proteins of large and small sizes were eluted as 44.9%, and 55.8% peak area 

respectively. As germination progressed to D3 the % area of large proteins was reduced 

to 37.6%. At the same time, the % area of small proteins increased to 62.0%. This may 

be an indication of breakdown of the large size proteins of high Mws (>/= 66 kDa) to 

lower Mw proteins (< 66kDa). On D6, the % area of large proteins was further reduced 

to 13.7%. The % area of small proteins was subsequently increased to 86.1%. This 

observation led to a deeper understanding and confirmation that germination not only 
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resulted in breakdown of large proteins but also in an increase in the quantity of small 

proteins. Previous studies on HPLC analysis of chickpea seeds and sprouts have indicated 

that germination results in the formation of smaller new peaks which were identified as 

bioactive compounds such as  isoflavones (Z. Wu et al., 2012). It may be valuable to 

further investigate and identify the small protein peaks of yellow peas observed in the 

current study to determine if germination resulted in formation of bioactive compounds. 

 

 

Figure 3.4:  Impact of germination on protein molecular weight (SE – HPLC)
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Table 3.3: Impact of germination on protein Mw sizes from D0 to D6 by SE - HPLC 
Germinatio

n Time 

(day) 

Large proteins (66 and > 66 

kDa) (Between 10.0 to 19.0 min. 

RT)* 

Small proteins (<66 kDa) 

(Between 19.1 to 40.0 min. RT) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

44.9 ± 2.1a 

37.6 ± 0.1b 

13.7 ± 0.0c 

55.1 ± 2.0a 

62.4± 0.2b 

86.3 ± 6.2c 

*Results expressed as means ± standard deviations of measurements. Different letter in the same column 

are significantly different (p<0.05). 

 

3.2.3.3 Protein solubility  

As germination resulted in changes in protein molecular weight distribution, it may have 

impacted the protein solubility and hence the water protein solubility was determined at 

a neutral pH (pH 7.0). Protein solubility is one of the most important parameters in food 

functionality. Two vital factors that could change protein solubility are: i) changes in 

pH and ii) changes in protein Mw distribution. Protein solubility in water was 

determined by extracting the soluble and insoluble protein content using a method 

detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.7.1. The protein content in the soluble and insoluble 

fraction was analysed by determining the nitrogen content by Leco (Chapter 2, section 

2.2). Table 3.4 represents the impact of germination on the water protein solubility in 

YPF. 

Significant changes in water protein solubility were observed during germination. On D0 

the soluble protein content was 20.3%. With increase in germination time to D3, the 

soluble protein content increased to 24.6% which meant a 20% increase in the soluble 

protein content. As germination progressed to D6, this soluble protein content remained 

similar to D3 at 24.4%. The increase in water soluble protein may be related to the 

breakdown of the high Mw proteins in to low Mw proteins observed in sections 3.2.3.1 

and 3.2.3.2. (Afify A.M.R., et al, 2012) also reported an increase in the percentage of 

water soluble proteins in germinated sorghum which was contributed to the hydrolysis of 

storage proteins due to increased proteolysis during germination. During germination 

hydrolysis of storage proteins that occurred may have resulted in changes in surface 

charge of proteins due to exposure of polar charged amino acids, thereby increasing the 

electrostatic repulsions and ionic hydration resulting in increased water solubility. An 

increase in protein solubility was also observed in germinated green gram, cowpea, lentil 
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and Bengal gram flour and the author reported that this increase was due to an increase 

in proteolytic activity during germination (Ghavidel & Prakash, 2006).  

 

Table 3.4: Impact of germination on water protein solubility of YPF. 

Germination 

Time (days) 

Water soluble 

protein (%, d.b.) 

Water insoluble 

protein (%, d.b.) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

20.3 ± 0.7b 

24.6 ± 0.2a 

24.4 ± 0.3a 

79.7 ± 2.3b 

75.4 ± 3.6a 

75.6 ± 0.3a 

The water solubility of protein from germinated and non-germinated pea flour is expressed on % dry basis 

(d.b.). Results expressed as means ± standard deviations of measurements. Different letters in the same 

column indicate significant difference (p<0.05). 

3.2.4 Physical characterisation of germinated YPF 

3.2.4.1 Particle size distribution 

Differences in particle size of flour have shown to affect the physicochemical properties 

such as water hydration and pasting properties (de La Hera et al., 2013). Besides, 

germination has shown to impact on particle size distribution particularly of starch 

granules due to breakdown of starch by the action of amylases during germination 

(Ghumman et al., 2016). In section 3.2.2, the starch content of germinated pea flour was 

observed to decrease from D0 to D6 and hence it was hypothesised that yellow pea 

germination may impact on the particle size of flour. Particle size of YPF was determined 

using a Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Inc., Worcestershire, United Kingdom) as detailed in 

Chapter 2, section 2.6.2. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the impact of germination on particle size distribution of YPF. The 

x-axis represents the size of particles in µm and the Y-axis represents the % volume. 

Yellow pea germination from D0 to D6 resulted in particle sizes distributed over a wide 

range from 0.63 to 710 µm. On D0, the maximum % volume of particles was between the 

size of 10 and 100 µm. As germination progressed to D3, the % volume of particles 

between the size 10 to 100 µm decreased slightly and the % volume of particles of a 

smaller size (1 to 10 µm) increased. Similarly, on D6, the % volume of size between 10 

and 100 µm decreased. This suggested that on D3 and D6, the majority of particles were 

reduced to a smaller size. No further increase in small size particles was observed. 
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Figure 3.5: Effect of germination on particle size distribution of YPF 

The variation in particle size from D0 to D6 (between 1 to 100 µm), could be due to the 

presence of a mixture of protein, starch and fibre components. It may be possible that the 

breakdown of protein, starch and cell wall occurred during germination resulting in 

particles of a smaller size. Due to the increased activity of enzyme alpha amylase released 

during germination, hydrolysis of starch may have occurred to form glucose and other 

low Mw saccharides.  As germination progressed consequently the low Mw saccharides 

may have been lost resulting in reduction of particle size. Some larger size granules 

between 100 and 1000 µm were also observed which may be due to the presence of fibre 

in the flour.  

Reports of decrease in the proportion of large size granules below 100 µm were found in 

germinated starches from lentil and horse gram (Ghumman et al., 2016). The author 

suggested that this decrease in particle size was due to the increased activity of enzymes 

during germination, which leads to the breakdown of starch during germination. The 

changes in the particle size distribution observed in the current study may further impact 

on hydration properties of flour as smaller particles may be able to absorb more water and 

flours with good hydration properties are often a pre-requisite for food applications such 

as binders and coaters. 

3.2.4.2 Morphology 

To understand if germination caused any changes in the morphological structure of 

yellow peas, scanning electron microscopy was performed as detailed in Chapter 2, 
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section 2.6.5. The dried, dehulled and sliced samples of pea seed cotyledons from D0 to 

D6 were mounted on the Zeiss Merlin FESEM (Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Microscope) and differences in the structure of pea seeds during germination were 

observed (Figure 3.6 a to c). A common feature observed in all samples from D0 to D6 

was that the seeds were characterised by having a continuous cell wall structure with the 

starch granules embedded in the pockets of cell wall and other constituents. On D0 

(Figure 3.6a), the surface of these pockets appeared wrinkled with outer cell wall peeled 

off in certain areas. The starch granules were oval in appearance and appeared swollen. 

As germination progressed to D3 (Figure 3.6b), the cell wall appeared more wrinkled 

with many areas showing peel off and, in some areas, the cell wall was completely opened 

and starch granules could be seen clearly making their way out of the pockets. The starch 

granules were observed to be smaller and less attached to each other as germination 

progressed. In D6 (Figure 3.6c), the structure of the cell wall appeared to be increasingly 

disrupted with more exposed areas of starch granules. In some areas, empty granule shells 

were observed. The process of germination accompanies the hydrolysis due to enzymes 

and this enzyme hydrolysis may have resulted in mobilisation of starch granules probably 

utilised for the growth of plant by way of starch breakdown. Clearer differences in the 

morphological features of starch from D0 to D6 were observed under SEM, in comparison 

to the degradation of starch observed in YPF (Table 3.2). Dry milling results in flours 

with a mixed composition of fibre, lipid, protein and starch. Hence results of starch 

analysis in YPF may have shown only minor differences from D0 to D6.  At this stage, 

further investigation was necessary to understand how germination may have caused 

changes in the individual components such as starch and protein structure. This 

knowledge may help to further understand the structure–function relationship of yellow 

peas. Although comparative results of changes in morphological features of yellow pea 

seeds upon germination could not be cited in literature, similar changes in the starch 

granule structure upon enzymatic degradation of peas was reported (Y. Zhou, Hoover, & 

Liu, 2004). 
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Figure 3. 6: Scanning Electron Micrographs of pea seeds in various stages of germination  

(a – day 0, b – day 3 and c – day 6). CW -  cell wall, S- starch.  
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3.2.5 Functional properties of YPF as affected by germination 

3.2.5.1 Pasting properties 

Pasting properties determine the changes in starch upon heating and are important to 

determine the application of flour and starch in food systems. The pasting properties of 

non-germinated and germinated pea flour from D0 to D6 were determined by rapid visco 

analyser (RVA) as detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.7.2. During the heating and cooling 

stages parameters such as pasting temperature (PT), peak viscosity (PV), setback 

viscosity (SBV) and final viscosity (FV) were determined.  

In flour, pasting characteristics are influenced by starch and non–starch components such 

as proteins, fat and fibre. Figure 3.7 represents the impact of germination on changes in 

viscosity of YPF.  As observed in Figure 3.7, the PT of YPF decreased from 80°C on D0 

to 77°C on D6 but no significant changes were observed between D0 and D3. A decrease 

in PT could be due to the action of alpha amylase in starch. The decrease in PT on D6 

could also be related to the lower amount of starch present on D6. Higher amount of 

protein is reported to increase protein-starch interactions which could retard swelling of 

starch and hence may show an increase in PT (F. Wu et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 3.7: Impact of germination on pasting properties of germinated and non-

germinated YPF 
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Significant changes in PV and FV were observed during germination from D0 to D6 as 

indicated in Table 3.5 which can be explained as follows.  

Table 3.5: Impact of germination on pasting properties of YPF. 

Germination 

Time (days) 

Peak 

Viscosity 

(cP) 

Final 

Viscosity 

(cP) 

Setback 

Viscosity 

(cP) 

Pasting 

Temperature 

(°C) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

1415 ± 12a 

1362 ± 13b 

1121 ± 32c 

1837 ± 28a 

1793 ± 16b 

1552 ± 23c 

457 ± 12a 

457 ± 13a 

483 ± 15b 

77.1 ± 0.1a 

77.1 ± 0.2a 

79.9 ± 0.2a 

Results expressed as means of measurements. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

On D0, the PV was 1415 cP. As germination progressed to D3, the PV decreased to 1362 

cP and then on D6 it further decreased to 1121 cP. On D0, PV was the highest probably 

because the starch content on D0 was the highest which may have induced swelling and 

hence increase in PV was observed. As germination progressed to D3 and then to D6 the 

starch content decreased and hence PV may have decreased. Another possible reason for 

a decrease in PV might be due to the presence of active enzymes such as protases in the 

flour as the preparation of flour from germinated seeds did not involve the use of any 

chemicals. A similar decrease in peak viscosity was observed in germinated rice flour 

where the peak viscosity decreased significantly from 2275 to 795 cP (Xu et al., 2012). 

The author suggested that hydrolysis of proteins disrupted the disulphide bonds due to an 

increase in proteolytic activity during germination. The proteins with disulphide bonds 

hence restricted swelling of starch granules and during gelatinisation these starch granules 

were less susceptible to breakdown by shear. Hence the fragility of starch was increased 

due to lack of a protein network which resulted in lower peak viscosity of rice flour.  

The FV was observed to decrease from D0 to D6, which may be indicative of a decrease 

in the amount of amylose during germination, which needed to be further confirmed by 

analysis of individual components of flour such as starch. In another study on pasting 

characteristics of pea cultivars, the FV of a specific cultivar was higher which was 

attributed to the higher amylose content of the flour indicating more amylose-amylose 

interactions (Chung & Liu, 2012).  

 3.2.5.2 Water hydration properties 

Hydration properties such as water holding capacity (WHC), water binding capacity 

(WBC) and swelling volume (SV) refer to the physically entrapped water during 
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processing and is of great significance since it imparts textural features such as tenderness 

and juiciness in food products. WHC, WBC and SV were determined by mixing YPF 

with water followed by subsequent treatments in aqueous solution as discussed in Chapter 

2, section 2.7.3. The WHC and SV decreased significantly. The WBC decreased from Do 

to D3 and then increased from D3 to D6 (Table 3.6).  

Table 3.6: Effect of germination on hydration properties of YPF. 

Germination 

Time (days) 

Water Holding 

Capacity (g/g) 

Water Binding 

Capacity (g/g) 

Swelling 

Volume (mL/g) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

1.9 ± 0.0a 

1.8 ± 0.0 a 

1.7 ± 0.0 b 

2.0 ± 0.1a 

1.6 ± 0.0b 

2.0 ± 0.0a 

3.7 ± 0.2a 

3.8 ± 0.2a 

3.6 ± 0.0b 

Results expressed as means ± standard deviations of measurements. Different letter in the same column are 

significantly different (p<0.05). 

On D0, the WHC, WBC and SV were 1.9, 2.0 and 3.7 g/g respectively. As germination 

time increased the WHC, WBC and SV were found to decrease to 1.7, 2.0 and 3.6 g/g 

respectively. This result is contradictory to the findings of Ghumman et al. (2016) who 

reported an improvement in WAC and swelling capacity due to breakdown of proteins 

and decrease in particle size of flour as the germination time of lentil and horsegram 

increased. A decrease in particle size of flour from D0 to D6 as observed in section 3.4.1, 

could have resulted in an increase in water hydration properties, however, the result in 

Table 3.6 did not agree with the hypothesis. Although statistically WHC and SV in Table 

3.6 showed a significant decrease as germination progressed from D0 to D6 only minor 

differences were observed. These minor differences although may not be of practical 

relevance in this study indicated that these changes in hydration properties of flour could 

be due to the breakdown of starch as indicated in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6. They could 

also contribute due to the changes in particle size distribution observed in Figure 3.5. The 

starch breakdown may have resulted in the formation of glucose units inducing the release 

of entrapped water thus decreasing the absorption of water and swelling. Another study 

also reported that reduction in hydration properties upon germination may be due to an 

increase in fermentable sugars which induced release of water entrapped in starch 

granules resulting in reduction in flour hydration (Cornejo & Rosell, 2015). Flours with 

low water hydration is a pre-requisite for formulating gluten free breads as a higher 

amount of water in the dough affects the bread volume and texture in the absence of gluten 
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(Han, Cho, Kang, & Koh, 2012). Therefore, germinated YPF with low water hydration 

may find application in the development of gluten free breads. 

3.3 Conclusions 

Germination of yellow peas resulted in some significant changes in the chemical 

composition, structure and functional properties of YPF. A decrease in starch, lipid and 

ash content was observed. The structure of protein, protein molecular weight distribution, 

water protein solubility, particle size distribution and surface morphological features such 

as the starch and cell wall structure were affected as germination time increased. The 

changes in the structure of yellow pea protein and starch suggested that germination for 

six days changed the native strucutre of pea seed which could then reflect changes in the 

resulting functional properties such as pasting and water hydration properties. 

Six-days of germination resulted in some significant breakdown of high Mw proteins to 

low Mw proteins which is likely to be due to the action of proteolytic enzymes. The low 

Mw proteins arising from release of proteases during germination appeared to be more 

soluble in water which was probably due to an increase in non-covalent interactions such 

as electrostatic repulsions and hydrogen bonding. These increased interractions may also 

be a result of unfolding of proteins during germination which may have increased the 

surface charge of proteins. Germinated pea flour with an increase in water soluble protein 

may find applications in formulating liquid foods such as beverages, soups or gravies 

where high protein solubility is required. 

Germination also affected the starch granule structure over the six-day germination 

period. Starch granules were exposed to enzyme attack after cell wall breakdown and the 

surface of the starch granules changed from smooth to rough. This change in appearance 

is likely to be due to the activation of amylase during the germination process. A 

significant decrease in the peak viscosity was observed from D0 to D6 of germination 

which could be due to the active enzymes in the flour from germinated seeds only. The 

activity of enzymes was not measured as this parameter did not include in the scope of 

the thesis. Due to protein and starch breakdown a decrease in the proportion of large size 

granules between 10 and 100 µm was observed. Starch breakdown also may have affected 

hydration properties as a decrease in hydration properties were observed from D0 to D6 

of germination. 

Based on the results outlined in this chapter, modification of peas by germination may 

have the potential to enhance functional properties of YPF. It is also evident that protein 

and starch together may play an important role in changing the functional properties of 
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YPF which may result in a new functional ingredient.  Since germinated YPF resulted in 

changes in starch and protein structure, the effect of germination on individual fractions 

of flour such as starch and protein will be studied in detail to understand the impact of 

changes during germination on functional properties of each fraction. The usefulness of 

germinated yellow pea flour in human food applications will be explored.    
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Chapter 4 - The impact of germination on the structural and functional 

characteristics of yellow pea starch fractions 

4.1 Introduction 
Peas are commonly known for their high protein content (20-30%) and are considered an 

economical and inexpensive form of plant proteins. In addition to protein, peas also 

contain starch (50-60%), dietary fibre (10-20%), fat (2-4%), minerals and vitamins (Day, 

2013; Fechner, Bähr, Hasenkopf, Mittermaier, & Jahreis, 2014). Currently pea starch is 

mainly used in non-food industrial applications such as the paper industry but not as much 

in food applications due to its poor functional properties in comparison to wheat and corn 

starches (A. C. Alting & van de Velde, 2012; W. S. Ratnayake, R. Hoover, & T. 

Warkentin, 2002). 

In Chapter 3 it was observed that germination of yellow pea seeds resulted in changes in 

the structure and functional properties of flour indicating that changes in the individual 

components of flour such as starch and protein may have occurred. A decrease in starch 

content and mobilisation of starch granules was observed suggesting breakdown of starch 

from D0 to D6 of germination. Changes in pasting properties in pea flour which are 

related to behaviour of starch granules upon heating were also observed during the six-

day germination. Previous research has indicated that germination of peas has resulted in 

increased water hydration capacity of pea starch, changes in the surface property of starch 

granules ranging from smooth to rough and improved starch digestibility due to increased 

activity of amylases during germination (Leung, Morad, Finney, & Leung, 1982; Świeca 

& Gawlik-Dziki, 2015).   

With this background and based on the results from Chapter 3, it was hypothesised that 

germination of yellow peas may result in changes to structure and functional properties 

of its main component starch. To understand the changes to the structure and functional 

properties of pea starch, due to germination, starch was isolated from YPF as detailed in 

Chapter 2, section 2.2.3 and samples of starch fractions were analysed for structural 

characterisation and functional properties. A starch rich fraction was isolated and the 

tailings of the extractions called the ‘tail fraction’ was also analysed. A one factor 

ANOVA was conducted on both samples. Due to limited sample size of the starch rich 

fraction further statistical analysis could not be conducted.  
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The results from this study may help improve our knowledge about the different structural 

changes of pea starch fractions at a molecular level and how these changes impact on the 

functional properties. This knowledge could then be extended to study the utilisation of 

germinated yellow pea starch in food applications.  

 

4.2  Results and discussions 

4.2.1 Chemical composition 

 

The two starch rich fractions extracted from yellow peas germinated from D0 to D6 

were named according to their starch content. The first fraction with the highest starch 

content  was termed the ‘starch fraction’ and the second fraction with a lower starch 

content was called the ‘tail fraction’ as it contained a mixture of starch and other 

components. Six days of germination resulted in significant differences in the chemical 

composition of the starch and tail fractions (Table 4.1). 

Starch fraction: On D0, the starch fraction had a total starch content of 82% (db.) 

indicating that starch was the main component of this fraction. In addition to starch, lipids 

7.7%, protein 0.3%, dietary fibre 0.7% and ash 0.4% (all values on db.) were also present 

in this fraction.  

With an increase in germination time to D3 the total starch content decreased to 72% 

(db.). With further germination the total starch content remained unchanged. The decrease 

in starch content from 82% to 72% during the six days germination, may be due to an 

increase in the activity of enzymes such as amylases which breaks down starch into 

smaller carbohydrate molecules which are made up of α – D glucose. A decrease in the 

starch content from D0 to D6 of germination was also observed in the total starch content 

of germinated pea flour observed in Chapter 3, section 3.3.2. A decrease in total starch 

content was also observed in germinated yellow peas, lentils, faba beans and rice which 

was reported to be due to the increased activity of α – amylase (Charoenthaikij et al., 

2009; Leung et al., 1982).   

The lipid content in starch decreased from 7.7% on D0 to 4.9% on D3 and 2.8% on D6 

(all values on db.). This decrease in lipid content could be due to the use of lipids as an 

energy source for the growing plant (James et al., 2012). A similar decrease in lipid 

content of germinated pea flour from D0 to D6 was observed in Chapter 3, section 3.3.2. 
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The dietary fibre content was observed to increase significantly from 0.7% on D0 to 2.1% 

on D6 and the protein content of about 0.3% remained unchanged from D0 to D6.  

The ash content in starch fraction was reduced from 0.4% on D0 to 0.2% on D6 but the 

change was insignificant. Previous studies have reported a decrease in ash content with 

the increase in germination period for pulses such as lentil and horse gram. This decrease 

in ash content was reported to be due to the utilisation of minerals by seed for the 

emergence of rootlets during plant growth (Ghumman et al., 2016). In the current study, 

the progress of germination to D6 resulted in breakdown and hence reduction in starch. 

Although starch was extracted on all three days of germination from YPF, it showed a 

decrease. Along with starch, lipids also decreased due to germination as they were used 

as energy source. Total carbohydrate increased on D6 due to a significant reduction in 

lipids by 63% in comparison to decrease in starch from D0 to D6 which was 12%. Seed 

germination resulted in decrease of starch and other components as these were used for 

the development of roots and shoots of the new plant. 

Tail fraction: The tail fraction was mainly composed of a mixture of starch, fat, protein, 

non-starch polysaccharide and ash. High quantities of starch were present in the tail 

fraction as it was difficult to remove the entire starch, however, the total starch content 

was lower than that in the starch fraction throughout germination. The total starch content 

of tail fraction decreased during germination from D0 to D6 (Table 4.1). Although 

comparative studies on tail fraction analysis from germinated pea flour were not available, 

previous studies on tail fraction analysis of native lima beans showed a lower starch 

content in tail fraction in comparison to starch fraction  (Betancur-Ancona, López-Luna, 

& Chel-Guerrero, 2003).  

It was observed that the quantity of individual components such as lipid, non-starch 

polysachharide and protein content present in the tail fraction was higher than in starch 

fraction as the tail fraction was the insoluble extraction waste remaining at the end of 

starch and protein extraction. On D0, the tail fraction had 23.6% lipid, 13.1% non-starch 

polysaccharide and 3.9% protein (all values on db.). Previous studies on tail fraction 

analysis of legumes have indicated the presence of a higher content of protein in 

comparison to starch fraction. For example, tail fraction from Phaseolus lunatus reported 

1.33 % protein and 1.10% ash in comparison to starch fraction which had 0.12% protein 

and 0.14% ash (Betancur-Ancona et al., 2003). Another study reported 4.55% protein and 

10.2% ash, respectively, in the tail fraction of Alaska and Latah varieties of smooth peas 

(Z. Czuchajowska, T. Otto, B. Paszczynska, & B.-K. Baik, 1998). As reported by the 
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authors these components were present in the tail fraction due to adherence of some 

protein to the starch granules during isolation. 

The ash content in the tail fraction was observed to be in the range of 1.0 to 1.1% from 

D0 to D6 which was significantly higher than the starch fraction (Table 4.1). The ash 

content in yellow pea flour from D0 to D6 (Chapter 3, section 3.6) was observed to be in 

the range of 2 to 3% db. which was higher than the ash content in starch and tail fractions. 

This decline in ash content in starch and tail fraction may be due to the extraction process 

and washings during extraction.  

 

4.3.2 Colour  
Determination of colour is an important characteristic to understand the quality and 

suitability of starch in various food applications. Colour of starch and tail fraction samples 

from D0 to D6 was determined by a Minolta colorimeter by measuring the colour value 

parameters (L*, a* and b*) (Chapter 2, section 2.6.1). Table 4.1 denotes the L*, a* and 

b* values of starch and tail fraction and Figure 4.1 (a to f) indicates the samples of starch 

and tail fraction extracted from D0 to D6 of germination. The dimension L* indicates the 

measure of lightness of the sample from 100 for perfect white to zero for black. The 

dimensions a* and b* denote the redness/greenness and yellowness/blueness of the 

sample, respectively (Agrahar-Murugkar, Gulati, Kotwaliwale, & Gupta, 2015). The a* 

value of the starch and tail fraction, the b* value of the tail fraction and the L* value of 

the tail fraction were significantly affected during germination (Table 4.1).  

Starch fraction: The starch (L*) values did not change from D0 to D6 and was in the 

range 95.5 – 97.2. The yellowness index (b*) value of starch was higher on D0 and then 

decreased on D3 and D6 which were a positive integer from D0 to D6. A positive (b*) 

value indicates yellowness in the sample. Based on the (L*) and (b*) values it may 

indicate that all samples of starch were creamish white in colour. From D0 to D3, the 

starch redness value (a*) decreased significantly from 1.00 to 0.22 which could be due to 

the decrease in starch and protein content from D0 to D6 of germination. From D3 to D6 

the value of (a*) remained unchanged.   

Tail fraction: The tail fraction (L*) values were similar to starch fraction from D0 to D3. 

On D6, the (L*) value was significantly lower in comparison to D0 and D3 values of tail 

fraction and D0 to D6 values of starch fraction. The tail fraction (b*) values from D0 to D6 

were significantly higher than the starch fraction or could be due to the higher lipid content 

indicating a darker and yellow colour of samples. The a* value decreased from 1.19 to 0.70 
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from D0 to D3 and then increased to 3.39 from D3 to D6. These changes in the colour 

values of tail fraction on D6 may be due to a higher amount of protein and the residual 

starch present in the tail fraction leading to formation of protein and starch hydrolysates 

resulting in a darker colour or could be due to the changes in the dietary fibre content during 

germination. The changes in L* values could also be due to non-enzymatic browning 

occurring during the drying process of seeds after germination. In another study, 

germinated lablab bean flour was reported to have a lower (L*) value which was due to 

non-enzymatic browning that occurs during germination (Borijindakul & Phimolsiripol, 

2013). 
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Table 4. 1: Impact of germination on the chemical composition and colour of germinated yellow pea starch and tail fractions  

Fraction 
Days of 

germination 

Total 

starch 

(%, db.) 

Lipids 

(%, db.) 

Total 

dietary 

fibre 

(%, db.) 

 

 

Protein 

(%, db.) 

 

Ash 

(%, db.) 

 

 

Total 

carbohydrate 

(by difference) 

(%, db.) 

 

L* 

 

a* 

 

b* 

Starch 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

82.0 ± 0.5e 

72.0 ± 3.0d 

72.0 ± 3.0d 

7.7 ± 0.3c 

4.9 ± 0.9b 

2.8 ± 0.7a 

0.7 ± 0.2a 

2.4 ± 0.5b 

2.1 ± 0.2b 

0.28 ± 0.0a 

0.28 ± 0.0a 

0.28 ± 0.1a 

0.4 ± 0.1a 

0.2 ± 0.1a 

0.2 ± 0.0a 

 

91.7 ± 0.2c 

80.6 ± 1.3b 

92.1 ± 0.6c 

 

97.2 ± 0.4b 

95.9 ± 0.5b 

95.5 ± 1.0b 

1.00 ± 0.01c 

0.21 ± 0.01a 

0.22 ± 0.01a 

 

8.5 ± 0.6a 

7.7 ± 0.1a 

7.7 ± 0.2a 

 

Tail 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

49.0 ± 0.6c 

33.0 ± 0.5b 

27.0 ± 0.6a 

23.6 ± 1.5e 

19.6 ± 0.2d 

19.3 ± 2.4d 

13.1 ± 0.4c 

11.1 ± 0.9d 

13.0 ± 0.7c 

3.90 ± 0.1d 

3.41 ± 0.1c 

2.42 ± 0.0b 

1.1 ± 0.0b 

1.0 ± 0.3b 

1.1 ± 0.1b 

77.6 ± 0.1a 

93.1 ± 1.2c 

80.3 ± 2.0b 

96.7 ± 0.4b 

95.8 ± 0.3b 

83.8 ± 0.9a 

1.19 ± 0.10d 

0.70 ± 0.10b 

3.39 ± 0.20e 

18.8 ± 0.9d 

12.2 ± 0.5b 

15.5 ± 0.5c 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different (p<0.05). 
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                   Figure 4.1:  Samples of starch and tail fraction from D0 to D6  

                    (a to c) – Starch fraction, (d to f) – Tail fraction  

4.3.3 Amylose and amylopectin content  

A starch granule is organised of amorphous regions comprising amylose and crystalline 

regions mainly consisting of amylopectin. The amorphous region made of α – 1, 4 – 

glucose units is more susceptible to enzyme attack as it is a more loosely organised region 

than crystalline region made of α – 1, 4 – glucose units branched by α – 1,6 – glucose 

units which is more resistant (Jane 2006). Due to a decrease in total starch content as 

observed in germinated pea flour in Chapter 2, section 3.3.2 and in the starch fraction 

under section 4.3.1, it was hypothesised that germination may result in changes in 

amylose and amylopectin content.  

The analysis of amylose and amylopectin which may indicate the changes in the structure 

of starch during germination was performed using the Megazyme amylose and 

amylopectin assay kit as detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.4.2. The results suggest 

significant differences between starch and tail fraction. Table 4.2 presents the results of 

impact of germination on amylose and amylopectin content observed from D0 to D6 of 

germination.  

 

 

 

a b c 

d e f 
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Table 4.2: Impact of germination on total amylose and amylopectin content in yellow pea 

starch and tail fractions (% db.). 

Fraction Days of 

germination 

Amylose 

content 

Amylopectin 

content 

Starch 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

25.4 ± 1.4e 

21.0 ± 0.6d 

19.4 ± 0.5d 

74.6 ± 1.4a 

79.0 ± 0.6b 

80.6 ± 0.5b 

Tail 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

17.1 ± 2.2c 

11.1 ± 1.1b 

9.0 ± 0.5a 

82.9 ± 2.2b 

88.9 ± 1.1c 

91.0 ± 0.5c 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly 

different (p<0.05). 
Starch fraction:   On D0, the total amylose content in the starch fraction was 25.4% (db.). 

As germination progressed to D3 and D6 the amylose content decreased to 21.0 % (db.) on 

D3 and 19.4% (db.) on D6. This gradual decrease may be due to the degradation of starch 

from D0 to D6. The increased activity of enzyme α – amylase may have attacked the 

amorphous region containing amylose, hydrolysed α – 1, 4 – glucosidic linkages and 

released free glucose units. This may have resulted in the decrease in amylose content in 

the starch fraction. As the amylose content decreased the amylopectin content was 

observed to increase from D0 to D6 of germination. An increase in amylopectin may result 

in more branched chains due to the attachment of free glucose units from hydrolysis of 

amylose and may suggest alterations in the crystalline structure of starch. The ratio of 

amylose: amylopectin and a decrease in amylose content may also affect the functional 

properties of starch such as pasting properties, gelatinisation and swelling power as these 

properties are dependent on the molecular structure of amylose and amylopectin. A 

decrease in amylose content was also observed after germination of lentil and horse gram 

and was attributed to breakdown of starch due to increased α – amylase activity during 

germination which hydrolyses amylose and amylopectin to dextrins and maltose 

(Ghumman et al., 2016; Hotz & Gibson, 2007).  

Tail fraction: On D0 the amylose content in tail fraction was 17.1% (db.) which was 

much lower than the amylose content in the starch fraction as the amount of total starch 

present was lower in tail fraction as most of the starch was extracted in the starch fraction. 

As germination progressed to D3, the amylose content decreased to 11.1% (db.) and on 

D6 it was further reduced to 9.0% (db.). The amylopectin content from D0 to D6 
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increased from 82.9% (db.) on D0 to 91.0% (db.) on D6. This result of a decrease in 

amylose and increase in amylopectin content from D0 to D6 was similar to that observed 

in the starch fraction suggesting that germination impacted the structural characteristics 

in tail fraction. 

4.3.4 Impact of germination on physical properties  

4.3.4.1 Secondary structure by Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy 

 

Changes in the secondary structure of starch in germinated starch and tail fractions was 

determined using the method described in Chapter 2, section 2.3.3. Since six-day 

germination resulted in an increase in amylopectin content (Table 4.2), it was assumed 

that there may be changes in the branched chain length of amylopectin resulting in 

changes in the crystalline structure of starch. The FTIR spectrum is sensitive to changes 

in starch structure at the molecular level. The absorbance bands at 1022 cm-1 and 1047 

cm-1 are characteristic of amorphous and crystalline structures in starch and a ratio of 

these bands may indicate changes in the structure of starch (van Soest, Tournois, de Wit, 

& Vliegenthart, 1995). Significant changes were observed in both fractions as represented 

in Table 4.3.   

  

Starch fraction: On D0, the ratio of absorbance bands at 1047 cm-1 /1022 cm-1 was 0.72. 

With increase in germination time to D3 the ratio increased to 0.77 and on D6 the ratio 

increased to 0.80. This increase in the ratio may be due to a decrease in amylose and 

increase in amylopectin content which may suggest a more crystalline structure.  

 

As postulated by Jane et al. (1999) starches with a larger proportion of single cluster B1 

and multiple clusters B2 chains could form longer crystallites, resulting in a more perfect 

crystalline structure. Based on this theory it may be possible that an increase in the ratio 

of 1047 cm-1 /1022 cm-1 of starch fraction as seen in Table 4.3 indicated a more crystalline 

structure due to higher B chains. While germination resulted in an increase in the 

amylopectin content as indicated in Table 4.2, it may have resulted in a higher proportion 

of the short B chains of amylopectin due to which the ratio of 1047/1022 was found to 

increase from day 0 to day 6 in the starch fraction. Further work needs to be conducted to 

study the crystalline structure of starch after germination of yellow peas by using X ray 

defraction as it may provide more knowledge on changes in secondary structure of starch.  
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Tail fraction: In the tail fraction, the ratio of absorbance bands at 1047 cm-1 /1022 cm-1 

was 0.80 on D0. A slight increase in the ratio of D3 was observed but on D6 it decreased 

significantly to 0.73. This increase and decrease in the ratio may be due to a lesser amount 

of starch or may be a result of other components in the tail fraction. A lower ratio of 1047 

cm-1 /1022 cm-1 indicates a smaller number of ordered domains due to lower proportion 

of B chains (Chung H-J., et al, 2008).  

 

 

Table 4.3: Impact of germination on the ratio of 1047 /1022 of FTIR spectra of yellow 

pea starch and tail fractions. 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly 

different (p<0.05). 

Fraction Days of 

germination 

Absorbance at 1022 

(cm-1) x 10 -1 

Absorbance at 1047 

(cm-1) x 10 -1 

Ratio of 

1047/1022 

Starch 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

0.18 ± 0.01c 

0.18 ± 0.01c 

0.17 ± 0.00b 

0.13 ± 0.01b 

0.14 ± 0.01b 

0.14 ± 0.01b 

0.72a 

0.77c 

0.80d 

Tail 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

0.09 ± 0.01a 

0.10 ± 0.00a 

0.12 ± 0.02a 

0.07 ± 0.01a 

0.07 ± 0.00a 

0.08 ± 0.01a 

0.80d 

0.82e 

0.73b 
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4.3.4.2 Particle Size Distribution 

 

Since the functional properties of starch such as hydration properties and gelatinisation 

properties can be affected by the size of the particles it was important to understand if 

germination caused any changes in the size of particles in starch and tail fractions. The d 

(0.5) and volume of size of the particles was determined in starch and tail fractions. The 

d (0.5) is the size in microns which indicates the 50th percentile of starch meaning 50% 

volume of particles are of the indicated size (Mahasukhonthachat, Sopade, & Gidley, 

2010). Table 4.4 represents the impact of germination on particle size distribution d (0.5) 

on starch and tail fraction.  

Table 4.4: Impact of germination on particle size distribution (d) of yellow pea pure 

starch and tail fractions   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

 

Starch fraction: On D0, the size d (0.5) of starch was observed as 23.8 µm.   

With the progress of germination, the size decreased significantly to 23.1 on D3 and  

22.4µm on D6. This decrease in size of the particles may be the impact of starch 

breakdown into amylose and amylopectin which occurred during germination.  

Ghumman et al. (2016) reported a decrease in the size of particles of germinated lentil 

and horse gram starch which was due to the action of amylases released during 

Fraction Days of germination d (0.5) µm 

Starch fraction  

D0 

D3 

D6 

23.8±0.02b 

23.1±0.03a 

22.4±0.02a 

Tail fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

32.8±1.88c 

23.1±1.53b 

32.5±4.36c 
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germination resulting in the breakdown of starch into smaller units of amylose and 

amylopectin.  

 

In the current study, the particle size volume also changed after germination. Figure 4.2 

indicates the impact of germination on the volume of particles in starch and tail fractions. 

At D0, the volume of particles between the size of 10 -100 µm was higher in starch, the 

highest proportion being of 25µm. As germination progressed to D3 and then to D6 the 

volume of particles of size between 10 and 100 µm decreased. This may be correlated to 

the size distribution of d (0.5) observed in Table 4.4 showing a decrease in large size 

particles to small size particles. The proportion of granules below 10 µm did not change 

significantly after germination. It could be speculated that the difference in particle size 

distribution could be due to the breakdown of larger starch granules to smaller starch 

granules and even into fragments of starch granules during germination. 

                                                                 

 

Figure 4.2: Impact of germination on particle size distribution of starch and tail fraction 

Tail fraction: On D0 and D6, particles in the tail fraction were larger in size d (0.5) (~ 

32.0 µm) than starch fraction d (0.5) (~ 23 µm). This could be because in the tail fraction 

higher quantities of dietary fibre were present on D0 and D6 which may have helped 

holding a number of starch granules together but may need to be confirmed. On D3 a 

decrease in particle size was observed to 23.1 µm. It may be possible that due to a mixture 

of individual components in the tail fraction, particles of sizes below 10 µm and above 
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100 µm were also observed (Figure 4.2). From D0 to D6, particles of size range 10 to 100 

µm had a higher volume than other particles of >100 µm and < 10 µm suggesting that the 

majority of the particles had a granule size between 10 -100 µm. This result is in 

agreement with a study in which an average of tail fraction granules between the sizes of 

25 to 30 µm has been reported in baby lima beans (Betancur-Ancona et al., 2003). In the 

current study differences in particle size observed in the starch and tail fraction may also 

have resulted by the method of isolation or drying methods as particle size may be 

affected during processing (Emily Frederick, Hanna, Fadi, & Thomas, 2014). The 

observed differences in the particle size distribution of starch and tail fraction may result 

in changes in their functional properties.   
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4.3 Morphology 

Due to the breakdown of starch and differences in particle size distribution observed in 

sections 4.3.1 and 4.5.2 it was vital to examine if germination caused any changes on the 

surface structure of starch and tail fraction. To observe changes on surface structure 

scanning electron microscopy was conducted.  

Starch fraction: Changes on the starch’s surface may be interlinked to changes in the 

way starch granules perform under processing conditions. Figure 4.3 (a to f) represents 

the impact of germination on surface structure of pure starch by scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). Granules from starch fraction differed in their structure throughout 

the germination process. Before germination on D0 (Figure 4.3a and 4.3b), most of the 

starch granules appeared to have a smooth surface with deep fissures and indentations. 

This was a typical surface structure of native pea starch as reported in previous research 

(Aggarwal, Singh, Kamboj, & Brar, 2004).  

As the seeds germinated to D3, the surface of starch granules changed from smooth to 

rough (Figure 4.3c and 4.3d). On D6, a similar rough surface was observed in some 

granules (Figure 4.3e and 4.3f). This type of surface was described in previous literature 

as ‘porous’ surface. Porous structure of starch granules could be directly related to partial 

hydrolysis of starch by internal enzymes during germination (Claver, Zhang, Li, Zhu, & 

Zhou, 2010; F. Wu et al., 2013). The inner enzyme acts first by attacking the surface and 

pores are formed on the surface (Claver et al., 2010). The surface structure of starch could 

also be affected due to the extraction method used. In one study corn starch was isolated 

using water, alkaline and acid steeping. The author reported the presence of pores on the 

surface of starch granules which were alkaline and acid treated (Palacios-Fonseca et al., 

2013). Starch granule porosity is linked to action of end- acting α – amylases that 

randomly attack α – 1,4 D- glucosidic linkages (Sujka & Jamroz, 2007). The enzyme 

molecules attack the starch granule surface and five different patterns have been 

identified: pin holes, sponge-like erosions, numerous medium sized holes, distinct loci 

leading to single holes in individual granules, and surface erosion (Claver et al., 2010). 

Similar results of rough structure on the starch granule surface were also reported in 

germinated brown rice (F. Wu et al., 2013). 

In the current study based on the results of sections 4.3 and 4.4 and the SEM images it 

could be possible that the rough surface on starch granules and the presence of some 

broken granules observed on D3 and D6, may have resulted during germination.   
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Tail fraction: Figure 4.4 (a to c) represents the impact of germination on the surface 

structure of tail fraction by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Broken starch granules 

were observed from D0 to D6 and the level of broken granules in tail fraction was higher 

than in starch fraction. On D0, the surface of starch granules in the tail fraction appeared 

smooth (Figure 4.4a). As germination progressed to D3 and then to D6 (Figure 4.4b and 

4.4c), the surface of the starch granules became rough as observed in the starch fraction. 

Overall, the granules were oval to spherical in appearance with broken, damaged granules 

and irregular material which may have resulted from mechanical damage, attached 

protein and from broken cell wall present in the tail fraction. These obervations are similar 

to those reported for Phaseolus lunatus, garbanzo bean and pea tail starches which 

contained small or broken starch granules and proteinous material trapped during the 

fractionation process (Betancur-Ancona et al., 2003; Z. Czuchajowska, T. Otto, B. 

Paszczynska, & B. K. Baik, 1998; T. Otto, B. K. Baik, & Z. Czuchajowska, 1997). 
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Figure 4.3: Impact of germination on surface structure of starch as observed under 

scanning electron microscope.  

 D0 (a and b), D3 (c and d) and D6 (e and f). 
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Figure 4.4: Impact of germination on surface structure of tail fraction as observed under 

scanning electron microscope  

 D0(a), D3 (b) and D6 (c). 
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4.3.4.4 Gelatinisation Properties 

Starch, when heated in the presence of excess water undergoes a transition phase known 

as gelatinisation. Gelatinisation is an important property of starch as it affects its 

rheological properties and is affected by many factors including its amylose content 

(Donovan, 1979). Since germinated yellow pea starch fractions showed changes in the 

amylose and amylopectin content as observed in section 4.4, it was hypothesised that the 

gelatinisation characteristics of starch and tail fractions could be affected from D0 to D6.  

 

The gelatinisation properties of starch and tail fraction were determined by differential 

scanning calorimetry using the method detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.6.4. The 

gelatinisation transition temperatures were determined as onset (T0) - which determines 

the initiation of gelatinisation, peak (Tp) – at which maximum endothermic reaction 

occurs, endset (Te) - which determines stability of the starch granules that are fully 

gelatinised, and (ΔH) called the enthalpies of gelatinisation which determines the amount 

of energy required for starch granules to move to a higher energy state. The T0, Tp, Te and 

ΔH of starch and tail fraction are represented in Table 4.5.  

Table 4.5: Impact of germination on gelatinisation properties of yellow pea  starch and 

tail fractions as determined by DSC. 

 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

 

Starch fraction: Significant differences were observed in the gelatinisation temperature 

(T0) from D0 to D6. On D0, T0 for starch was 62.7°C. As germination progressed the T0 

increased to 63.5°C on D3 and 65.1°C on D6.  R. Tester and Morrison (1990) suggested 

Fraction 
Days of 

germination 

Onset 

temperature 

(T0) (0C) 

Peak 

temperature 

(Tp) (0C) 

End set 

temperature 

(Te) (0C) 

Normalised 

Enthalpy ΔH 

(J.g-1) 

Starch 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

62.7 ± 0.2a 

63.5 ± 0.7a 

65.1 ± 0.9b 

71.8 ± 0.1a 

70.4 ± 1.2a 

71.7 ± 1.0a 

78.9 ± 1.0a 

77.1 ± 0.7a 

77.6 ± 0.8a 

12.8 ± 2.0a 

14.3 ± 1.0a 

14.9 ± 3.1a 

 

Tail 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

65.0 ± 2.7b 

65.8 ± 1.0b 

68.4 ± 0.4c 

73.5 ± 0.4b 

73.3 ± 0.9b 

74.7 ± 0.4b 

80.2 ± 0.9b 

80.4 ± 0.7b 

80.1 ± 0.7b 

11.6 ± 0.7a 

13.0 ± 5.7a 

17.7 ± 3.1a 
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that high transition also called onset temperatures correspond to a high degree of 

crystallinity, high stability, and resistance of the granule structure to gelatinisation. An 

increase in T0 as observed in Table 4.5, may suggest changes in the crystalline structure 

of starch which coincides with the results of section 4.5.1, suggesting a more crystalline 

structure of starch formed because of decrease in amylose and increase in amylopectin 

content. The higher crystalline structure of starch may have resulted in higher initiation 

or onset temperature of gelatinisation. Higher values of T0 were also observed in lentil 

starch in comparison to pea and chickpea starches which was reported to be due to higher 

crystallinity of lentil starch (Chung et al., 2008). This higher gelatinisation temperature 

was reported to be a result of a rigid crystalline structure of the lentil starch granules. The 

rigid crystalline structure may result due to higher crystallinity and a more ordered 

crystalline domain. The gelatinisation parameters are influenced by the molecular 

structure of amylose and amylopectin, amylose to amylopectin ratio, crystalline to 

amorphous ratio, or a combination thereof (R. F. Tester & Karkalas, 1996).  

 

In addition to the above effects research indicates that the effect of sugar on starch 

gelatinisation is to raise its gelatinisation temperature (Xing et al., 2017; D. N. Zhou, 

Zhang, Chen, & Chen, 2017). During germination reducing sugar content may have 

increased due to the breakdown of starch and cell wall material. Thus, the sugar 

accumulated during germination may also be the reason for increased gelatinisation 

temperatures from D0 to D6. The Tp, Te and ΔH of starch showed some differences but 

did not change significantly. These values of Tp, Te and  ΔH were within the range of 

values for native pea starch as observed by Chung et al. (2008) .  

 

Tail fraction: The tail fraction showed a similar trend of increase in T0 from 65.0 ± 2.7°C, 

on D0 to 65.8°C on D3 and 68.4°C on D6 respectively. In addition to T0, significantly 

higher values of Tp, Te and ΔH were observed in tail fraction than that of starch throughout 

germination. This could be due to the presence of higher levels of total dietary fibre and 

protein in the tail fraction. As germination proceeded from D0 to D6, the starch content 

decreased, hence the relative levels of dietary fibre and protein may have increased. This 

increase could have resulted in absorption of water and swelling before heating thus 

increasing the transition temperatures and ΔH values. Reports on enthalpy values of 

yellow pea tail starch were not found, however bran starch of wheat had a higher enthalpy 

value in comparison to endosperm starch, which was reported to be due to a higher level 
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of crystallinity requiring more energy for crystallisation (Liu & Ng, 2015). In addition, 

low values of ΔH were reported for amylose-rich starches (Betancur-Ancona et al., 2003).  

4.3.5 Impact of germination on functional properties  

4.3.5.1 Pasting properties  

Differences in the pasting properties of starch and tail fraction were determined using the 

rapid visco analyser (RVA) as specified in the method in Chapter 2, section 2.7.2. The 

observed changes in pasting properties between starch and tail fraction from D0 to D6 of 

germination are represented on the pasting curves in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, 

respectively. Pasting characteristics such as peak viscosity (PV), breakdown viscosity 

(BV), setback viscosity (SBV), final viscosity (FV) and pasting temperature (PT) for pure 

starch and tail fraction are represented in Table 4.6. In short, PV, indicates the highest 

viscosity where the granule swells upon heating with water, BV is the lowest viscosity at 

which the granule disintegrates when a force is applied, SBV is the rise in viscosity during 

cooling, FV is the viscosity at the end of cooling and PT is a measure of the temperature 

at which a starch starts to thicken (Rahmawati et al., 2014). Germination resulted in 

significant differences in pasting properties between starch and tail fraction.  

 

Figure 4.5: Impact of yellow pea germination on pasting properties of its starch fraction  

 

Starch fraction: The pasting temperature of starch from D0 to D6 was observed to be 

76°C which was higher than the peak temperature observed in Table 4.6. Increase in the 

values of PV, SV and FV of starch fraction were observed from D0 to D6. Since starch 
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was the main component of this fraction, the pasting properties may be influenced by the 

starch content. As observed in Table 4.1 the starch content decreased during the 6 days 

of germination which may have resulted in a decrease in pasting properties, however this 

result did not agree with the hypothesis that decrease in starch content decreases the 

pasting properties. The PV, SV and FV of starch increased from D0 to D6. This result 

also differed to the findings of Ghumman et al. (2016) who found that a decrease in starch 

content on germination resulted in lower PV, BV, SBV, FV and PT in germinated lentil 

and horse gram.  

 

 

The different effects on the pasting properties of germinated starch in the current study 

can be explained as follows: On D0 the PV of pure starch fraction was 4487 cP. As 

germination progressed to D3 the PV increased slightly to 4705 cP and then on D6, the 

PV increased significantly to 5669 cP. This increase in PV could be due to the increase 

in amylopectin content due to decrease in amylose content. It is reported that an increase 

in amylopectin content increases the PV as more crystalline structure may require higher 

energy to dissociate thereby increasing the PV (Huang, Schols, van Soest, et al., 2007).   

 

Another study also reported that the increase in PV of starch may be a result of 

inactivation of amylase activity during the extraction process of starch (F. Wu et al., 

2013). This study also reports an increase in pasting properties of brown rice starch after 

germination (F. Wu et al., 2013). In the current study during the starch isolation process 

the soluble material containing hydrolytic enzymes was washed off which may have 

increased the PV. The SV and FV of pure starch was also found to increase with 

germination time. Chung and Liu (2012) studied the pasting characteristics of non-

germinated pea flour and starch from various cultivars and found an increase in setback 

and final viscosity of pea starch. The author referred to increase in the amylose-amylose 

aggregation due to higher amylose content in pea starch. In the current study the higher 

value of SV and FV of pure starch may have resulted due to the higher PV or it may be 

possible that some amylose leached during the heating stage causing aggregation during 

the final stages of cooling. 
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Table 4.6: Impact of germination on pasting properties of yellow pea starch and tail 

fractions 
 

 

Results 

are 

expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different (p<0.05). 

 

Tail fraction: The RVA results did not follow the DSC results with respect to temperature. 

DSC measures the energy and RVA measures the gelatinisation temperature by monitoring 

changes in viscosity because of gelatinisation. The PT of tail fraction increased from D0 to 

D6 and was in the range 73° to 76°C which was approximately similar to PT of starch 

fraction. The increase in PT observed could be due to the lower content of starch and 

amylose (Table 4.6). In the tail fraction the PV and BV decreased from D0 to D6 of 

germination. This could be due to the lower starch and amylose content. The BV was lowest 

on D6. The tail fraction had more broken granules of starch as observed in Figure (4.4 a to 

c). It may be possible that the enzyme alpha amylase present in the tail fraction had enough 

opportunity to penetrate the starch and impact on pasting properties. In addition, it could 

be due to the higher protein, fat and fibre content in tail fraction in comparison to starch. 

As postulated by (Xu et al., 2012), an increased activity of protease enzymes during 

germination results in the hydrolysis of proteins and the disruption of disulphide linkages 

(Xu et al., 2012) . Proteins with disulphide linkages restrict starch swelling. Non-starch 

components such as fibre have shown to inhibit swelling of starch. In this study, as 

observed in Chapter 2, section 3.7.1, germination resulted in the breakdown of high 

molecular weight proteins to low molecular weight proteins. This protein hydrolysis could 

have resulted in a lack of a protein network which may have increased the fragility of starch 

granules. The presence of lipids and clusters of large granules of starch and cell wall 

material as indicated in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4 (a to c) may have restricted swelling 

Fraction 

Days of 

germina

-tion 

Peak 

Viscosity 

(PV) (cP) 

Breakdown 

Viscosity 

(BV) (cP) 

Setback 

Viscosity  

(SBV) (cP) 

Final Viscosity 

(FV) (cP) 

Pasting 

Temperatur

e (PT) (°C) 

Starch 

fraction  

D0 

D3 

D6 

4487 ± 64.9b 

4705 ± 22.8b 

5669 ± 36.4c 

1291 ± 35.4b 

1293 ± 32.6b 

1271 ± 44.8b 

4918 ± 124.4b 

5715 ± 80.1c 

7713 ± 167.2d 

8113 ± 157.3a 

9127 ± 72.6b 

12111 ± 273.0c 

76 ± 0.5d 

76 ± 0.5d 

76 ± 0.5d 

Tail 

fraction 

D0 

D3 

D6 

6687 ± 59.8d 

6667 ± 61.2d 

3448 ± 34.6a 

2399 ± 46.7d 

2086 ± 155.9c 

32 ± 1.5a 

5031 ± 117.2c 

7745 ± 178.7d 

2609 ± 61.7a 

9318 ± 131.4b 

12326 ± 208.9c 

6025 ± 80.1a 

73 ± 0.49a 

75 ± 0.03b 

76 ± 0.03d 
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resulting in lower PV of the tail starch on D6 but not on D3. In the tail fraction however, 

the SV and FV was observed to decrease.   

 

Figure 4.6: Impact of yellow pea germination on pasting properties of tail fraction 

Another observation in this study was that the PV values of tail fraction on D0 and D3 

were found to be significantly higher (about 50%) than PV values of starch fraction. This 

could be related to the higher amount of total dietary fibre and lipids present in the tail 

fraction (Table 4.1) and changes in the surface structure. Germination may have resulted 

in increased surface area of the starch and cell wall material so that the granules were able 

to absorb more water and swell during heating thus increasing the PV of tail fraction. PV 

is a desired characteristic for thickening applications. The tail fraction was observed to 

behave like starch when cooked. BV of the tail fraction was higher than the pure starch 

fraction. This may suggest that the tail fraction would be more stable than starch fraction 

during the heating and cooling processes in food systems such as sausages and baked 

foods (Lecuona-villanueva & al, 2006). This property of the tail fraction could be 

particularly important as viscosity of most commercial native starches was reported to 

decrease sharply during these processes (Betancur-Ancona et al., 2003).  

4.3.5.2 Water hydration properties 

Water hydration properties such as water holding capacity (WHC), water binding capacity 

(WBC) and swelling volume (SV) are three important properties in food applications as 

they impart textural features to the food products such as juiciness, binding and viscosity. 
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The WHC, WBC and SV were determined by mixing starch and tail fraction samples with 

water followed by subsequent treatments in aqueous solution as discussed in Chapter 2, 

section 2.7.3. WHC was measured as the amount of water absorbed by the samples without 

subjecting to any stress and the WBC was measured as the amount of water absorbed under 

low speed centrifugation. The SV was determined to study the changes in starch upon 

heating and measured as the total volume of swollen samples upon application of heat at 

85°C. The WHC, WBC and SV of starch and tail fraction are as tabulated in Table 4.7.  

Table 4.7: Water hydration properties of germinated yellow pea starch and tail fractions 

 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

 

 

Starch fraction: On D0, the WHC, WBC and SV in the starch fraction were 1.1g/g, 

0.1g/g and 1.7 mL/g, respectively. The WHC increased from D0 to D3 and from D3 to 

D6. The WBC and SV of starch were found to remain the same as D0 on D3 and then 

increase on D6. In the current study, it was observed that 50% volume of the starch 

particles decreased in size from D0 to D6 (Figure 4.2). It may be possible that this 

reduction in the particle size of starch resulted in the increase in hydration properties. An 

increase in swelling power has also been reported in germinated chickpeas, green gram 

and rice starches (Jaya & Venkataraman, 1981; Xu et al., 2012). The authors suggest that 

increase in the swelling power of starch is a function of amylopectin content. Increase in 

the content of amylopectin resulted in an increase in the swelling power of starch. The 

result of the current study also showed an increase in amylopectin content from D0 to D6 

in starch fraction (Table 4.2), and hence this could have led to an increase in swelling 

volume from day 0 to day 6. Furthermore, as detected in the SEM images (Figure 4.3 and 

Fraction Days of 

germination 

Water Holding 

Capacity (20°C) 

(g water/g powder) 

Water Binding 

Capacity (20°C) 

(g/g) 

Swelling 

Volume at 85°C 

(mL/g) 

Starch 

fraction 
 

D0 

D3 

D6 

1.1 ± 0.0a 

1.2 ± 0.0b 

1.3 ± 0.1b 

0.1 ± 0.0a 

0.1 ± 0.0a 

0.2 ± 0.0b 

1.7 ± 0.1a 

1.7 ± 0.0a 

2.0 ± 0.1b 

Tail fraction D0 

D3 

D6 

4.5 ± 0.1d 

3.0 ± 0.2c 

5.0 ± 0.1e 

2.3 ± 0.3d 

1.4 ± 0.1c 

2.7 ± 0.0d 

2.1 ± 0.2c 

4.2 ± 0.1e 

3.2 ± 0.1d 
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4.4) the surface of the starch granules changed from smooth to rough. The rough surface 

on starch granules may have led to absorption of more water resulting in an increase in 

hydration properties.  

 

Tail fraction: In the case of tail fraction, WHC, WBC and SV increased significantly 

except for WHC on D3 which decreased. On D0 the WHC, WBC and SV were 4.53g/g, 

2.34g/g and 2.1mL/g, respectively. As germination progressed to D3 the WHC and WBC 

decreased, and the SV increased. On D6 the WHC and WBC increased, and SV 

decreased. In comparison to D0 the WHC, WBC and SV increased. This increase may be 

due to the presence of a higher quantity of total dietary fibre and insoluble protein on D6 

which may have absorbed large quantities of water. Polysaccharides greatly influence the 

WHC and WAC (Ghavidel and Prakash, 2006). In this study, the increase in hydration 

properties could be due to the increase in fibre content in the tail fraction. The polar amino 

acid residues have affinity to water molecules (Benitez V. et al, 2013). It may be possible 

that the residual protein present in the tail fraction may also have contributed to the 

increase in WHC.  

 

WAC and SV values of lima bean tail fraction, were observed to be lower than starch 

fraction as the absorbed water may not have retained when tail fractions of starch were 

heated (Betancur-Ancona et al., 2003). Interestingly, in the current study the hydration 

properties including the swelling volume were found to increase from D0 to D6. This 

could be due to the breakdown of starch, protein and cell wall during germination as 

observed in the SEM images of tail fraction (Figure 4.4) which may have created a larger 

surface area to absorb water and swell on heating resulting in increased swelling.  

 

The high swelling and water binding capacity of germinated starch and tail fraction may 

make it a potential additive in meat products; water binding is required providing essential 

texture to foods such as sausages (Carballo, Barreto, & Colmenero, 1995).  
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4.4 Conclusions 

Germination markedly changed the physicochemical properties and functionality of 

yellow pea starch and tail fractions. Due to enzyme hydrolysis during germination the 

total starch, fat and amylose content in the starch and tail fractions were significantly 

decreased. The starch fraction was composed mainly of starch and the tail fraction of 

carbohydrates (starch and dietary fibre), lipids and protein. The fibre content of the tail 

fraction was substantially higher (11 to 13%) in comparison to the fibre content of starch 

fraction (0.7 to 2%). The granular structure of the starch fraction showed the presence of 

smooth and irregular shaped granules with deep fissures. As germination progressed, the 

surface of starch granules changed from smooth to rough probably due to starch 

degradation. A decrease in large size particles and an increase in small size particles was 

observed. This increase in small size particles may have resulted in an increase in water 

holding capacity, water binding capacity and swelling volume. Several broken, damaged 

granules and irregular material was observed in tail fraction which may have resulted 

from the increased breakdown of starch and protein or could be due to mechanical 

damage, attached protein and from broken cell wall present in the tail fraction. 

Germination improved the viscosity of tail fraction as a consequence of increase in the 

fibre content in the tail fraction in comparison to starch fraction. The pasting properties 

of starch fraction and tail fraction indicated that both individually could be suited for 

various food applications such as thickening and baking. The gelatinisation temperature 

was observed to increase which could be due to changes in the crystalline structure of 

starch. In addition to its pasting and thermal characteristics, the composition of tail 

fraction indicates that it is a good source of fibre that can be included in products subjected 

to thermal processing.  

The process of yellow pea germination until day 6 improved the technological 

functionality of the isolated starch. As starch plays a crucial role in many food products, 

it was imperative to understand if seed germination affected starch functionality. In view 

of results, the starch from germinated yellow peas may find suitable applications as a 

thickener in baked products due to its high viscosity and water absorption capacity. The 

previously published research on pea starch has focussed mainly on the pure or prime 

starch, however, limited reports are available on the impact of germination on yellow pea 

starch and tail fractions (Betancur-Ancona et al., 2003; Novelo-Cen & Betancur-Ancona, 

2003). During wet fractionation of proteins and starch, a high percentage of tail fractions 
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consisting of a mixture of fibre, starch and protein are lost (T. Otto, B.-K. Baik, & Z. 

Czuchajowska, 1997). Based on the results, modification techniques such as post-harvest 

germination resulted in a range of viscosities as germination progressed. The tail fraction 

considered as an industrial waste proved to be a more functional ingredient after yellow 

pea germination. The use of tail fraction may improve the nutritive value by providing 

more fibre to the product and could also be utilised as starch creating dual functionality 

for food production.  
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Chapter 5 - Chemical and physical characterisation of proteins from 

germinated yellow peas 

5.1  Introduction 

As a functional ingredient, pea proteins are usually used in food formulations in the form 

of flour, concentrate or isolate. The findings in Chapter 3 showed that the natural process 

of germination altered the composition and molecular weight distribution of proteins in 

pea flour which resulted in increased protein solubility.  

From D0 to D6 of germination the relative protein content did not change significantly 

but breakdown of the large molecular weight Mw proteins from 66 – 97 kDa into smaller 

MW proteins of 14.4 – 21.5 kDa was observed. These changes in the composition and 

MW distribution of proteins may have resulted from increased protease activities during 

germination. Solubility of proteins is a manifestation of the difference between the energy 

levels of protein-protein and protein solvent interactions (Damodaran, 1997). The 

changes in MW distribution of germinated pea proteins in the flour as observed in Chapter 

3 could lead to possible repulsions due to an increase in surface charge of the proteins 

therefore resulting in improved protein solubility in water.   

As reported in the literature,  pea proteins when subjected to proteolysis using commercial 

proteases such as trypsin resulted in proteins of smaller molecular sizes and less compact 

structure leading to improvement in solubility, emulsifying and other properties (Barac et 

al., 2010). Since protein solubility in water affects various other functional properties 

such as thickening, emulsification, foaming and gelation, it was hypothesised that 

germination which is a natural process that induces enzyme hydrolysis could also alter 

the functional properties of yellow pea proteins. To understand if the germination process 

affected the functionality of pea proteins, the first objective of this study was to isolate 

yellow pea proteins from the germinated yellow pea flour samples processed from seeds 

at various stages of germination. The second objective was to identify the changes in the 

chemical and physical properties such as composition, molecular structure, surface 

charge, particle size distribution and thermal properties of these isolated proteins.  

The results of this study may provide further understandings of how the natural process 

of germination could be used as a tool to alter the structure of yellow pea proteins and 

changes in their functional properties.  
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5.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.1  Chemical composition of yellow pea protein isolate powder 

The yellow pea protein was isolated from flour samples from D0 to D6 of germination by 

the conventional alkaline extraction followed by the iso-electric precipitation method of 

(J. Boye et al., 2010) as detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3. The chemical composition 

(moisture, protein, lipid and ash) of yellow pea protein isolate (PPI) powders prepared 

from the flours of D0 to D6 of germination was determined using the standard AACC 

methods as detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.1.2.   

Moisture content: The moisture content of germinated pea protein isolate was observed 

to be in the range of 7.1 to 7.4% from D0 to D6 (Table 5.1). No significant changes were 

observed. A slight increase in the moisture content was observed between D0 and D3 

from 7.2 to 7.4% and then the moisture content decreased slightly to 7.1% on D6 which 

could be due to variations in the experiment. A study on the determination of  

Table 5.1: Chemical composition of germinated yellow pea protein isolates (% db.) 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

 

 

moisture content of sprouted and raw seeds indicates that legume seeds when soaked in 

water and germinated absorb water and swell and hence the moisture content of the 

sprouted dried seeds would be expected to be higher than raw seeds (Devi, Kushwaha, & 

Kumar, 2015).  

 

Yield and protein content: The yield of protein isolates decreased by 15% (db.) on D3 and 

30% (db.) on D6 of germination (Table 5.1). This is due to the reduction in the flour yield 

which decreased by 15% (db.) on D3 and 38% (db.) on D6, rather than protein 

concentration in the germinated flour. The protein content of protein isolates was 

increased after germination. On D0 the protein content of dried isolate powder was 83.6% 

g of protein/100g (db.). As germination progressed to D3, the protein content of the 

protein isolate increased to 87.5% g of protein/100g (db.) and on D6 it was 87.9% g of 

Days of 

germination 

Moisture 

(%) 

Yield (% 

db.) 

Protein (%, 

db.) 

Ash (%, db.) Lipid (%, 

db.) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

 7.2 ± 0.1b 

7.4 ± 0.2c 

7.1 ± 0.1a 

18.6 ± 2.1b 

16.3 ± 4.5b 

14.3 ± 2.1a 

83.6 ± 0.6b 

87.5 ± 0.3a 

87.9 ± 0.2a 

2.7 ± 0.1c 

2.5 ± 0.1b 

2.3 ± 0.1a 

3.5 ± 0.3a 

2.1 ± 0.1b 

2.0 ± 0.1c 
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protein/100g (db.) respectively. The increase of ~4% protein in the protein isolates after 

germination was statistically significant (p<0.05). This level of increase was equivalent 

to the increase in the protein content in germinated flour (Chapter 3, section 3.3.2). The 

decrease in yield of protein isolate was similar to the yield of germinated lupin protein 

isolate which decreased during 9 days germination (James et al., 2012).   

 

Lipid content: The lipid content decreased significantly (p<0.05) during germination from 

3.5% g /100g protein isolate (db.) on D0 to 2.1% g /100g protein isolate (db.) on D3 and 

2.0% g /100g protein isolate (db.) on D6 respectively. This trend of decrease in lipid 

content in protein isolates after germination was similar to the lipid content found in 

germinated flour (Chapter 3, section 3.3.2) where the lipid content decreased from 6 to 

4.2% (db.). This decrease could be because the lipids in yellow peas were used as a source 

of energy for the growing seedling. A decrease in lipid content during germination due to 

its use as a source of energy for the growing plant was also reported in germinated lupin, 

soybean and flax seeds (Jaysena, 2012, Mostafa, 1987, Wanasundara, 1999). In the 

current study, no attempt was made to remove the lipid from germinated protein isolates 

as the lipid content on D0 was already low (3.5% g /100g protein isolate on db.). In 

addition, research suggests that the defatting process by using solvents may also result in 

denaturation of proteins and thus influence the functional properties of the extracted 

proteins (Tian, 1998). The decrease in lipid content from flour to protein isolate could be 

due to the washings during the protein isolation process.  

Ash content: As germination progressed the ash content decreased (p < 0.05) from 2.7% 

g /100g protein isolate (db.) on D0 to 2.5% g /100g protein isolate (db.) on D3 and 2.3% 

g /100g protein isolate (db.) on D6, respectively. A similar trend of decrease in ash content 

was also observed in the germinated pea flour (Table 3.2) which was probably due to 

leaching out of minerals in the soaking medium during germination. These leached out 

minerals may have reabsorbed by the growing coteyledons for emergence of rootlets as 

germination progressed. A similar leaching out of minerals was also reported in 

germinating faba beans (Kassegn H.H. et al., 2018). The decrease in ash content in the 

protein isolate may have therefore resulted due to changes during the soaking process and 

germination. In another study using germinated green gram, cowpea, lentil and chickpea, 

a decrease in the ash content was reported to be due to the leaching out of solid matter 

during the soaking process (Ghavidel R.A. et al, 2007).  
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5.2.2  Degree of hydrolysis of germinated proteins 

The degree of hydrolysis (DH) was determined by the OPA method detailed in Chapter 

2, section 2.4.4. The extent of proteolysis is quantified as DH which refers to the 

percentage of peptide bonds being cleaved (Panyam & Kilara, 1996). Large content of 

freely available amino acids and small peptides in the protein corresponds to a high DH 

of protein (Nielsen et al., 2001). Figure 5.1 indicates the DH of yellow pea proteins from 

D0 to D6. The DH of germinated pea proteins increased with the germination time, by 

0.2% on D3 compared with D0 and 0.4% on D6. In the current study, an increase in the 

DH from D0 to D6 may be a result of increase in the breakdown of proteins due to 

proteolysis during germination. Enzymatic hydrolysis of globular proteins is 

accompanied by a decrease in molecular weight, an increase in the number of ionisable 

groups and the exposure of hidden hydrophobic groups (Panyam & Kilara, 1996). 

Further analysis of protein molecular weight distribution was needed to understand the 

levels and types of protein hydrolysis. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Degree of hydrolysis of germinated yellow pea proteins as a function of 

germination time.  

5.2.3 Protein molecular weight distribution by SDS PAGE 

To further characterise the proteins isolated from germinated yellow pea flour from D0, 

D3 and D6, SDS-PAGE was used to determine the protein molecular weight distribution 

under both non-reducing and reducing conditions as described in Chapter 2, section 2.5.1. 
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Figure 5.2(A) represents the gel image under non-reducing conditions and Figure 5.2(B) 

represents the gel image under reducing conditions of electrophoresis. The non-reducing 

conditions of electrophoresis demonstrate the band formation due to intermolecular 

interactions and reducing conditions demonstrate the reduction of disulphide bonds by 

using DTT as the reducing agent during electrophoresis. To understand the differences in 

the distribution of protein in soluble and insoluble fractions at pH 7.0, these fractions 

were collected by mixing the protein isolate with deionised water followed by 

centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10 min.  

Non–reducing conditions – Figure 5.2(A) illustrates the molecular weight distribution of 

protein isolate (P), soluble protein (SP) and insoluble protein (IP) as observed under non–

reducing conditions of SDS-PAGE, for protein isolates produced from D0 to D6. Lanes 

1, 2 and 3 represent P, SP and IP of day 0, lanes 4, 5 and 6 represent P, SP and IP of day 

3 and lanes 8, 9 and 10 represent P, SP and IP of day 6. Lane 7 represents the standard 

MW marker. 

Protein Isolate (P) – A mixture of bands of high and low MWs were displayed in lanes 

1, 4 and 8 which represent the protein isolates from D0 to D6. On D0, bands of higher 

MWs were observed between 97.4 and 66.3 kDa (lane 1) which could be the subunits of 

either the convicilins or the subunits of 7S pea vicilins. According to the literature, 

convicilin subunits have a molecular weight of ~77 kDa and 7S pea vicilins are 

glycosylated oligomers of 150-170 kDa formed by three subunits of 40-70 kDa (Shand, 

Ya, Pietrasik, & Wanasundara, 2007). Bands between 36.5 to 55.4 kDa were also formed 

on D0 which could be the subunits of 11S pea legumins as acidic subunits of 11S pea 

legumins have been identified in the literature with a MW of 40 kDa (Barac et al., 2010). 

This suggests that depolymerisation of 7S convicilins, vicilins and 11S legumins may 

have occurred on D0, which means some of the proteins present in single units. As 

germination progressed to D3 (lane 4), the intensity of the bands between 97.4 and 66.3 

kDa reduced and on D6 (lane 8) faint bands between 97.4 and 66.3 kDa were observed. 

At the same time bands of low MWs between 21.5 and 31 kDa on D3 (lane 4) and D6 

(lane 8) of different intensities were formed, suggesting a breakdown of high MW 

proteins to low MW proteins. The subunits composition of pea vicilins varies mostly due 

to post-translational processing with MW between 50 and 30 kDa (Shand et al., 2007). It 

may be possible that these low MW bands observed between 50 and 30 kDa on D3 and 

D6 of germination may be the subunits of 7S vicilins. The bands that were smaller than 

30 kDa could be the basic subunits of 11S legumins as the basic subunits of 11S legumins 

have been identified with molecular weight of ~ 20 kDa.  
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  Figure 5.2 Molecular weight distribution of protein isolate and its fractions by SDS – PAGE  

 (A): SDS-PAGE under non–reducing conditions                          (B): SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions 
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D0 -  D0  

D3 –  D3 

D6 -  D6 

P – Protein isolate 

SP – Soluble protein 

IP – Insoluble protein 
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Lanes 2, 5 and 9 – SP 

Lanes 3, 6 and 10 – IP 

Lane 7 – Standard Mw 
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Soluble and insoluble protein (SP & IP) –The soluble protein fractions from D0 to D6 

exhibited a similar pattern of bands as to the protein isolate. Similar changes in the MW 

distribution of proteins were observed in proteins extracted from germinated pea flour in 

Chapter 3, section 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 which may confirm that the changes observed after the 

extraction of proteins were due to the process of germination.  

Reducing conditions – Figure 5.2(B) illustrates the impact of germination on changes in 

the molecular weight distribution of protein isolate (P), soluble protein (SP) and insoluble 

protein (IP) as observed under reducing conditions of SDS-PAGE 

  

Protein Isolate (P): The MW distribution of the proteins in protein isolate fraction on D0 

(lane 1) and D3 (lane 4) showed a similar pattern of bands. A mixture of high and low 

MW bands was observed. Under non-reducing conditions, bands with MW between 97.4 

and 66.3 kDa (lanes 1 and 4) could be either the subunits of convicilins or the subunits of 

7S pea vicilins. Bands between 36.5 to 55.4 kDa could be the subunits of 11S pea 

legumins as acidic subunits of 11S pea legumins have the MW of approx. 40 kDa. On D6 

(lane 8), bands of a lower molecular weight around 21.5kDa and 14.4kDa were observed. 

These could be the acidic and basic subunits of legumin.   

Soluble and Insoluble Protein (SP & IP): Lanes 2, 5 and 9 represent the MW 

distribution of soluble protein fractions and lanes 3, 6 and 10 represent the insoluble 

protein fractions from D0 to D6 of germination. The soluble protein fractions from D0 to 

D6 exhibited a similar pattern of bands as the protein isolate. It was observed that the 

intensity of bands near 55 kDa in lane 2 formed under non-reducing conditions was 

reduced and the intensity of bands of lower MWs between 30-40 kDa and 14.4 to 21.5 

kDa increased under reducing conditions. As germination progressed from D0 to D6, 

many bands of a lower molecular weight between 21.5kDa and 36.5kDa were observed 

in lane 9. Faint bands of molecular weight 14.4kDa were also observed. It may be possible 

that these low MW bands between 14.4 and 31 kDa can be considered as the acidic and 

basic subunits of 11S legumin as 11S legumin containing the disulphide bonds, which 

may have reduced during germination. The MWs between 50 and 45 kDa which were 

reduced to lower MW between 36.5 and 21.5kDa could be the subunits of 7S pea vicilins. 

In a study by (Barać et al., 2011) on pea protein isolates modified with chymosin a similar 

pattern of breakdown of proteins was observed in which the 11S legumin and 7S vicilin 

subunits were identified. The author identified legumin with Mw 40.89 kDa bands for 

acidic and 22.3 and 23.1 kDa bands for basic subunits. In addition, the bands of MW 11.5 

kDa were identified as protease inhibitors under non-reducing conditions. The vicilin 
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subunits were identified with MW between 37 and 8 kDa as minor subunits and between 

47.3 and 28.7 kDa as major vicilin subunits (Barac et al., 2010). In comparison to these 

studies and the current SDS-PAGE results it may be possible that germination resulted in 

changes in the protein MW distribution and these proteins could be identified as 7S 

vicilins, convicilins and 11S legumin subunits. This result supports the findings of DH 

reported in section 5.4.1 suggesting possible depolymerisation of proteins from multi-

units to subunits of different molecular weights. This change in protein molecular weight 

distribution from D0 to D6 may be responsible for differences in the protein content 

observed and may also result in differences in water protein solubility and surface 

properties. 

       5.2.4  Characterisation of proteins from non-germinated and germinated yellow 

peas by size exclusion high performance liquid chromatography (SE – HPLC) 

 

To elucidate the relative size distribution of proteins hydrolysed during germination, SE–

HPLC analysis of germinated and non-germinated yellow pea protein isolates was carried 

out using the method outlined in Chapter 2, section 2.5.2. Figure 5.3 illustrates the SE–

HPLC chromatogram of relative size distribution of proteins measured using a 

wavelength of 280 nm. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as a Mw standard (66 

kDa) which was eluted at approximately 20 min. Many peaks were formed during the six-

day germination especially between the retention times of 10 to 19 and 20 to 40 min.
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Figure 5.3: SE – HPLC Chromatogram of relative size distribution of proteins  
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The proteins that eluted between the first 10 to 19 min of retention time (RT) were 

classified as ‘large proteins’ with a MW greater than 66 kDa, and the proteins that eluted 

between 19 to 40 min were classified as ‘small proteins’ with MW less than 66 kDa. The 

% area of each peak was calculated based on the RT of each peak. The results of % area 

of each peak over the standard BSA peak are given in Table 5.2. On D0, proteins of large 

(> 66kDa), and small sizes (< 66kDa) were eluted as 64.3% and 35.7% respectively. As 

germination progressed to D3 the quantity of proteins greater than 66kDa was reduced to 

54.2% and the quantity of proteins less than 66kDa increased to 45.8%. This indicates the 

reduction of proteins of high MW to lower MW. On D6, the quantity of proteins > 66kDa 

was further reduced to 47.10% and the quantity of proteins < 66 kDa was subsequently 

increased to 52.9%. It was also observed that on D3 and D6 there was an increase in the 

% of small peaks indicating that proteins of different, smaller MW were formed. These 

small peaks could be the reduction of protein polymers into subunits of proteins that were 

observed on the SDS-PAGE gel image under non-reducing conditions in Figure 5.2(A).  

Table 5.2: Percentage of protein fractions greater and less than 66kDa for germinated 

yellow pea protein isolate at different germination times  

Days of germination 
% Proteins > 66kDa 

(Between 10.0 to 19.0 min. RT) 

% Proteins < 66kDa 

(Between 19.0 to 40.0 min. RT) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

64.3 ± 0.8c 

54.2 ± 1.5b 

47.1 ± 1.6a 

35.7 ± 0.3a 

45.8 ± 2.0b 

52.9 ± 2.0c 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

 

The results of the size exclusion – HPLC along with SDS-PAGE confirmed that yellow 

pea germination resulted in the breakdown of high MW proteins to low MW proteins. 

These results are aligned with the results outlined in Chapter 3, section 3.7.2 where 

germination for up to six days was shown to result in appearance of new low molecular 

weight protein bands on SDS PAGE. 
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5.2.5  Water protein solubility of germinated yellow pea proteins 

The water protein solubility was performed by determining the amount of soluble and 

insoluble protein in water as described in Chapter 2, section 2.7.1. Among the functional 

properties of proteins, solubility is probably the most critical function because the other 

functional properties such as emulsification, foaming and gelation are dependent on the 

solubility of proteins. Protein solubility characteristics are influenced by factors such as 

origin, processing conditions, pH, ionic strength and the presence of other ingredients (J. 

Boye et al., 2010). Figure 5.4 illustrates the differences in the soluble and insoluble 

protein contents from D0 to D6. The % soluble protein was 37% on D0, 48% on D3 and 

59% on D6. An increase in % SP was observed by 25% from D0 to D3 and 27% from D3 

to D6. D6 recorded the highest solubility which increased by approximately 60% from 

D0.   

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Water protein solubility of germinated yellow pea protein isolates against 

germination time. 

This increase in protein water solubility on D6 could be due to the increase in DH 

observed on D6 indicating more proteolysis which resulted in the breakdown of large 

proteins into small proteins as observed in sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. An increase in protein 

water solubility was also reported in germinated pea, lentil and mung bean proteins (El-
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Adawy, Rahma, El-Bedawey, & El-Beltagy, 2003). Improvement in protein solubility is 

a determinant of hydrophilicity and electrostatic repulsions (Panyam & Kilara, 1996). As 

observed in section 5.3.4, the DH increased with germination, which may indicate that 

the breakdown of proteins resulted in exposure of some charged amino acids to the 

surface which increased hydrophilic interactions leading to an increase in soluble 

proteins.  

Table 5. 3: Impact of germination on surface charge of yellow pea protein isolate 

Days of 

germination 

(PPI) 

Surface charge (mV) 

at neutral pH (7.0) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

- 19.0 ± 1.1a 

- 20.7 ± 0.7b 

- 22.2 ± 0.4c 

 Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

5.2.6  Protein secondary structure 

The changes in protein secondary structure caused by germination was determined using 

protein isolates by FTIR as described in Chapter 2, section 2.6.3. Figure 5.5 represents 

the FTIR spectra of x,y,z between wavenumbers of 1500–1800 cm-1.  

 

 

Figure 5.5: FTIR spectrums of germinated yellow pea protein isolates at different days 

of germination in the amide I region (1600 to 1700 cm-1). 
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All the three samples of protein isolates from D0 to D6 of germination displayed peaks 

in the amide I region (1700 to 1600 cm-1) as indicated in Figure 5.5. The proportion of 

each of the peaks observed in the amide I region was calculated to describe their relative 

proportions as shown in Table 5.4. The amide I region (1700 to 1600 cm-1) in the IR 

spectra of proteins is the most sensitive to their secondary structure (K. Shevkani et al., 

2014). The amide I bands arise mainly from the C=O stretching vibrations of the amide 

groups (Belton et al., 1997). The individual peaks displayed were based on their 

wavenumbers as identified by Carbonaro and Nucara (2010). Bands ranging between 

1612–1621, 1621–1641, 1641–1650, 1650–1658, 1658–1679 and 1679–1693 cm-1  

correspond to antiparallel ß-sheets, ß-sheets, random coils, α – helix, ß – turns and ß – 

structure respectively.  

 Table 5.4: Secondary structure analysis of germinated yellow pea protein isolates 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

The most commonly found secondary structures in proteins are the α – helix and ß-sheets. 

In native proteins, the α – helix has a hydrophobic surface facing towards the interior of 

the protein and is engaged in hydrophobic interactions with other nonpolar groups in the 

interior. The ß-sheet structure is an extended structure in which the C=O and N-H groups 

are oriented perpendicular and are made up of segments containing  

 

alternating polar and non-polar amino acids (Belton et al., 1997). In the current study, it 

was hypothesised that breakdown of proteins as observed in section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, may 

result in exposure of hydrophobic groups on the surface of proteins and therefore may 

change the secondary structure of proteins.  

Germination resulted in differences in the secondary structure of proteins from D0 to D6. 

As indicated in Table 5.4, all samples showed the highest proportion of ß-sheets, followed 

Days of 

germinatio

n 

1612 – 1621 

(cm -1) 

Antiparallel 

ß-sheets 

1621-1641 

(cm -1) 

 

ß-sheets 

1641-1650 

(cm -1) 

 

Random 

coils 

1650-1658 

(cm -1) 

 

α-helix 

1658-1679 

(cm -1) 

 

ß-turns 

D0 

D3 

D6 

11.4 ± 0.0a 

11.6 ± 0.0a 

11.7 ± 0.0a 

31.0 ± 0.0a 

31.3 ± 0.0b 

32.8 ± 0.0c 

14.0 ± 0.0a 

14.1 ± 0.0a 

13.7 ± 0.0b 

13.0 ± 0.0a 

12.8 ± 0.0b 

12.6 ± 0.0c 

24.0 ± 0.0b 

22.8 ± 0.0a 

25.2 ± 0.0c 
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by ß turns, random coils, α – helix and antiparallel ß-sheets. On D0, the proportion of ß-

sheets and antiparallel ß-sheets was 30.5 and 11.4 % respectively.  

 

As germination progressed from D0 to D6, the proportion of ß-sheets and antiparallel ß-

sheets increased to 32.8 and 11.7% respectively. The proportion of α – helix and random 

coils was observed to decrease after germination until D6. The increase in ß-sheets could 

be due to the shift from random coils and α – helices to form ß-sheets during germination. 

An increase in ß-sheets could also be due to extended structures. An increase in the 

proportion of ß-sheets was also reported in germinated lentil and horse gram proteins 

which the author suggested could be due to changes in surface structure (Ghumman et al., 

2016). The ß turns were initially found to decrease on D3 and then increase on D6. This 

could be due to the transformation of secondary structures which was not yet completed. 

ß – turns are often found near the surface of the protein where the peptide groups of the 

central two amino acid residues in the turn can form hydrogen bonds with water (Wood, 

2000). In the current study, a decrease in ß – turns on D3 may indicate changes taking 

place at the surface structure of proteins during germination probably due to the action of 

enzymes during germination exposing the polar reactive groups of amino acids at the 

surface. This suggests that on D6 of germination amino acids were available on the 

surface to react and based on the arrangement of the functional groups of individual amino 

acids may then influence the functional properties of proteins.   

5.2.7  Particle size distribution of proteins as affected by germination  

 

A laser light scattering method detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.6.2 was used to measure 

the size distribution of protein particulates in protein isolate suspension, which was 

prepared by suspending a small amount of protein isolate powder in deionised water 

overnight. Figure 5.6 illustrates the size distribution based on the volume of particles in 

germinated pea proteins and Table 5.5 provides the size and volume of particles of yellow 

pea proteins. The average particle size d (3, 2) surface-weighted mean diameter and the 

volume of particles d (4, 3) which is the volume weighted mean diameter were used to 

study the size of particles. D (3,2) determines the average size of the particles in a mixture 

of particles also called as ‘Sauter Mean Diameter’ and d (4,3) determines the average 

diameter of that sample which is also called as ‘De Brouckere Mean’(Agrahar-Murugkar, 

Gulati, Kotwaliwale, & Gupta, 2015). These two parameters are important parameters for 
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food processing as they may give an idea about the stability of particles in a dispersion 

and consistency in a product.  

On D0, the particle size distribution was bimodal demonstrated by the two distinct peaks 

(Figure 5.6). The first peak of D0 had a higher volume than the second peak and the 

particles were in the range of 0.1 to 100 µm. The second peak had a lower volume with 

particle size in the range of 100 to 1000 µm. On day 0, the majority of protein particles 

had a size between 1 to 100 µm.  

 

 

Figure 5.6: Particle size distribution of non-germinated and germinated pea protein 

isolate 

The d (3, 2) and d (4, 3) on day 0 was 38 µm and 10.3 µm respectively (Table 5.5). As 

germination progressed from D0 to D3 and then to D6, the particle size was distributed 

across a broad range and more than two peaks were observed (Figure 5.6). The peak 1 of 

D3 and D6 samples shifted to the lower size range from 0.01 to 1 µm and the rest of the 

peaks were spread over the range 1 – 1000 µm. This suggested that most particles on D3 

and D6 had a smaller size (0.01 to 1 µm) than particles at D0 (1 to 100 µm). Overall 

volume of particles in the range 1 – 1000 µm decreased in the order sample D6 < D3 < 

D0. D (4,3) and D (3,2) values decreased from D0 to D6. This indicates that the protein 

powder on D6 had more smaller particles than protein powders on D0 and D3. A protein 
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powder with smaller particles may provide better solubility and possible mouthfeel which 

may have more potential use in food products such as soups, sauces or sports drinks. This 

decrease in the particle size of proteins from D0 to D6 may have occurred due to the 

increased activity of proteolytic enzymes during germination which resulted in 

depolymerisation of protein polymers to protein subunits. Similar results of decrease in 

size of protein particles in germinated sorghum and enzymatically hydrolysed casein were 

observed which were reported to be due to enzymatic hydrolysis (Yan et al., 2011) (J. 

Wang, Su, Jia, & Jin, 2013).    

Table 5.5: Particle size distribution of non-germinated and germinated pea protein 

isolate  

Days of germination 

D [4, 3] 

Volume weighted mean 

diameter (µm) 

D [3, 2] Surface area distribution weighted 

mean (µm) 

D0 38.8 ± 3.9a 10.8 ± 0.4a 

D3 22.1 ± 4.4b 4.8 ± 0.8b 

D6 22.0 ± 3.0b 0.3 ± 0.0c 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

 5.2.8  Surface charge properties by Zeta potential  

The surface properties of protein were determined using Zetasizer from Malvern 

Instruments as detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.5.3. Zeta potential describes average 

charge present on the surface of protein molecules resulting from ionisation of the surface 

groups (Mokni Ghribi et al., 2015). The surface charge properties of germinated pea 

proteins were determined using zeta potential. It was hypothesised that the breakdown of 

proteins due to germination, may have resulted in some changes in the charge of proteins 

which may then impact protein’s functional properties. A broad range of pH from pH 2.0 

to pH 9.0 was used as most processed food products are maintained within this pH range 

during or after processing for shelf life and food safety purposes (Boye et al., 2010). 

Figure 5.7 represents the surface charge of proteins at various pH values. Table 5.3 

represents the surface charge at neutral pH as affected by germination.  
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Figure 5. 7: Surface charge on yellow pea protein isolates at different pH values from D0 

to D6 

The functional properties of native proteins are impaired near their iso-electric point (pI),  

however enzymatically modified proteins have shown to enhance functional properties 

over a wide range of pH (Mokni Ghribi et al., 2015). It was imperative in the current study 

to determine the impact of germination on the protein’s isoelectric point. An isoelectric 

point also called as pI of protein is the pH at which the net charge is zero and at the pI 

legume proteins exhibit increased hydrophobic interactions causing aggregation of 

proteins (Damodaran, 1997). As represented in Figure 5.7, the surface charge of proteins 

on D0 was 0mV at pH 3.5 which suggested that the pI at D0 was at pH 3.5. As germination 

progressed to D3  the pI showed a slight shift towards pH 3.7 which may be due to the 

breakdown of proteins. On D6 the pI was at the same pH as D3 (pI 3.7) . This confirmed 

that breakdown of proteins probably the 11S legumins may have intiated at 3 days 

germination . The protein isolates from D0 to D6 were found to carry a net positive charge 

at pH < 3.0 and a net negative charge at pH > 3.0. It was also observed that while the 

surface charge at pH 3.5 on D0 was 0, it was increased to a positive value on D3 and D6. 

This may indicate changes in protein-protein interactions causing proteins to unfold. At 

neutral pH (pH 7.0), PPI samples from D0 to D6 carried a net negative charge as 

represented in Table 5.3. The net negative charge for D0 to D6 was spread over a wide 

range of pH from pH 3.6 to pH 9.0. In the pH range between 4.5 to 9.0, an increase in 

surface charge of protein on D3 and D6 was observed in comparison to D0. This increase 

in surface charge indicates that a decrease in protein-protein interaction may have 

occurred which could be due to the breakdown of proteins with progress of germination. 

This could mean more ionisable amino and carboxyl groups may be available which 
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enhance the intra and inter molecular electrostatic repulsion causing protein unfolding 

and increase in solubility. An increase in protein solubility of germinated sorghum was 

also reported which was due to hydrolysis of storage proteins globulins and increase in 

water soluble albumins (Afify A.M.R. et al.,2012). 

5.2.9 Heat-induced denaturation properties of yellow pea proteins 

 

The heat-induced denaturation properties of germinated and non-germinated protein 

isolates were evaluated using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) as detailed in 

Chapter 2, section 2.6.4. Due to the changes observed in protein MW distribution, 

secondary structure and surface charge of germinated PPI, it was hypothesised that 

germinated PPI may show differences in the heat-induced denaturation properties.  

 The temperature of denaturation (Td) and enthalpy (ΔH) of proteins from D0 to D6  

are presented in Table 5.6.  

                Table 5. 6: Changes in the denaturation properties of yellow pea proteins 
Days of 

germination 

Onset 

temperature 

(°C) 

Peak 

temperature 

(°C) Td 

Endset 

temperature 

(°C) 

Enthalpy 

ΔH  

(Jg-1) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

77.0 ± 0.5b 

72.5 ± 0.5a 

76.2 ± 0.4b 

83.0 ± 0.1a 

82.0 ± 0.3b 

85.1 ± 0.2c 

88.0 ± 0.3a 

88.4 ± 1.5b 

93.0 ± 3.0c 

0.2 ± 0.0a 

0.7 ± 0.2b 

0.8 ± 0.0c 

 Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly   

different (p<0.05). 

 

Very small differences were observed in the values of Td and ΔH from D0 to D6. The Td 

was 83°C on D0. With an increase in germination days Td showed a slight decline on D3 

to 82°C but increased to 85.1°C on D6. This could be because less energy may be required 

to breakdown the intermolecular bonds after germination. In another study a similar 

decrease in the peak temperature of germinated yellow pea flour was reported which was 

due to less energy required for protein denaturation after germination (Ma, Boye, & Hu, 

2018). Td has also been associated with the amino acid composition as well as protein 

structure and conformations involved (K. Shevkani et al., 2014). A higher Td has been 

also reported to be due to a higher proportion of ß-sheets in kidney bean proteins (K. 

Shevkani et al., 2014). Higher Td was also reported to give higher stability to the proteins 

(Carbonaro & Nucara, 2010). In the current study, the increase in Td on D6 may be due 

to increase in the proportion of ß-sheets observed in section 5.4.5 due to which the 
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stability of yellow pea proteins from D0 to D6 under the current Td conditions (83°C to 

85°C) may have improved. It was observed that as Td increased, ΔH increased. 

Denaturation enthalpies for protein are related to the proportion of native proteins (Khetan 

Shevkani & Singh, 2014); when heated, proteins denature and lose their crystalline 

structure. The increase in ΔH in the current study may be due to the energy needed to 

disrupt the stability of the proteins which could be due to changes in secondary structure 

of proteins. An increase in ΔH of germinated pea seeds in comparison to soaked pea seeds 

was also reported in another study (Ma et al., 2018) The onset and endset temperatures 

ranged between 72°C and 76°C and 88°C and 93°C respectively, however did not change 

significantly.  

 

5.3 Conclusions 
 

Changes in the chemical and physical properties of pea protein isolates were observed 

from D0 to D6 of germination. An increase in germination time decreased the ash content 

in protein isolates by 15%. The fat content was decreased by 40% as fat was used as a 

source of energy by the growing seedling during germination. This resulted in an increase 

in the relative protein content. A small but significant increase in the DH was observed 

as germination progressed to D6. Hydrolysis causes changes in surface hydrophobicity 

and changes in MW which are the basis of specific surface characteristics and functional 

properties such as emulsification and gelation. The increase in proteolysis resulted in 

increased surface charge and exposure of hidden hydrophobic groups of amino acids 

leading to increased electrostatic repulsion and protein unfolding.  

Due to enzymatic activity during germination large molecular weight proteins from peas 

specifically the 11S legumin and 7S vicilins of Mw 97.4 kDa were depolymerised to small 

MW legumin and vicilin subunits between 14.4 and 30 kDa. The quantity of these 

depolymerised subunits of lower MW increased as germination progressed. The increase 

in small molecular weight proteins may have resulted in a decrease in particle size and an 

increase in protein water solubility. Germinated pea protein isolates may find applications 

in food systems requiring higher solubility of proteins in aqueous solutions such as 

beverages, protein shakes or soups.  

Germination also resulted in an increase in absorbance in the amide I region. Some 

changes in the proportion of α-helix and ß-sheets were also observed.  Slight changes in 
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denaturation temperature were observed from D0 to D6 which could be due to the 

breakdown of proteins.   

As germination resulted in changes in surface structure, minor changes in protein 

secondary structure and increase in denaturation temperature, it may be possible that the 

rheological properties of proteins such as gelation properties may change. The next 

chapter of this study will investigate the changes in rheological properties of pea protein 

isolates as affected by germination. 
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Chapter 6 - The impact of germination on gelation properties of yellow pea 

proteins  

1.1 Introduction 
 

Gelation can be achieved by inducing protein-protein interactions through either a 

thermal process or acidification. The thermal process (temperature > 85°C) commonly 

called ‘heat-induced gelation’ or ‘heat-set gelation’ (HSG) involves three steps: i) protein 

unfolding, ii) exposure of initially buried reactive residues and iii) subsequent aggregation 

caused by different molecular interactions involving non-covalent and/or covalent bonds 

(Mession, Chihi, Sok, & Saurel, 2015). Gelation of proteins can also occur at ambient 

temperatures by gradual acidification of protein to lower the pH. This type of gelation is 

called ‘acid cold–set gelation’ (ACSG) (Arno C. Alting et al., 2004; Bryant & 

McClements, 1998). ACSG involves two steps: i) formation of soluble aggregates by 

heating the protein solution and ii) gelation of soluble aggregates at ambient temperature 

by lowering the pH.  

Although heat-induced gelation is a common process employed for globular proteins 

such as pea proteins, research indicates that pea proteins form weak heat-set gels (Barac 

et al., 2010). Gelling properties of mixed pea globulins were improved by ACSG using 

glucono delta-lactone (GDL) as the acidifying agent (Mession et al., 2015). The main 

advantage of ACSG is that it allows better control of protein-protein interactions before 

gelation is induced and can be performed at ambient temperature. Gelation is affected 

by various factors such as the concentration of proteins, amount of water, ionic strength, 

time and temperature, pH and interactions with other components in the food systems 

(Bryant & McClements, 1998; Barac M., et al, 2015). Protein solubility and denaturation 

properties are important pre-requisites for gelation to occur (Arno C. Alting et al., 2004; 

Cavallieri, Costa-Netto, Menossi, & Da Cunha, 2007). Observations in Chapter 5 

suggested that germination caused depolymerisation of high molecular weight legumin 

and vicilin proteins to their low molecular weight subunits which resulted in increased 

protein solubility and slight change in denaturation properties. The first objective of this 

chapter was to study if heat-set gels can be formed using PPIs extracted from germinated 

pea flour from D0 to D6. The second objective of this chapter was to study the impact 

of germination on ACSG and the involvement of various covalent and non-covalent 

interactions. To understand these differences both the HSG and ACSG using glucono 
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delta-lactone (GDL) as the acidifying agent were performed with their kinetics also 

reported. In the first step a commercial pea protein isolate was used to test and develop 

the method of gelation. In the second step, gelation of germinated pea protein isolates 

was performed. Rheological measurements were conducted, and the gel microstructure 

was studied. The impact of pre-treatment on the gel strength of ACGS was also 

analysed.   

1.2 Results and discussion 

6.2.1 Heat set gelation  

6.2.1.1 Heat set gelation of commercial PPI 

 

Commercial PPI Nutralyse® from Roquette, USA was used to develop methodology for 

rheological measurements to study HSG according to the method described in Chapter 2, 

section 2.8. HSG was performed using commercial PPI with various concentrations of 

12% (w/w), 16% (w/w) and 20% (w/w) protein. A temperature, frequency and strain 

sweep of heat-set gels was performed. Tan δ was also reported. The changes in the 

molecular interactions that occurred due to differences in temperature, frequency and 

strain were represented by storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G”. G’ is the measure 

of the elastic solid like behaviour and G” is the measure of the viscous liquid like 

behaviour of the protein gel.   

Temperature sweep. Figure 6.1 represents the temperature sweep of commercial PPI at 

various protein concentrations. Temperature sweep determined the changes in the 

structure of protein during heating from 25°C to 95°C, holding at 95°C for 10 min. and 

cooling from 95°C to 25°C. While the 12% (w/w) protein solution was heated from 25°C 

to 95°C the G’ was observed to be lower than G” until a specific temperature was reached 

(approximately 85°C) when the G’ rapidly increased and overtook G”. This crossover 

temperature was referred to as gelation temperature when a change from a liquid to a solid 

like state took place. In comparison to 12% w/w protein, at higher concentrations (16 and 

20% w/w) of protein, the G’ and G” values were observed to be higher at 25°C even 

before heating and produced stronger gels which may indicate more cross-linking of 

proteins. In a study by Sun and Arntfield (2010) higher protein concentrations were 

reported to produce stronger pea protein gels due to the increase in the opportunities of 
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cross-linking in protein molecules. Similarly, in the current study at 16 and 20% w/w 

protein concentrations the increase in values of G’ and G” during heating, holding and 

cooling, may indicate more cross-linking. Secondly, the elastic component G’ which 

measures the rigidity of the sample denoting the energy expended in deforming an elastic 

solid which could be stored and recovered on releasing the stress increased as the protein 

concentration increased.   

 

Figure 6.1: Temperature sweep for storage and loss modulus (G’ and G”) of commercial 

pea protein isolate gels. 

Frequency sweep was conducted after gel formation at 25°C following cooling to 

understand effect of varying frequency of oscillations on the molecular interactions and 

the resulting changes in the protein structure when the frequency was varied between 0.1 

– 10Hz at a constant strain of 0.1%. Figure 6.2 shows the frequency sweep of 12%, 16%, 

and 20% protein (w/w) showing the storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G”. Pea protein 

gels could be formed at all three protein concentrations (12%, 16% and 20%) as the G’ 

was greater than G” for the individual protein concentrations.  

However, only weak gels which were gels with  lower strength and lower G’ values were 

formed at 12% protein concentration as indicated by the higher value of G’ at 16% and 

20% protein concentration. Although the G’ value of 20% protein concentration was the 

highest, from a practical point of view, with a 20% protein solution it was difficult to 
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obtain a uniform protein slurry prior to heating since some portion of protein material 

could not be wetted to form a slurry.  

 

Figure 6.2: Frequency sweep of commercial PPI gels with various protein concentrations  

 Strain sweep. A strain sweep was conducted from 0.1 to 10% strain to understand the 

visco-elastic behaviour of sample after gel formation at 25°C by maintaining a constant 

frequency of 1Hz. Figure 6.3 represents the strain sweep of commercial PPI. The values 

of G’ and G” were constant almost from a strain of 0.1 to 10% indicating that all protein 

concentrations (12%, 16% and 20% w/w) fall within the linear viscoelastic range for 

globular proteins.   
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Figure 6. 3: Strain sweep of commercial PPI gels -  storage and loss modulus (G’ and 

G”) 

Tan δ. Tan δ is a measure utilised to determine the changes in protein textures from 

viscous to elastic. Table 6.1 represents values of Tan δ at 25°C before heating and at 25° 

after cooling cycles for 12%, 16% and 20% w/w protein concentrations. It was observed 

that Tan δ values decreased at 25°C after cooling in comparison to values before heating 

which indicated formation of a gel.   

Table 6.1: Effect of temperature on Tan δ values of commercial PPI gels 

Protein concentration 

% (w/w) 

Tan δ at 25°C  

(before heating) 

Tan δ at 25°C 

(after cooling) 

12 2.60 +/- 1.3 0.33 +/- 0.1 

16 0.23 +/- 0.0 0.22 +/- 0.0 

20 0.19+/-0.0 0.17+/-0.0 
Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

In brief the rheological properties of commercial PPI studied indicated that HSG of pea 

proteins was possible using commercial PPI. According to the frequency sweep results, 

the concentration of 16% w/w protein solution resulted in a uniform gel formation. At 

12% w/w protein concentration a weak gel was formed and with 20% w/w protein 

solution it was difficult to get a uniform protein slurry. The strain sweep indicated that 
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gels were formed in the linear visco elastic range. The values of Tan δ indicated that gels 

of various strengths could be formed using different protein concentrations.  Based on 

these results, the methodology used to study the rheological properties of commercial PPI 

was also followed to study the rheological properties of germinated PPI by heat-set 

gelation.  

6.2.1.2 Heat set gelation of proteins from germinated peas  

 

The temperature sweep, frequency sweep and Tan δ were applied on 16% w/w germinated 

protein solutions from D0 to D6, to understand whether the change in molecular structure 

of proteins observed in Chapter 5 resulted in changes in thermal gelation properties.  

Temperature sweep. Figure 6.4 illustrates the temperature sweep for storage and loss 

modulus (G’ and G”) respectively of germinated pea proteins from D0 to D6.  

 
Figure 6.4: Temperature sweep of germinated pea proteins  - storage and loss modulus 

(G’ & G”) 

On D0, as the protein solution was heated from 25°C to 95°C, G’ was lower than G” until 

a point was reached when G’ overtook G”. This point referred to as a gel point occurred 

around 50°C. This may suggest that on D0, the proteins were at a viscous state at 25°C 

before heating. On D3 and D6, at the same protein concentration of 16% w/w protein, the 

G’ was higher than G” at 25°C before heating. This may mean that the proteins on D3 

and D6 had a increased elasticity than viscous as on D0. In all three samples of D0, D3 

and D6, both the G’ and G” increased with an increase in temperature but the G’ value 

remained higher than G” for the entire heating and cooling cycle. Since the elasticity of 
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proteins on D3 and D6 was higher from the beginning of the heating period, there was no 

gel point for D3 and D6. These results indicate that as germination time increased to D3 

and D6, proteins present in the protein solution were already unfolded exposing the 

hydrophobic groups. In Chapter 5, section 5.2.3, depolymerisation of main units to 

subunits of proteins was observed suggesting possible unfolding of proteins. When these 

unfolded proteins were heated from 25°C to 95°C, held at 95°C and cooled from 95°C to 

25°C changes occurred in protein conformations due to hydrophobic interactions and 

hydrogen bonding resulting in formation of a gel network. The increase in storage and 

loss moduli owing to a rise in temperature was also reported in other studies on pea and 

whey protein gelation which was attributed to the increased hydrophobic interactions 

(Mleko & Foegeding, 2000; Sun & Arntfield, 2010)  

Frequency sweep. A gel is a viscoelastic material for which G’ is greater than G” and for 

which both G’ and G” are almost independent of frequency (Damodaran, 1997). When 

G’ is higher than G”, it indicates formation of a gel network which means the protein 

solution from a viscous fluid like state changes to an elastic gel like state (Lamsal, Jung, 

& Johnson, 2007). A similar relationship of G’ and G” was observed in the frequency 

sweep of all the three samples when they were subjected to frequency range from 0.1 to 

10 Hz (Figure 6.5).  

 
Figure 6.5: Frequency sweep of germinated pea proteins – storage and loss modulus 

(G’ & G”) 

On D0 and D3, the G’ values were in the range 360 to 700 Pa which were even larger 

than G’ values of commercial PPI at 16% which was 214 Pa (Figure 6.2). With increase 

in germination time to D6, G’ values were observed to increase nearly 7500 Pa and were 

the highest in comparison to D0 and D3 (Table 6.2). This may indicate that as germination 
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progressed to D6 an increase in surface charge of proteins as evidenced in Chapter 5, 

section 5.2.8 occurred which increased the protein–protein interactions resulting in 

improved gel strength. In Chapter 5, section 5.2.2, an increase in surface charge was 

observed. In comparison to commercial PPI gels, the germinated proteins formed stronger 

thermal gels. 

Table 6.2: Effect of germination on rheological properties of yellow pea protein gels 

Days of 

germination 

G’ (Pa) 

at 1Hz. 

G” (Pa) 

at 1Hz. 

Tan δ at 25°C 

(before 

heating) 

Tan δ at 25°C 

(after 

cooling) 

D0 

D3 

D6 

360 ± 111.0a 

698 ± 224.0b 

7437 ± 836.0c 

105 ± 68.0a 

115 ± 32.0b 

1551 ± 171.0c 

0.82 ± 0.2a 

0.65 ± 0.0b 

0.46 ± 0.1c 

0.18 ± 0.0a 

0.17 ± 0.0a 

0.21 ± 0.0c 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Different letter in the same column are significantly different 

(p<0.05). 

In a comparative study of gelation between kidney bean (KB) and field pea (FP) protein, 

KB protein was reported to have higher G’ values than FP proteins (Shevkani et al, 2014). 

The author reported that the higher G’ value of KB was due to the greater proportion of 

ß-sheets which have a relatively larger surface area than α – helix thus increasing the 

intermolecular hydrogen bonding. In the current study an increase in the quantity of ß-

sheets of proteins from D6 of germination was observed in Chapter 5, section 5.3.6. The 

increase in ß-sheets may have resulted in improvement in gel strength observed.  

Tan delta (δ). Table 6.2 represents values of Tan δ at 25°C before heating and at 25° after 

cooling cycles. Tan δ presented some important observations. On D0 of germination Tan 

δ before heating at 25°C was 0.82 and after cooling it decreased to 0.18. On D3 and D6, 

the Tan δ before heating was 0.65 and 0.46 which decreased after cooling to 0.17 and 

0.21 respectively (Table 6.2). Research indicates that Tan δ is infinity for an ideal liquid 

and approaches to zero for solids (Shevkani et al, 2014). In the current study, the decrease 

in the value of Tan δ after cooling suggested the change in the proteins from viscous to 

elastic resulting in gel formation. Secondly, the Tan δ value of D6 before heating in 

comparison to D0 and D3 was significantly lower. This may suggest that the proteins 

from D6 of germination initiated aggregation even before heating.  
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Further investigations of protein aggregation was studied using SDS-PAGE (Figure 6.6). 

The non-reducing conditions of SDS-PAGE were used to analyse the intermolecular 

interactions such as hydrophobic, electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 6. 6: Molecular weight distribution of proteins from D0 to D6 before heating at 

25°C and after cooling at 25°C using non-reducing conditions of SDS-PAGE.  

In Figure 6.6 on D0 (lane 2) many protein bands between the molecular weights of 21.5 

to 66.3 kDa were observed which were similar to those identified in Chapter 5, section 

5.2.3. Lanes 3, 5 and 7 represent the protein distribution of D0, D3 and D6 after cooling. 

After heating, on D0 (lane 3) some bands of Mw 55.4 kDa and bands between 21.5 and 

36kDa disappeared. Some protein aggregation was seen in the well of the gel for samples 

after heating in lane 3. The protein distribution on D3 was similar to D0 before and after 

heating. In comparison to D0 and D3, on D6, bands of lower Mw between 36.5 and 55.4 

kDa were observed before heating which disappeared after heating. These bands between 
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2, 4 
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Mw of 36.5 to 55.4 kDa and 21.5 and 36 kDa were identified in Chapter 5, section 5.2.3 

as the 7S vicilin subunits and 11S legumin subunits. (lane 7).   

In Chapter 5 it was observed that germination resulted in breakdown of large Mw proteins 

to their subunits due to protein hydrolysis that occurred during germination resulting in 

protein unfolding. Hydrophobic interactions may have increased which may have 

facilitated protein aggregation. With an increase in germination time, more subunits 

containing the polar groups of amino acids may have been exposed to the surface resulting 

in stronger interactions which may have resulted in an improvement in gel strength. This 

result suggested that 6 days’ germination resulted in a stronger thermal gel network of 

yellow pea proteins.  

6.2.1.3 Microstructure of thermally induced protein gels from germinated peas  

To further confirm the changes taking place in the protein structure during HSG, the 

microstructure of gels before heating (at 25°C) was compared with samples during two 

heating temperatures (55°C and 95°C). Confocal laser scanning microscopy was 

performed using Leica TCS SP5 Confocal Microscopy (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, 

Germany) as described in Chapter 2, section 2.5.6. Figure 6.7 (a to i) illustrates the CLSM 

images for D0, D3 and D6 proteins at 25°C before heating, at 55°C and at 95°C 

respectively during the heating period. Figure 6.7 (a, d and g) represents images at 25°C 

before heating, Figure 6.7 (b, e and h) represents images of protein samples heated at 

55°C and Figure 6.7 (c, f and i) represents images of protein samples heated at 95°C for 

D0, D3 and D6 respectively.  

CLSM images show a clear difference in gel network formed on D0, D3 and D6 as a 

function of heating temperatures. In the figures, white/grey areas represent protein while 

the black areas in the background represents the pores of the network containing the 

continuous phase. Similar CLSM images of heat-induced soy protein gels  showing white 

patches of protein against a dark background were reported (Renkema, 2004). 

On D0 at 25°C (Figure 6.7a), a coarse structure of protein with large white areas was 

observed on a contrasting black background. At 55°C (Figure 6.7b), the pattern of protein 

aggregation was observed to be similar to Figure 6.7a. At 95°C (Figure 6.7c), the dark 

background almost disappeared and finer structure of proteins with smaller white areas 

were observed throughout indicating some aggregation. On D3 (Figure 6.7d), small white 

patches were observed against a dark background at 25°C. On heating at 55°C, there was 

an increase in the white patches with almost the disappearance of the dark background 

which may indicate protein aggregation at a lower temperature in comparison to D0. At 
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95°C (Figure 6.7f), a finer and homogenous continuous network of white areas was 

observed. On D6, (Figure 6.7g), even before heating a finer and homogenous grey 

structure was observed. As the temperature increased to 55°C (Figure 6.7h) the protein 

structure was denser with white and grey areas. At 95°C (Figure 6.7i), the proteins 

resulted in a continuous fine network. On D6 Figure 6.7 (g-i) interestingly, protein 

aggregates of a smaller size (with a finer structure) were formed even with no heat (Figure 

6.7g) and increase in white areas on heating to 95°C.   
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Figure 6.7: Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy images of germinated yellow pea 

proteins heated at various temperatures.  

6.7a – D0 25°C, 6.7b – D0 55°C, 6.7c – D0 95°C,  

6.7d – D3 25°C, 6.7e – D3 55°C, 6.7f – D3 95°C,  

6.7g – D6 25°C, 6.7h – D6 55°C, 6.7i – D6 95°C 

 

From the above results it can be seen that HSG of germinated PPIs from D0 to D6 resulted 

in formation of stronger gels in comparison to commercial PPI which was represented by 

higher G’ values of germinated PPIs. Higher G’ values indicate stronger inter-molecular 

hydrophobic interactions. The breakdown of large molecular weight proteins to their 

subunits due to proteolysis during germination resulted in protein unfolding.  These 

unfolded proteins increased the surface charge of proteins (Chapter 5, section 5.3.8) and 

may have contributed to the intermolecular hydrophobic interactions. In addition, the 

inter-molecular protein-protein interactions may have increased resulting in formation of 

a b c 

d e f 
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aggregates and stronger gel formation on D6. The CLSM images (Figure 6.7) show 

similar trends with more compact gel structures and confirm the findings.  

6.2.2 Acid cold-set gelation (ACSG) 

The main difference between heat-set and acid cold-set gelation is that a heat-set gel is a 

thermotropic gel which means that the transition of protein from viscous to elastic state 

takes place due to changes in temperature. In the ACSG which is a twostep process, 

aggregation and gelation steps are separated in comparison to HSG in which all three 

steps as described in section 6.1 are intertwined. In the first step of ACSG, a low-

concentrated protein solution (<10 weight %) at a pH far from its iso-electric point and 

in the absence of salt is heated to produce soluble aggregates. In the second step, after 

cooling to ambient temperatures, gelation of the thermal aggregates is carried out by the 

addition of acid which lowers the electrostatic repulsions, by allowing the assembly of a 

structured network. Since germinated pea proteins resulted in different structure and 

strengths by changing the temperature (HSG) (section 6.4), the next step was to 

understand if germinated pea proteins can form gels by changes in pH. It was proposed 

that if germinated pea proteins could form different gelled networks upon heating, it may 

also form different gels after change in pH. To achieve this, ACSG with glucono delta-

lactone (GDL) as an acidifying agent was used. Figure 6.8 shows a schematic 

representation of acid cold-set gelation using GDL and Figure 6.9 illustrates the 

mechanism of GDL hydrolysis. The first objective was to identify if germinated pea 

proteins from D0 to D6 could form acid-induced cold-set gels. The second objective was 

to compare the impact of pre-treatment on gel strengths of acid cold-set gels using 

germinated pea proteins. The results from this experiment may provide knowledge to 

food manufacturers to form different types of gels which may be used for wider 

applications.  
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Figure 6.8: Schematic representation of pea protein acid cold-set gelation using glucono 

delta-lactone (GDL)  

(Mession et al., 2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Mechanism of GDL hydrolysis (Pocker & Green, 1973) 
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6.2.2.1  Kinetics of acidification 

Before conducting the rheological experiments on ACSG, changes in pH with respect to 

time at various protein concentrations with 2% GDL addition were determined using the 

commercial pea protein isolate Nutralyse® from Roquette. The amount of GDL 

concentration determined for the study was based on the method of Mession et al. (2015). 

Different protein concentrations (4%, 6% and 12%)(w/w) protein were prepared in 

deionised water based on the method in Chapter 2, section 2.9. Soluble pea protein 

aggregates were formed by heating the protein solutions at 85°C for 30 min. and cooled. 

At ambient temperatures (20°C), depending upon initial protein concentration, GDL 

powder was mixed in the protein slurry and the time taken for gel formation along with 

the drop in pH was monitored. Table 6.3 shows the impact of different concentrations of 

protein and GDL on drop in pH and gel formation.   

Table 6.3: Impact of protein and GDL concentrations on drop in pH and gel formation 

PPI (w/w%) GDL% 

Time taken 

for pH drop 

(hours) 

Gel formation and final pH 

4 2 1  Curdly with syneresis (pH 5.06) 

6 2 3.5  Smooth (pH 4.5) 

12 2 1.5  Thick (pH 5.7) 

 

Visual observations on the gel structure were also considered for selection of protein 

concentration along with pH drop. Figure 6.10 illustrates the visual observations of acid 

cold-set gels formed at different protein concentrations. At 4% protein concentration, the 

gel was formed in one hour, however, the appearance of the gel was curdly with syneresis 

which was similar to loss of moisture from set curd. pH dropped from 7.4 to 5.06 where 

the pH remained steady. It was observed that at 6% protein concentration, a smooth gel 

was formed in a period of 3.5 hours along with a gradual pH drop from 7.5 to 4.5 (Figure 

6.11). This was thought to be an ideal protein concentration as it could form a gel in a 

span of 3.5 hours similar to the formation of yoghurt gels. At 12% protein concentration, 

the gel was formed in 1.5 hours. With a drop in pH from 7.4 to 5.7 in 1.5 hours after 

which pH did not change. The appearance of the gel at 12% protein concentration was 

too thick similar to a low moisture gel and did not support a consistent drop of pH as 

required.  
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Figure 6.10: Appearance of acid cold-set gels at various protein concentrations  

 

 

Figure 6.11:  Changes in pH of a 6% w/w commercial pea protein solution as affected 

by GDL addition. 

 

6.2.2.2 Rheological properties of germinated pea proteins with pre-heat treatment  

Pre-heat treatment is an important step in ACSG as heating of protein solution allows 

formation of soluble aggregates. Research indicates that surface charge of proteins in the 

protein solution after the pre-heat treatment step affects the gel strength of acid cold-set 

gels (Arno C. Alting et al., 2004). It was therefore important to understand if pre-heat 

treatment of germinated pea proteins results in formation of soluble aggregates. In the 

current study, it was hypothesised that heating the protein solution before cold-set 
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gelation may result in increased physical interactions which may affect gel formation and 

differences in surface charge of proteins may affect gel strength. The protein slurries of 

D0, D3 and D6 containing 6% protein (w/w) were heated to 85°C for 30 min. at pH 7.0. 

They were cooled to room temperature (20 °C) and 2% GDL powder was added and 

mixed and rheological measurements were conducted. A drop in pH was monitored for 

all three proteins from D0 to D6 (Figure 6.12) which showed that pH dropped steadily 

from a pH of approximately 7.0 to pH 4.5 in 3.5 hours.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.12: Changes in pH profile of 6% protein slurries from D0 to D6 at 20°C in the 

presence of 2% GDL  

As the temperature was maintained at a constant 20°C, using the G’ and G” as a function 

of pH drop with time the behaviour of gels was assessed (Figure 6.13). The measurements 

were stopped at three hours and 30 min. based on the pre-determined pH drop test. A 

strain sweep was conducted from 0.1 to 10% strain at a frequency of 1Hz and a frequency 

sweep was conducted from a frequency of 1 to 10 Hz at a constant strain of 0.1% to 

understand the changes in rheological properties of proteins.  
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Figure 6.13: Assessment of gel behaviour (G’ and G”) as a function of drop in pH with 

time  

Frequency sweep. Figure 6.14 indicates the effect of pre-heat treatment on storage and 

loss modulus (G’ and G”) during frequency sweep of ACSG of germinated pea proteins. 

The G’ values of D0, D3 and D6 were higher than G”. Differences in storage and loss 

modulus (G’ and G”) were observed within D0, D3 and D6 of germination. On D0, the 

G’ and G” values at a frequency of 1Hz were 473 and 110 Pa respectively. As germination 

progressed to D3 the G’ and G” values increased to 638 and 149 Pa respectively. This 

increase in G’ may be due to changes in protein structure resulting in an increase in 

elasticity of gels on D3. However, on D6, the G’ and G” values dropped significantly to 

55 and 11 Pa respectively. It was observed that G’ values of D0 and D3 were higher than 

D6.  This indicated that although pre-heat treatment followed by acidification and gelation 

resulted in formation of a gel network, the strength of the gels after acidification increased 

from D0 to D3 and decreased from D3 to D6. This could be due to a few reasons.  
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Figure 6.14: Effect of pre-heat treatment on storage and loss modulus (G’ and G”) during 

frequency sweep of acid cold set gelation of germinated pea proteins  

Observations from Chapter 5 indicate that depolymerisation of high molecular weight 

proteins into low molecular weight subunits increased as germination time progressed 

from D0 to D3 and from D3 to D6 leading to an increase in protein water solubility and 

degree of hydrolysis. This suggests that proteins on D0 and D3 consisted of some exposed 

hydrophobic amino acids and thus an increased amount of insoluble protein participating 

in gel formation. On application of heat, hydrophobic interactions increased within 

proteins. At ambient temperatures, under acidification the functional groups of exposed 

amino acids could form a protein network due to decreased electrostatic repulsions. An 

increase in gel strength of thermal β - lactoglobulin gels formed by partial hydrolysis was 

reported which was due to a change in the balance of attractive and repulsive protein 

interactions caused by increased exposure of hydrophobic sites and reduced electrostatic 

repulsions (Otte, Lomholt, Ipsen, & Qvist, 2001).  

On D6, an increased depolymerisation of high Mw proteins to low Mw subunits was 

observed in Chapter 5 resulting in a significantly higher increase in protein water 

solubility than on D0 and D3. The surface charge of proteins on D6 was observed to 

increase from pH 3.0 to pH 9.0. This result suggested that in D6 protein solution a higher 

amount of soluble protein was present which could participate in gelation. The functional 

groups of amino acids may be exposed even before heating due to non-covalent and 

covalent interactions. Hence it may be possible that on acidification with GDL the protons 

released could interact with the negatively charged protein subunits to form a loose 

network resulting in a ‘coagulum’ type of gel and loss of gel strength.  
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Tan δ. To confirm formation of acid cold-set gels with pre-heat treatment, the values of 

Tan δ were also expressed. Figure 6.15 represents the values of Tan δ as affected by pre-

heat treatment. Tan δ was directly correlated to the G’ values. On D0, Tan δ decreased 

from 0.2 to approximately 0.1 in the frequency range of 1 to 10Hz which indicated the 

change in protein solution from viscous to elastic and formation of a gel. On D3 the value 

of Tan δ was similar to D0. On D6 Tan δ increased from 0.2 to 0.5 indicating the loss of 

elastic component. It may be possible that the broken-down pea proteins on D6, could 

form short soluble aggregates, however during acidification under cold-set conditions 

could not stabilise into the three-dimensional network which could be due to extensive 

protein interactions. It may also be possible that these short aggregates may have 

organised in clusters and increased the aggregate size showing an increase in turbidity 

before acidification which needs to be confirmed further. This interesting observation led 

to further work to understand if ACSG of germinated pea protein can be achieved without 

pre-treatment with heat.  

  
Figure 6.15: Effect of pre-heat treatment on Tan δ of germinated pea proteins acid 

cold-set gelation 

6.2.2.3  Rheological properties of germinated pea proteins without pre-heat treatment 

The results from section 6.2.2.1 indicated that pre-heat treatment increased the gel 

strength from D0 to D3 but decreased the gel strength from D3 to D6. The heating 

process is used to unfold the proteins resulting in formation of aggregates on cooling. 

Since the pre-heat treatment of germinated proteins from D0 to D6 resulted in alterations 

in rheological properties, it was hypothesised that ACSG of pea proteins from D0 to D6 
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without the application of pre-heat treatment may also result in variance in the 

rheological properties. To understand the effect of no pre-heat treatment, in this 

experiment the initial step of heating used in section 6.6.1 was avoided. A 2% GDL 

powder was added to 6% (w/w) of proteins from D0 to D6 in deionised water at 20°C 

and rheological measurements were carried out. The microstructure of gels formed with 

and without the addition of GDL (Figure 6.18) were observed under confocal laser 

scanning microscope.   

Frequency sweep: Figure 6.16 illustrates the effect of no preheat treatment on changes 

in storage and loss moduli (G’ and G”) of germinated pea proteins as observed on 

frequency sweep.   

 

Figure 6.16: Effect of no pre-heat treatment on frequency sweep of germinated pea 

proteins acid cold set gelation  

With no pre-heat treatment the rheological properties from D0 to D6 were altered. On 

all three days of germination, the elastic component G’ was observed to be higher than 

the viscous component G” suggesting a change in the texture of proteins from viscous 

to elastic for their respective germination periods. On D0 and D3, at a frequency of 1Hz 

an increase in G’ was observed from 230Pa on D0 to 430Pa on D3. This suggested that 

even with no pre-heat treatment, the elastic component of the gel improved with 

germination time which could be due to the increase in the availability of exposed 

hydrophobic amino acids which could participate in gelation on D0 and D3. On D6 of 
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germination, at a frequency of 1Hz G’ decreased in comparison to D0 and D3. To 

confirm the changes in strength of the gelTanδ was evaluated.  

Tan δ. Figure 6.17 represents changes in gel strength with no pre-heat treatment of 

ACSG of germinated pea proteins.  

 

Figure 6.17: Impact of no pre-heat treatment on gel strength of acid cold-set gels of 

germinated pea proteins 

As discussed in section 6.2.1.2, Tan δ is infinity for an ideal liquid and approaches to 

zero for solids. On D0, Tan δ increased from a frequency of 0 to 10Hz indicating a loss 

of elastic component. On D3, the Tan δ was slightly higher than D0 in the beginning at 

a frequency of 0 Hz with a minor and gradual decrease at 10Hz suggesting a small 

increase in gel strength. But on D6, the Tan δ showed a similar trend of increase from 0 

to 10Hz. This result was contradictory to the findings of frequency sweep in Figure 6.17 

above. 

Microstructure of cold-set acid gels with and without preheat treatment 

To confirm the changes taking place in the protein structure, CLSM images of gels with 

and without preheat treatment of ACSG was performed (Figure 6.18). In the figure, the 

protein aggregation is represented by white and grey areas against a black background 

which represent the pores of the network. On D0 the gel formed with pre-heat treatment 

showed a fine protein structure with no visible black background (Figure 6.18a). With 

no pre-heat treatment a coarse network with large white patches was observed with a 

visible black background (Figure 6.18b). On D3, the gel formed with heat showed a more 

homogenous appearance (Figure 6.18c) while the gel formed without pre-heat treatment 
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showed intermittent white patches (Figure 6.18d). Hence it could be confirmed that on 

D0 and D3, pre-heat treatment for ACSG was necessary to improve the gel strength. On 

D6, the gel formed with pre-heat treatment resulted in a homogenous gel structure 

(Figure 6.18e) similar to the network structure of D3 with pre-heat treatment. 

Interestingly the acid cold-set gel from D6 protein formed without pre-heat treatment 

(Figure 6.18f) also resulted in a homogenous gel structure with dense white network 

which confirmed that on D6, pre-heat treatment was not essential for ACSG.  

        

                

                

Figure 6.18: Microstructure of pea protein cold set acid gels with and without pre-heat 

treatment.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.18 a & b –(D0)  

Figure 6.18 c & d – (D3) 

Figure 6.18 e & f – (D6) 
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6.2.2.4 Impact of pre-treatment on gel strength of germinated acid cold-set pea protein 

gels  

Figure 6.19 illustrates the impact of pre-treatments on gel strength of germinated acid 

cold-set pea protein gels. The G’ values of D0, D3 and D6, with no pre-heat treatment 

(NH) and with pre-heat treatment (H) before ACSG are discussed.  

 

Figure 6. 19: Effect of pre-treatment on G’of germinated pea protein from D0 to D6 

On D0, the G’ value of proteins with H was higher in comparison to G’ value of 

samples with NH. When the protein solution was heated before ACSG, hydrophobic 

interactions were induced due to unfolding of proteins. Soluble aggregates were 

formed. Upon acidification a three-dimensional network could be formed with 

increased gel strength in comparison to samples with NH. This suggested that pre-heat 

treatment was essential for protein unfolding on D0 as some proteins in D0 were still 

in folded. Pre-heat treatment of whey protein showed improved gel strength which was 

due to changes in the microstructure of proteins (As germination progressed to D3, the 

value of G’ with H and NH was similar to G’ value of D0 with H. On D3, degree of 

hydrolysis increased due to breakdown of large Mw proteins to small Mw  proteins 

resulting in exposure of hydrophobic groups of amino acids and increased hydrophobic 

interactions. When the D3 protein solution was heated, proteins may have unfolded 

completely resulting in increased interactions. The unfolded small Mw proteins may 

have resulted in formation of soluble aggregates and improved gel strength after 
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acidification with GDL. This result suggested that on D0 and D3 proteins were not 

completely unfolded and the reactive hydrophobic groups of protein were not exposed, 

hence weaker gels were formed without the heat treatment. This was further confirmed 

by CLSM images (Figure 6.19).  

On D6, the G’ value of proteins with NH was higher in comparison to G’ value of 

proteins with H which indicated that slightly stronger gels may be formed without pre-

heat treatment. This change in the gel strength on D6 germination may have occurred 

due to many factors. As observed in Chapter 5, on D6 of germination changes in the 

protein structure, molecular weight distribution, surface charge and solubility were more 

profound which could result in increased covalent, non-covalent, electrostatic 

interactions and hydrogen bonding. The D6 proteins consisted a mixture of higher 

number of hydrophilic as well as exposed hydrophobic amino acids. A balance between 

the attractive and repulsive forces may have occurred, hence no further pre-heating was 

needed to open the active sites of proteins. Under acidification conditions, due to 

increased electrostatic repulsions the soluble aggregates under acidification at ambient 

temperature could form a gel. Secondly, the smaller particle size and improved water 

solubility of proteins on D6 may have made it possible for the proteins to form soluble 

aggregates without heat treatment. Based on these results it may be possible to create 

various types of gels from elastic to viscous by manipulating the conditions of 

germination and pre-treatment for acid cold-set gelation. In food processing, acid cold-

set gelation may offer an interesting route to develop functional ingredients from 

germinated yellow pea proteins that can be tailored based on the needs of the product.  

6.3 Conclusions 

Various changes were observed in the gelation properties of pea proteins extracted from 

germinated yellow peas formed by changes in temperature using heat-set gelation (HSG) 

and changes in pH using acid cold-set gelation (ACSG). With the progress in germination 

time from D0 to D6, the gels formed by HSG had stronger viscosity and better strength 

which was further confirmed by decrease in Tan δ values during cooling and by CLSM 

gel images showing a denser, more homogenous continuous network. These changes in 

the gelling properties by HSG were attributed to the non-covalent interactions such as 

hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic repulsions and hydrogen bonding. Thus, the 

functional properties of pea proteins such as gel textures and gel strength could be 

improved by using pea proteins extracted from germinated peas.  
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The formation of a protein network by changing the pH was performed using acid cold-

set gelation with and without pre-heat treatment. It was observed that the proteins from 

D0 to D3 of germination resulted in better gel strength when heat was applied before 

gelation in comparison to no pre-heat treatment which was because heat was needed for 

the proteins to unfold. Proteins from D6 resulted in formation of a viscous precipitate 

when heat was applied before acidification. When no pre-heat treatment was employed 

before acidification, proteins from D6 could form homogenous gels which was confirmed 

by an improvement in gel strength and also by CLSM images showing a continuous dense 

network. On D6 due to increased hydrolysis of proteins the proteins were unfolded, and 

reactive groups exposed to the surface. The size of the proteins decreased, and surface 

charge of proteins increased. These smaller charged reactive proteins at ambient 

temperatures under acidification could interact with protons released from GDL to form 

a three-dimensional network. D6 proteins with no heat treatment resulted in formation of 

slightly stronger gel in comparison to the gels formed after pre-heat treatment. Thus, a 

variety of gels could be formed from pea proteins extracted from germinated peas by 

changes in temperature and pH. By manipulating the germination period and pre-

treatment conditions, it was possible to form protein gels with various gel strength such 

as soft gels like yoghurt or soft tofu gels. Modification of protein structure by seed 

germination may be a promising alternative to enhance the gelation properties of pea 

proteins and diversify their applications in the food industry. Such pea protein gels may 

also find a potential application in delivery of nutraceutical ingredients as protein gels 

can act as a matrix to hold water and other important ingredients 
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Chapter 7 - General conclusions and recommendations for future research  

 

7.1 General conclusions 

An extensive study was performed on the impact of post-harvest seed germination on 

molecular structure and functional properties of Australian yellow peas. Initially, the 

process of seed germination was executed for a period of nine days in controlled 

temperature and relative humidity conditions. It was observed that the yield of germinated 

pea flour declined after six days of germination as the roots and shoots initiated to grow 

and hence a six-day seed germination cycle was exercised, and results were compared. 

Yellow pea flour was obtained from zero days (D0), three days (D3) and six days (D6) of 

germination. The impact of germination on structural characterisations of flour in relation 

to its physical properties, chemical properties and protein molecular weight distribution 

was investigated. In the next stage, functional properties such as water solubility, 

hydration and pasting properties were determined. Currently, poor functional properties 

of pea flours are a major hurdle for their utilisation in food processing. However, changes 

in protein size distribution and water protein solubility may have implications for food 

and non-food applications where emulsification, solubility and digestibility play a major 

role. This useful information led to further extractions of the major components of flour 

which were starch and protein. The extracted starch and protein fractions were 

characterised quantitatively in addition to the characterisation of YPF to determine the 

impact of germination on changes in the chemical composition, structure and functional 

properties. The impact of germination on gelation properties of extracted proteins was 

also investigated focussing particularly on two types of gelation which were heat-set and 

cold-set gelation. The impact of germination on pre-heat treatment on the gel strength of 

acid cold-set gels was also analysed.  

Our study indicates that six-day germination of yellow pea seeds results in changes in the 

structure and functional properties of YPF. The results in Chapter 3 suggest that during 

the six-day germination period, due to the increased action of proteolytic and amylolytic 

enzymes the structure of protein and starch were affected. Changes were more profound 

in protein molecular weight distribution, water solubility, particle size distribution and 

starch surface structure. High molecular weight proteins were broken down to low 

molecular weight protein subunits. Starch was broken down into amylose and 

amylopectin. Changes in the structure of protein and starch impacted the functional 

properties of YPF leading to increase in water solubility, peak viscosity and decrease in 

hydration properties. Germinated YPF thus obtained with an increase in water soluble 
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protein and lower hydration properties may find applications in formulating liquid foods 

such as beverages, soups and gravies where high protein solubility is required or in gluten 

free products where lower hydration is required. 

Based on the results of Chapter 3, starch was extracted from YPF obtained using pea 

seeds from D0 to D6 of germination. Not only the analysis of extracted starch but also 

the extraction waste fraction, called the ‘tail fraction’, showed interesting changes over 

the six days of germination. This research indicated that the two starch rich fractions 

obtained during pea germination had unique physicochemical properties that changed 

during germination process. While the starch content of the starch fraction was 

significantly higher than the tail fraction, the RVA peak viscosity of the tail fraction of 

the germinated sample (D3) was significantly higher than that of its corresponding starch 

fraction. This indicated that in germinated pea flour and the isolated starch fractions non-

starch factors play a key role to pasting properties. This may be related to the contribution 

of the fibre and starch interaction with other components such as lipids.    

The results from pasting properties of both starch and tail fractions suggest that they could 

be individually suited for food applications such as thickening, binding, etc. The tail 

fraction which is considered as an extraction waste is also likely to be a useful functional 

ingredient. Due to the high fibre content and functionality of tail fraction, similar to the 

starch fraction, the tail fraction may be used as a value-added food ingredient for 

thermally processed products.  

The changes in protein molecular weight distribution that resulted from the six-day 

germination process, were further studied by analysing the molecular weight distribution 

of isolated proteins. The results of Chapter 5 indicated that the number of small size 

proteins increased, and large size proteins decreased due to protein hydrolysis as 

germination progressed from D0 to D6. The findings were further confirmed by an 

increase in the % degree of hydrolysis and a higher charge of molecules present in D6 

samples. The D6 proteins have increased water solubility. Changes in secondary structure 

and thermal properties of proteins was also observed.  

In Chapter 6, the gelation properties of isolated proteins were studied. Two different types 

of gel formations were evaluated. Gels formed as a function of change in temperature 

called the heat-set gelation and gels formed as a function of change in pH called as acid 

cold-set gelation was reported. Germinated pea proteins from D0 to D6 resulted in 

different types of heat-set and acid cold-set gels. It was observed that the smaller proteins 

improved the gel strength of heat-set gels of samples from D6. Rheological properties of 
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acid cold-set gelation of proteins from D0 to D6 using glucono delta-lactone (GDL) as 

the acidifying agent was reported. The effect of pre-heat treatment on rheological 

properties of acid cold-set gelation was also investigated. It was observed that germinated 

proteins could form acid cold-set gels with improved strength (without pre-heat 

treatment) because the improvement in gel strength was due to the increased covalent, 

non-covalent, electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding. Formation of gels without 

pre-heat treatment may have implications in food processing where gelling without the 

application of heat is required. Food manufacturers may have a choice of pre-treatment 

based on the desired type of gel for example in manufacture of yoghurt or soft tofu gels.  

In summary, this study presents information mainly on modifications in the structure of 

starch and protein extracted from yellow peas during different stages of germination . The 

project also measured the changes in functional properties of yellow pea flour and its 

components starch and protein after germination. Furthermore, this research on 

Australian yellow peas attempts to scientifically document possible reasons for the 

structural changes occurring during post-harvest germination of seeds. The results 

obtained suggest that it is possible to modify the structure of proteins and starch by 

germination to achieve functional properties desired in food manufacture.   

 

7.2 Recommendations for future research 

• Two starch rich streams with different chemical compositions and pasting 

properties were extracted from germinated flour. Further work is proposed to 

investigate these different fractions in terms of dynamic rheology, thermal 

behaviour and tolerance to processing stress as they may result in fractions with 

different characteristics which could be used for various food industry 

applications.   

• Germination resulted in an increase in the amount of small size proteins. Further 

research is recommended to identify and characterise these small proteins to 

determine if they may have bioactive functionality. This may lead to possible 

value addition of yellow pea seeds in the market and provide new avenues for 

their utilisation in the food, pharmaceutical and nutraceutical industry. The 

physiological effects of the bioactive compounds in vitro and in vivo could be 

studied. A positive outcome could potentially also yield better returns to the 

Australian yellow pea growers.  
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• Combinations of germination with other technologies known for their ability to 

improve techno-functionalities of proteins (e.g. ultrasound) could also be studied. 

This could lead to the development of pea flour fractions with a range of 

functionalities.  

 

• Further study is proposed to also understand the impact of various temperature 

and humidity conditions (such as high temperature of 25°C and 30°C with relative 

humidity of 65 to 70%) on the structure and functional properties of yellow peas. 

Varying the germination conditions may lead to pea flour fractions with different 

functional properties.  

 

• Further studies on enzyme activity are essential in order to understand the effect 

of germination on flour properties. 

 

• Lastly, a study could be undertaken on impact of germination on one genotype of 

yellow peas such as the SW Celine harvested in different geographical locations 

such as NSW, SA and Victoria as this may result in different structure and 

functional changes in pea flour. 
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Appendix 1 - Application of germinated yellow pea flour in gluten free cupcakes 

7.1 Introduction 

Gluten free foods are gaining increasing importance as a growing number of people are 

avoiding wheat due to a diagnosis of coeliac disease. Others believe that avoiding gluten 

may assist in managing weight or have taste preferences (Golley, 2015 ). Coeliac disease 

(CD) is an immune-mediated enteropathy triggered by the ingestion of gluten in 

genetically susceptible individuals (Moroni, Iametti, Bonomi, Arendt, & Dal Bello, 

2010). In Australia, the most recent prevalence of coeliac disease is between 1 to 2% 

(Walker, Ludvigsson, & Sanders, 2017). Currently, the only safe and effective approach 

for CD sufferers is the avoidance of foods containing gluten such as wheat, barley and 

rye (Emily Frederick, Hanna, Fadi, & Thomas, 2014).  

 

Many alternative ingredients are being tested to produce gluten free foods such as breads, 

pizza bases, cakes, biscuits and even extruded products such as pasta (Table 7.1) 

 

Table 7.1: Alternative gluten free ingredients and list of gluten free products 

 
 

In recent years the use of germinated cereal and legume flours in development of new 

food products is gaining interest amongst consumers. Processing techniques such as 
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germination, fermentation and enzymatic processing show improvement in the quality of 

cereals and legumes due to chemical changes that enhance contents of free sugars, 

proteins and vitamins as well as bioavailability of minerals (Helland, Wicklund, & 

Narvhus, 2002; Renzetti, Courtin, Delcour, & Arendt, 2010). Use of germinated chickpea 

flour along with carrot pomace powder has shown quality improvements in the spread 

ratio and sensory properties of biscuits (Baljeet S. Y, Ritika B. Y, & Reena K, 2014). 

 

Germinated chickpea flour in bread formulations has resulted in improvement in 

hydration properties and textural characteristics such as firmness and chewiness in 

comparison to raw chickpea flour (Ouazib, Garzon, Zaidi, & Rosell, 2016). However, 

very limited information is available on incorporation of germinated yellow pea flour in 

food applications. The bakery industry is growing rapidly, and the products have become 

increasingly popular as they are considered healthy and nutritious (Technavio, 2016). 

Among ready-to-eat snacks, cupcakes are gaining wider consumer acceptance due to 

convenience and pleasure (Martínez-Monzó, García-Segovia, & Albors-Garrigos, 2013). 

Cupcakes serve as an interesting route to deliver nutrients in the human diet. For this 

section ‘gluten free vanilla cupcakes’ were chosen as the model food product to study the 

potential of using germinated pea flour as a replacement for wheat flour.  

 

As observed in Chapter 3, the increased activity of proteolytic and amylolytic enzymes 

during seed germination resulted in breakdown of complex molecular structure of 

proteins and starch in peas to their simple subunits. This structural modification of peas 

changed the functional properties of pea flour such as an increased protein solubility, 

changes in viscosity and water hydration properties. In accordance with these results, it 

was hypothesised that incorporation of germinated pea flour may impact on the physical 

properties of gluten free cupcakes such as volume and texture. Incorporation of 

germinated pea flour with a high water-soluble protein, better viscosity and hydration 

properties may add functional value to the final product.  

 

7.2  Materials and method 

7.2.1  Raw ingredients  

Commercial yellow pea flour (Vegebind P) from Gateway Products Pty. Ltd. Queensland, 

Australia was used for formulation and method development. Germinated yellow pea 
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flour from day 3 (D3) of germination was used to test the impact of germination on the 

physical quality of cupcakes due to a few reasons. Results from Chapter 3 indicated that 

germinated pea flour from D3 gave a good flour extraction yield, showed significant 

changes in protein molecular weight distribution, protein water solubility, starch 

structure, pasting and hydration properties which were of vital importance while the 

development of gluten free cupcakes. Therefore germinated pea flour from D3 of 

germination was most suitable for the study. All other ingredients in the formulation were 

provided by Flavourmakers Pty. Ltd. (Mordialloc, Melbourne) as an in-kind support for 

the study. These ingredients were selected from the inhouse ingredient library of 

Flavourmakers Pty. Ltd. (Mordialloc, Melbourne).  

 

7.2.1b Cupcake quality assessments 

 Mass  

The mass or weight of each cupcake was measured using a precision scale and recorded 

once the weight was stabilised. Each cupcake was weighed twice for accuracy and an 

average weight is reported. Measurements were performed in at least triplicate. 

 Volume 

The volume of cupcakes was measured by the rapeseed displacement AACC method 

10.05.01. A measuring cylinder with fixed dimensions (23.00 x 14.30 x 17.21 cm) of 

internal volume 5660.37 cm3 was put in a tray and filled with canola seeds until slightly 

overfilled so that overspill fell into the tray. The straight edge of a ruler was then used to 

press across the top of the cylinder once to give a level surface. The seeds were decanted 

carefully from the cylinder into another empty container. A weighed cupcake was placed 

in the cylinder and the seeds from the container were used to fill the box and levelled off 

as before. The overspill was weighed and recorded as the volume of cupcakes. Triplicate 

measurements were performed for each cupcake and mean results recorded.  

 Density 
The density of cupcakes was recorded by dividing the mass (g) by the volume (mL). 

Triplicate measurements were performed for each cupcake and mean results recorded.  
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 Hardness 

The hardness of cupcakes was measured using a compression test on Instron (Instron 

3300 Universal Testing System, Australia). The cupcake was loaded on the plate with the 

crust side on top. The cupcakes were compressed to 60% of their original height and the 

required forces were recorded. The compression readings were noted for hardness.  

Structure of Cell – C-cell  

The cell characteristics of the crumb of cupcakes was measured using a product imaging 

system called ‘C – cell’. Each cupcake was cut horizontally to expose the crumb surface. 

After calibration of the C – cell system, the cupcake with the crumb surface facing 

upwards was placed in the sample drawer inside the C-cell chamber. The drawer was 

closed and a high- resolution image was obtained which provided data on internal 

structure such as number of cells, area of cells and cell diameter. Each sample was 

measured thrice, and the mean values presented.  

 

 

7.2.2 Formulation development 

The gluten free cupcake formulation using germinated pea flour was developed in a few 

steps. At each step cupcakes were made and analysed for their physical characteristics 

such as moisture, colour, mass, volume, density, hardness and cell structure.  

 

7.2.2a) Gluten free yellow pea flour vanilla cupcakes formulation 

In this step, a ‘Standard’ gluten free vanilla cupcake formulation consisting of chestnut 

flour as the main gluten free flour was used to develop gluten free yellow pea flour vanilla 

cupcake formulation. This gluten free vanilla cupcake formulation (see Appendix 1) with 

chestnut flour was an in-kind contribution of Flavourmakers Pty. Ltd. A ‘Control’ 

formulation (T1) as in ‘test number 1’, was then developed using Vegebind P  as a 100% 

replacement to chestnut flour.  The ingredients used in T1 formulation were: 200g 

Vegebind P, 100g tapioca starch, 36g rice flour, 21g dextrose, 5.5g baking powder, 4g 

potato starch, 2.2g vanilla and caramel flavour (together), 0.8g salt, 0.4g stevia and 0.4g 

xanthan gum. Ingredient specification of all raw ingredients used were based on raw 

ingredients library of Flavourmakers.  

Cupcakes were made using T1 to confirm the balance of ingredients and to test the 

methodology including time and temperature for baking. T1 cupcakes were analysed for 
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physical characteristics such as moisture, colour, mass, volume, density, hardness and 

cell structure. These results were analysed statistically and utilised to compare the 

physical characteristics of the cupcakes made from germinated pea flour.  

 

7.2.2b) Textural improvement of T1 cupcakes 

Attempts were made to improve the texture of T1 cupcakes. In this step, ‘inulin’ was 

added to the formulations at 3% (T2), 6%(T3) and 9%(T4) respectively. Inulin, a long 

chain polysaccharide of fructose is widely used in the food industry to improve the texture 

of gluten free baked products due to its lower solubility, high viscosity and 

thermostability (Drabińska, Rosell, & Krupa-Kozak, 2017). Inulin is also added as a 

source of fibre, fat and as a sugar replacer in gluten free low fat cakes (Rodríguez-García, 

Sahi, & Hernando, 2014). Inulin is found in various quantities in the tubers and bulbs of 

several edible fruits and vegetables. It is found in large amounts in the roots of Helianthus 

tuberosus (Jerusalem artichoke)(14-19%) and Cichorium intybus (chicory) (15 – 20%) 

(Apolinário et al., 2014). The inulin used in the current study was derived from chicory 

root.  

 

7.2.2c) Replacement of Vegebind P with germinated pea flour 

 

In this step, commercial pea flour Vegebind P from formulation T1 was replaced using 

germinated pea flour from D3 of germination to develop formulation T5. Cupcakes were 

made and analysed.   
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7.2.2d) Development of germinated pea flour cupcake with inulin 

In this step, T6 was developed by addition of inulin in to germinated pea flour cupcake 

mix to understand if the texture of T5 can be improved. All formulations were developed 

as 100% gluten free formulations.  

7.2.3 Cupcake making 

To prepare one batch of cupcakes (6 cupcakes) – dry ingredients were accurately weighed 

in a mixing bowl and the total weight of dry ingredients was maintained at 200g according 

to the formulations below. 120mL of water and 5 mL of vegetable oil was added to the 

dry ingredients and mixed on a Hobart mixer (Model N – 50G, Hobart Corp., Troy, OH, 

USA) at a medium speed (speed two) for 5 to 7 min. to form a semi-thick cake like batter. 

Six equal portions of the batter were scooped out and filled in a muffin baking tray lined 

with vegetable oil. Cupcakes were baked at 220°C in a fan forced oven for 15 to 20 min. 

Cupcakes from T1 to T6 were baked on the same day. Following baking, cupcakes were 

cooled to room temperature (20°C), packed in black trays with a polythene cover and 

stored at 20°C for 1 day before analysis.  

Formulation development 
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7.2.4  Method of analysis 

Moisture analysis was conducted by the AACC 44-20 air oven method as detailed in 

Chapter 2, section 2.1.2. Colour analysis was conducted using the colorimetric method as 

specified in Chapter 2, section 2.5.1. Water binding capacity was conducted by 

calculating the amount of water absorbed per gram of flour as detailed in Chapter 2, 

section 2.7.3. The mass, volume and density of cupcakes was measured using the methods 

detailed in Chapter 2, sections 2.10.1, 2.10.2 and 2.10.3 respectively. The hardness of the 

cupcakes was determined by Instron using a compression test as detailed in Chapter 2, 

section 2.10.4. The cell structure was analysed using an image analysis method called the 

‘C-Cell analysis’ as detailed in Chapter 2, section 2.10.5.   

7.3 Results and discussion  

Results were analysed in triplicates. Their average and standard deviations were reported. 

For ease of reference, a list of test numbers along with their respective formulation 

descriptions are as tabulated in Table 7.2. 
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Table 7. 2: List of tests and formulation descriptions 

Test number Formulation description 

T1 With Vegebind P, no inulin 

T2 With Vegebind P, 3% inulin 

T3 With Vegebind P, 6% inulin 

T4 With Vegebind P, 9% inulin 

T5 With D3 pea flour, no inulin 

T6 With D3 pea flour, 6% inulin 

 

7.3.1 Moisture, water binding capacity and colour 

Moisture: The moisture content of cupcakes is as tabulated in Table 7.3. The moisture 

content ranged from 14.3 to 16.4% from sample T1 to T6. T1 had the lowest moisture in 

comparison to other formulations. In formulations T2 to T4, moisture content may have 

increased due to an increase in inulin at 7% in addition to the fibre content of Vegebind 

P (9%). This higher content of fibre may have resulted in higher moisture as higher fibre 

content may retain more water during baking period. In T5, the moisture content increased 

significantly by 16%. This increase could be due to the breakdown of starch and protein 

resulting in decrease in particle size and higher water binding capacity. 

 

Water binding capacity: Water absorption or water binding measures the amount of 

water that the flour can absorb as it indicates the yield and shelf life. The water binding 

capacity of Vegebind P and day 3 germinated pea flour is indicated in Figure 7.1. As 

observed in the figure, the water binding capacity of day 3 germinated flour was improved 

by 30% in comparison to Vegebind P. Due to breakdown of proteins and starch during 

germination, a more open structure was created increasing the surface area. This increase 

in surface area of protein and starch may have resulted in a higher capacity to absorb 

water. This may also result in changes in the internal cell structure of cupcakes. The 

higher moisture content may help to prevent drying of the cupcakes during storage.   
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Figure 7. 1: Water binding capacity of Vegebind P and day 3 germinated yellow pea 

flour  

 

In another study, a higher protein content, water holding capacity and fibre content also 

led to high moisture content in muffins made from lupin flour in lupin flour-based muffins 

(Nasar-Abbas & Jayasena, 2012).  
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Table 7. 3: Moisture and colour properties of yellow pea flour vanilla cupcakes 

 
Test number  Moisture % Colour (Crumb) Colour (crust) 

 

 

 L* a* b* L* a* b* 

T1 

T2 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

14.3 ± 0.8a 

16.1 ± 0.3c 

15.4± 0.3b 

15.2± 0.4b 

16.4± 0.3d 

15.9± 0.4b 

66.0 ± 3.0d 

61.1 ± 1.7b 

66.0 ± 4.0d 

64.1 ± 1.0c 

61.0 ± 1.0a 

64.0 ± 1.5c 

3.7 ± 0.6c 

4.8 ± 0.5f 

2.1 ± 0.2a 

3.0 ± 0.2b 

4.6 ± 0.7e 

4.1 ± 0.6d 

18.1 ± 0.3a 

20.5 ± 0.7b 

21.0 ± 1.0c 

18.0 ± 1.4a 

20.3 ± 0.4b 

20.6 ± 0.5b 

61.0 ± 1.0a 

61.9 ± 1.1b 

63.7 ± 2.4c 

65.6 ± 0.8d 

61.4 ± 1.9b 

60.4 ± 1.6a 

12.0 ± 0.5f 

6.3 ± 0.8e 

3.6 ± 1.3b 

2.4 ± 0.4a 

6.2 ± 0.8d 

5.9 ± 0.8c 

32.0 ± 0.7e 

27.8 ± 0.1d 

29.1 ± 3.5a 

23.4 ± 3.7a 

27.5 ± 0.4c 

26.2 ± 1.1b 
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Colour: The colour values L*, a* and b* of the crumb and crust of cupcakes are tabulated 

in Table 7.2. The crumb colour of cupcakes was affected with the type of yellow pea flour 

added. The L* value which indicates brightness of the cupcakes was found to decrease 

significantly in T5 in comparison to T1 (Table 7.2). This decrease in the brightness in T5 

could be due to the leaching out of yellow colour during soaking and germination. The 

b* value which indicates the yellowness of cupcakes was found to increase significantly 

after addition of germinated yellow pea flour. This could be due to the higher amount of 

protein and starch which may adhere to form protein and starch hydrolysates forming a 

darker colour. An increase in the b* value was also found after addition of lupin flour to 

muffins to replace wheat flour which was due to the naturally occurring yellow pigments 

in lupin flour imparting yellowness to the product (Nasar-Abbas & Jayasena, 2012). The 

addition of inulin also showed a darker colour of the crumb with an increase in b* values. 

The a*value was found to increase significantly in T5 and T6, which indicates that the 

greenness in the sample increased. The a* values also increased from T2 to T4, but no 

specific trend was observed. Darker crumb colour was considered to be associated with 

wholegrains and  wholesomeness of baked products which may be more appealing to the 

consumers (Chakraborty, Gupta, & Kotwaliwale, 2016).  

 

The crust colour of cupcakes was also affected from T1 to T6. The L* values showed 

some differences from T1 to T6. Addition of inulin showed an increase in L* values from 

T3 to T6. The a* and b* values from T2 to T6 decreased significantly in comparison to 

T1. This could be due to the higher moisture content, differences in the inulin content or 

due to differences in the yellow colour of the pea flour. It could also be due to the sugars 

present in inulin or the free sugars in the germinated pea flour which may cause 

caramelisation during baking giving a darker crust colour.   

 

7.3.2 Mass, volume, density and hardness 

Physical measurements such as mass, volume, density and hardness are important 

parameters that decide the quality of baked products. Table 7.4, shows the physical 

measurements of cupcakes from T1 to T6.  

 

The mass of the cupcakes after baking ranged from 44 to 48g from T1 to T6 and no 

significant differences were seen in the mass. This suggests that addition of germinated 

pea flour or inulin did not affect the mass of cupcakes.  
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Differences in the volume and density of cupcakes from T1 to T6 were observed on 

change in formulations. In comparison to T1, the volume of T5 cupcakes increased by 

7%. This may be due to the breakdown of protein and starch during germination. The 

smaller units of protein and starch may have a better ability to bind the water molecules 

and create an open crumb structure thereby increasing the volume. This increase in 

volume may indicate changes in the internal cell structure of cupcakes.  

 

In T2 and T3 cupcakes containing 3% and 6% inulin the volume was observed to increase 

by 12% and 15% respectively. In T4 cupcakes containing 9% inulin (Table 7.2) the 

volume was found to decrease. This suggested that at a lower level of 3% and 6%, inulin 

acts as a better binder and fat replacer which could be due to its moisture holding 

properties providing the same softness to the product with the fat in the formulation. 

Based on this result, a 6% addition of inulin was used to develop formulation T6. Figure 

7.2 illustrates the samples of yellow pea flour cupcakes from T1 to T6.  

 

Interestingly, formulation T6, containing germinated pea flour and inulin resulted in 

highest volume with an increase of approximately 25%. This result confirmed that 

germinated pea flour substitution increased the volume of cupcakes and the volume could 

be improved even further with 6% inulin.  

 

The density measurements of cupcakes from T1 to T6 showed slight changes. The density 

of T5 was lower than T1 indicating that germinated pea flour addition resulted in an open, 

less dense texture and softer crumb. Addition of inulin to formulations T2 to T4 also 

resulted in a less dense cupcake. In T6, addition of inulin did not result in a further 

decrease in density.  

 

The hardness values of cupcakes from T1 to T6 showed significant differences. Based on 

the density and volume results, the hardness of T5 cupcakes was expected to decrease. 

But the hardness was observed to increase in T5 in comparison to T1. Addition of 6% 

inulin to T6, decreased the hardness which means provided a softer texture. This could 

be due to the good water binding capacity, and higher fibre content of inulin. The high 

fibre content could hold the moisture content of the crumb during baking which retained 

the softness in the final product. The cupcakes with 9% inulin were observed to increase 

their hardness which could be due to the additional content of inulin. Previous studies 
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suggest that addition of increased quantities of carbohydrate-based fat replacers may 

reduce softness of product due to a reduction in the fat content of the formulation making 

it harder for the air bubbles in the dough to expand and rise in volume (Zahn et al., 2010; 

Serin S., et al, 2017).  

 

The T6 cupcakes had the highest volume, lesser denseness and improved softness. 
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Table 7.4.: Impact of germinated yellow pea flour substitution on mass, volume, density 

and hardness properties of cupcakes 
Test number Mass (g) Volume (ml) Density (mg/mL) Hardness (N) 

T1 

T2 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

48.0 ± 7.0a 

43.9 ± 2.6a 

46.1 ± 5.5a 

48.5 ± 3.4a 

44.0 ± 1.0a 

49.3 ±   1.4a 

73.0 ± 2.5a 

74.2 ± 5.2b 

81.7 ± 2.9b 

84.2 ± 1.4b 

78.3 ± 2.9b 

90.0 ± 0.0c 

0.7 ± 0.1a 

0.6 ± 0.1b 

0.6 ± 0.1b 

0.6 ± 0.1b 

0.6 ± 0.0b 

0.6 ± 0.0b 

21.2 ± 0.9a 

34.0 ± 1.4b 

25.0 ± 1.2ac 

31.3 ± 0.3b 

31.2 ± 4.0b 

27.1 ± 1.5c 
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Figure 7. 2: Cupcakes with yellow pea flour - [T1 – Control, T2 - Germinated yellow pea flour (no inulin), T3 to T5 – 3%, 6% and 9% inulin,  

T6 – Germinated yellow pea flour (with 6% inulin)]. 
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7.3.3 Cell structure 

When assessing the quality parameters of baked product, the external and the internal cell 

structure are very important. Since addition of two different types of pea flour and varying 

levels of inulin showed changes in the external structure measurements such as mass, 

volume, density and hardness, it was hypothesised that changes in the internal structure 

of cupcakes may occur.  

 

In this method, the crumb surface was placed in the sample drawer of the C-cell chamber 

to obtain a high-resolution image to provide data on internal crumb cell structure. A 

comparison between number of cells/slice area and and cell diameter is tabulated in Table 

7.4. Significant differences were found in number of cells per slice area.  

 

Number of cells/slice area: One of the largest differences to the perceived cake quality 

of gluten free cakes is the visual appearance of the crumb (Gambus et al, 2009). No 

significant differences were found in number of cells per slice area between T1 and T5. 

This suggested that addition of germinated pea flour to the cupcakes did not affect the 

formation of air bubbles in the batter during baking. Research has indicated that the crumb 

quality is linked to the number of cells and size of air bubbles incorporated in the batter 

during mixing (Cook, 2002). Small differences in the number of cells per slice area were 

observed in formulations T2 to T4. Addition of inulin from 3% to 6% inulin did not affect 

the number of cells but addition of 9% inulin increased the number of cells per slice area 

which may suggest addition of 9% inulin, may help the expansion of air bubbles during 

baking. This number was still slightly below the ‘Control’ (T1) cupcakes. In the cupcakes 

using germinated pea flour and no inulin (T5), the slice area did not change much from 

T2 to T4. This may suggest that the open structure created by the brokendown protein 

and starch during germination may have assisted in incorporation of more air bubbles and 

expansion of these bubbles during baking. No significant changes were observed in the 

number of cells per slice area in T6.   

 

Cell diameter: In wheat based baked products, the extent to which cells are formed is a 

function of the protein-starch interactions that provide the visco-elastic properties to the 

batter (Lagrain et al, 2012). In case of gluten free products, this interaction without the 

availability of gluten is difficult. In the current study, the cell diameter of T1 was 1.3mm. 

In T5 which had the germinated pea flour the cell diameter was observed to decrease to 
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1.0mm. In fact, T5 had the smallest cell diameter. Smaller cell diameter, are desirable in 

gluten-free bread products as greater number of small gas cells have been found to 

produce loaves of higher specific volumes (Gallagher et al, 2003). In the current study, 

as observed in section 7.3.4 the volume of T5 was higher than T1 which could be due to 

the smaller cell diameter. Addition of inulin increased the cell diameter of T2 to T4. The 

cell diameter of T6 resulted in an increase in comparison to T1 which could be due to the 

fibre present in inulin.  
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Table 7.4: Impact of germinated yekkow pea flour substitution on number of cells 

per slice area and cell diameter 

 

Test number Number of cells/slice 

area 

Cell diameter (mm) 

T1 

T2 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

2444 ± 163.0f 

2185 ± 194.1b 

2123 ± 79.2a 

2318 ± 101.1c 

2390 ± 96.0e 

2383 ± 175.4d 

1.3 ± 0.0b 

1.8 ± 0.2f 

1.7 ± 0.2e 

1.6 ± 0.1d 

1.0 ± 0.2a 

1.5 ± 0.2c 
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7.4 Conclusion 

T5 cupcakes made with germinated yellow pea flour from D3 showed significant 

differences in external and internal physical characteristics.  

Externally, an increase in volume and decrease in density was observed in comparison 

to T1 cupcakes made with Vegebind P.  The T5 cupcakes were moist and could help to 

improve the keeping quality of cupcakes thereby preventing drying of crumb during 

shelf life. This higher retention of moisture was due to the improved water binding 

capacity of germinated pea flour. A yellow crumb colour was observed in T5 cupcakes. 

The yellow crumb colour could be more appealing and may reflect healthier attributes 

to the cupcakes. Internally, T5 cupcakes had a smaller cell diameter which is a quality 

attribute to improve the volume of gluten free cupcakes. This result confirmed that 

germinated yellow pea flour can be used as an alternative source of gluten free flours in 

the development of gluten free cupcakes and could also contribute to improvements in 

physical characteristics of the gluten free cupcakes such as the volume.  

While the volume of cupcakes made with germinated pea flour increased the hardness 

needed to improve. To achieve this, inulin was added at a level of 6% to the germinated 

pea flour cupcakes. Addition of 6% inulin resulted in progressive changes in the physical 

characteristics of germinated pea flour cupcakes. The hardness of the cupcakes was 

improved. Out of all the trial cupcakes, T6 cupcakes resulted in a softer texture. The 

volume of T6 cupcakes was improved in comparison to T5 cupcakes. These changes 

observed in the structure and texture of germinated pea flour cupcakes with inulin may 

be due a combination of factors. The improved water binding capacity of germinated 

pea flour with the addition of inulin may have proved to be a better matrix to hold other 

solids along with water in the gluten free environment resulting in changes in the internal 

and external characteristics of cupcakes. The potential of developing gluten free vanilla 

cupcakes using germinated yellow pea flour holds promise and further development in 

the gluten free area may help to improve the utilisation of yellow pea flour in food 

applications. 


